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Abstract

This thesis investigates the evaluation of automatic and manual text segmentation.

Text segmentation is the process of placing boundaries within text to create segments

according to some task-dependent criterion. An example of text segmentation is topical

segmentation, which aims to segment a text according to the subjective definition of what

constitutes a topic. A number of automatic segmenters have been created to perform

this task, and the question that this thesis answers is how to select the best automatic

segmenter for such a task. This requires choosing an appropriate segmentation evaluation

metric, confirming the reliability of a manual solution, and then finally employing an

evaluation methodology that can select the automatic segmenter that best approximates

human performance.

A variety of comparison methods and metrics exist for comparing segmentations (e.g.,

WindowDiff, Pk), and all save a few are able to award partial credit for nearly missing

a boundary. Those comparison methods that can award partial credit unfortunately

lack consistency, symmetricity, intuition, and a host of other desirable qualities. This

work proposes a new comparison method named boundary similarity (B) which is based

upon a new minimal boundary edit distance to compare two segmentations. Near misses

are frequent, even among manual segmenters (as is exemplified by the low inter-coder

agreement reported by many segmentation studies). This work adapts some inter-coder

agreement coefficients to award partial credit for near misses using the new metric

proposed herein, B.

The methodologies employed by many works introducing automatic segmenters evalu-

ate them simply in terms of a comparison of their output to one manual segmentation of

a text, and often only by presenting nothing other than a series of mean performance

values (along with no standard deviation, standard error, or little if any statistical hy-

pothesis testing). This work asserts that one segmentation of a text cannot constitute

a “true” segmentation; specifically, one manual segmentation is simply one sample of

the population of all possible segmentations of a text and of that subset of desirable

segmentations. This work further asserts that an adapted inter-coder agreement statistics

proposed herein should be used to determine the reproducibility and reliability of a

coding scheme and set of manual codings, and then statistical hypothesis testing using

the specific comparison methods and methodologies demonstrated herein should be used

to select the best automatic segmenter.

This work proposes new segmentation evaluation metrics, adapted inter-coder agree-

ment coefficients, and methodologies. Most important, this work experimentally compares
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the state-or-the-art comparison methods to those proposed herein upon artificial data

that simulates a variety of scenarios and chooses the best one (B). The ability of adapted

inter-coder agreement coefficients, based upon B, to discern between various levels of

agreement in artificial and natural data sets is then demonstrated. Finally, a contextual

evaluation of three automatic segmenters is performed using the state-of-the art compari-

son methods and B using the methodology proposed herein to demonstrate the benefits

and versatility of B as opposed to its counterparts.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In computational linguistics (CL) and natural language processing (NLP), text segmenta-

tion is the task of splitting text into a series of segments by placing boundaries within.

The purposes for doing this vary greatly depending upon the task being undertaken.

Segmentation is often used as a pre-processing step by other NLP systems such as those

that perform video and audio retrieval (Franz et al., 2007), question answering (Oh

et al., 2007), subjectivity analysis (Stoyanov and Cardie, 2008), and even automatic

summarization (Haghighi and Vanderwende, 2009). One popular segmentation task it to

perform topical segmentation (e.g., Hearst 1997), i.e., the separation of text into topically

cohesive segments by some subjective parameter(s).

Segmentations can occur at a variety of levels of granularity, i.e., atomic units. This

granularity could be structural (e.g., morphemes, words, phrases, sentences, paragraphs,

etc.) or even related to vocalization (e.g., phonemes, syllables, etc.). The choice of

what atomic unit to choose depends upon the task. For example, Figure 1.1 shows a

hypothetical topical segmentation of a popular science article at the paragraph level—

meaning that paragraphs are the atomic unit of text used by that study—with descriptions

of the contents of each segment (Hearst, 1997, p. 33).

Text segmentation can take many forms. Segmentation can place a single type of

boundary and create one which, for example, models where topics begin and end in text

without overlap—referred to as linear segmentation. Multiple types of boundaries can also

be placed in a linear segmentation to model characteristics of the boundaries themselves.

These characteristics could include whether a boundary represents the end of an act or a

scene in a play—referred to herein as multiple-boundary-type linear segmentation. In

topical segmentation, segments can be thought of as belonging to larger topical segments

1
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Paragraph Topic

1–3 Intro—the search for life in space
4–5 The moon’s chemical composition
6–8 How early earth-moon proximity shaped the moon

9–12 How the moon helped life evolve on earth
13 Improbability of the earth-moon system

14–16 Binary/trinary star systems make life unlikely
17–18 The low probability of nonbinary/trinary systems
19–20 Properties of earth’s sun that facilitate life

21 Summary

Figure 1.1: A hypothetical topical segmentation at the paragraph level of a popular
science article (Hearst, 1997, p. 33)

which span multiple smaller sub-segments, much like a thesis is often organized into

sections contained within chapters. Such a segmentation resembles the hierarchy found in

a table of contents, and is referred to as a hierarchical segmentation. This work concerns

itself primarily with linear, and not hierarchical, segmentation, and although it makes

provisions for dealing with multiple-boundary-type segmentation it does not experiment

upon such data sets.

Segmentation can be a subjective task (Mann et al., 1992), especially when the

segmentation task is only known to have been performed properly by a human. Topical

segmentation has the potential to be wildly subjective depending upon not only the task

but the type of text being analysed—different types of text will have different definitions

of what constitutes a topic. In the topical segmentation a novel (e.g., Kazantseva and

Szpakowicz 2012), does a topic shift occur when the setting changes? Or when character

dialogue shifts topic? When characters enter or exit? In the intention-based segmentation

of a monologue (e.g., Passonneau and Litman 1993), is a boundary denoted by a referential

noun phrase, a cue word, or a pause? Because of the subjectivity of many segmentation

tasks in CL, machine learning (ML) has been used to try to create artificial segmenters.

ML has also been used to gain a greater understanding of the nature of a segmentation

task or to simply automate the task for consistency.

There are a variety of automatic segmenters that exist for topical segmentation,

including: TextTiling (Hearst, 1993, 1994, 1997), Bayesian Unsupervised Segmentation

(BayesSeg; Eisenstein and Barzilay 2008), Affinity Propagation for Segmentation (APS;

Kazantseva and Szpakowicz 2011), and Minimum Cut Segmenter (MinCut; Malioutov

and Barzilay 2006). This work is concerned with creating and demonstrating tools

and methodology to evaluate and select an ideal segmenter from a group of segmenters.
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Segmentation evaluation may seem like a simple task, but it is subtly difficult.

The first difficulty that exists in determining which automatic segmenter performs

best is that often it is difficult to obtain a “true” segmentation to use as training data or

as a reference to compare against. Many studies report low agreement between humans

even though they segment the same text using the same instructions (see Table 3.3 on

page 56). The reason why many of these studies report low agreement is due to a fact,

“known to researchers in discourse analysis from as early as Levin and Moore (1978), that

while [coders] generally agree on the ‘bulk’ of segments, they tend to disagree on their

exact boundaries” (Artstein and Poesio, 2008, p. 40). Why do they often disagree?

Answering why human segmenters often disagree must be done on a case-by-case basis,

but the subjectivity of such a task is one potential cause of this phenomenon. Analysis

of how they disagree shows that humans either completely miss placing a boundary

that another human has (i.e., a full miss), or they place one near a boundary that

another human has, but not at the exact location (i.e., a near miss). An evaluation

methodology is required that can account for this difficulty, of which a few have been

proposed by others (e.g., Passonneau and Litman 1993; Hearst 1997), but they have a

variety of drawbacks as outlined in Chapter 3, and alternatives to them are proposed,

demonstrated, and evaluated herein. Most important though, a method of comparing

segmentations that can award some partial credit to an automatic segmenter that nearly

misses boundaries is needed, because “in almost any conceivable application, a segmenting

tool that consistently comes close—off by a sentence, say—is preferable to one that places

boundaries willy-nilly” (Beeferman et al., 1997, p. 42).

A number of comparison methods that can award partial credit for near misses already

exist—the most popular of which are Pk (Beeferman and Berger, 1999, pp. 198–200)

and WindowDiff (Pevzner and Hearst, 2002, p. 10), but they too have a variety of

shortcomings and deficiencies as experimentally demonstrated herein. To replace them,

this work proposes a new minimal boundary edit-distance that can be normalized to

produce a superior comparison method of segmentation evaluation. From the edit distance

and comparison method proposed herein, methods of determining the reliability of manual

segmentation data are adapted for segmentation. Additionally, an overall segmentation

evaluation methodology is demonstrated and proposed.
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1.1 Thesis Statement

This thesis claims that:

The minimal boundary edit-distance proposed herein can be normalized to

create a segmentation comparison method that improves upon the state-of-the

art, can be used to adapt inter-coder agreement coefficients to measure the

reliability and replicability of manual segmentations, and with the evaluation

methodology proposed herein can be used to evaluate the relative performance

of automatic and/or manual segmenters.

1.2 Research Questions

To support the thesis statement, the following research questions must be answered:

1. How can we best compare two arbitrary segmentations?

2. How can we determine the reliability of manual segmentations and replicability of

how they are collected?

3. How can we select the best automatic segmenter for a task?

If, for a specific text item and segmentation task, a manual segmentation is compared

to another segmentation, how do we quantify the differences between them? Quantifying

the differences between two segmentations requires a distance function. There are many

distance functions available to us, and the question is whether any of them can be

mathematically considered as either a comparison method or a metric. The distance

function we use to compare two segmentations should also differentiate between a variety

of sources of dissimilarity that adapt to what a specific task would consider an error. Our

ideal distance function would also be configurable enough to easily map to what a specific

task would consider to be an error.

For a specific text item and segmentation task, does there exist one “true” reference

segmentation that we can compare against? If a “true” reference segmentation does not

exist, how can we measure the reliability of segmentations that are manually produced, and

how do manual segmenters disagree? When we are training upon manual segmentations,

we assume that we have elicited a specific effect from our human segmenters that we wish

to emulate; how can we determine that our study is replicable, and that we have observed

the effect that we wanted to? The answers to these questions serve as the foundation
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upon which we can begin to evaluate the performance of an automatic segmenter: trust

in the manual segmenters whom we wish to approximate.

Assuming that, for a task, we have found a reliable set of manual segmentations, how

can we select the best automatic segmenter for this task? Beginning with our reliable

manual segmentations, how can we utilize multiple manual segmentations of the same

text item to measure how closely we can approximate human performance and chose an

appropriate automatic segmenter that will operate best upon unseen data? With the

answers to these questions in hand, we can begin to search for the best machine learning

methods to perform automatic segmentation for a task.

1.3 Contributions

This work contributes:

1. A new edit distance that operates upon boundaries and potential boundary positions

that can act as a distance function to compare two segmentations called boundary

edit distance;

2. This edit distance is then normalized to produce a new comparison method, named

boundary similarity (B), that is proposed to replace WindowDiff and Pk;

3. This comparison method is then used to adapt two inter-coder agreement coefficients

(π and κ and their multi-coder counterparts) so that they can account for near

misses and then be used to determine the reliability and replicability of segmentation

data;

4. Using the segmentation evaluation tools contributed by this work (an edit distance,

comparison method, and inter-coder agreement coefficients), a methodology is

proposed and demonstrated for segmentation evaluation that allows for the selection

of the best performing automatic segmenter for a specific task, short of performing

an ecological evaluation.

Additionally, this research has resulted in two publications (Fournier and Inkpen 2012

and Fournier 2013) and a software package for the evaluation of segmentation called

segeval (Fournier, 2012).

http://packages.python.org/segeval/
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1.4 Outline

In this work, first background is presented in Chapter 2 and a review of state-of-the-art

segmentation comparison methods, inter-coder agreement coefficients, and segmentation

evaluation methodology is presented in Chapter 3. A complete overview of evaluation

methodology is not presented, but the scope of the evaluation methodology proposed is

defined and statistical hypothesis testing overviewed.

Chapter 4 begins by defining a method of conceptualizing and representing segmen-

tation. Later, this representation is used to communicate and propose boundary edit

distance along with four potential normalizations of the edit distance which are later

tested for their suitability as segmentation comparison methods in Section 4.1 against

WindowDiff. Inter-coder agreement coefficients are then adapted for segmentation in

Section 4.2 which could use any of the four proposed comparison methods. Evaluation

methodology are then proposed for segmentation in Section 4.3 which could be used for

any segmentation comparison method.

Chapter 5 experimentally evaluates the proposals made in Chapter 4 and discusses

the results of each individual experiment as they are performed. First, an experimental

evaluation of WindowDiff and the four comparison methods proposed herein is detailed in

Section 5.1, with the best comparison method then evaluated for its fitness as part of an

adapted inter-coder agreement coefficient in Section 5.2. Next, comparison methods and

agreement results from the previous experiments are used to evaluate automatic segmenters

in an experiment to provide an overall experimental evaluation and a demonstration of

which comparison method is most suitable for segmentation evaluation in Section 5.3.

Finally, Chapter 6 shows a discussion on how to report segmentation comparison meth-

ods and a conclusion and overview of future work is presented in Chapter 7 summarizing

the results of Chapter 5 which reiterates the choice of which of the four boundary edit

distance normalizations should be used to replace WindowDiff and Pk as a comparison

method for segmentation.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Linear Segmentation Comparison Methods

To evaluate either automatic or human segmenters, a method of comparing one seg-

mentation to another is required which demonstrates the differences between any two

segmentations. When one of these segmentations is assumed to be a correct solution

(i.e., reference) for a segmentation task, the difference between it and a hypothetical

segmentation is considered to quantify the amount of error that a hypothetical segmenter

has committed. This section explores the variety of metrics and methods that have been

used to quantify the error between a reference and hypothesis segmentation (where one

“true” segmentation is assumed to be a reference).

Information retrieval metrics Segmentation has been evaluated by many early

studies1 using information retrieval (IR) metrics such as precision, recall, and accuracy. To

use IR metrics, the task of segmentation was conceptualized much like binary classification

tasks are: two classes exist—boundary and non-boundary—for each potential boundary

position. A potential boundary position is a space between two adjacent atomic textual

units (e.g., words, sentences, paragraphs, etc.), where atomicity (i.e., granularity) of a unit

is defined by the end task for which segmentation is being used—giving us n− 1 potential

boundaries for n atomic units of text (Passonneau and Litman, 1993, p. 150). Passonneau

and Litman (1993) illustrated a confusion matrix which represented segmentation as

a classification task (Table 2.1), showing how to count the number of true positives

1Passonneau and Litman (1993); Hearst (1994); Litman and Passonneau (1995); Hearst (1997); Reynar
and Ratnaparkhi (1997); Yaari (1997) and Passonneau and Litman (1997).

7
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Actual

P
re

di
ct

ed

Boundary Non-boundary
Boundary TP FP

Non-boundary FN TN

Table 2.1: Confusion matrix for potential boundary positions of linear segmentations;
adapted from Passonneau and Litman (1993)

(TP), false positives (FP), false negatives (FN), and true negatives (TN). A TP occurs

when both a hypothetical (i.e., automatic) and reference (i.e., manual) segmenter place a

boundary at the exact same position in a document, whereas if only the hypothetical

segmenter does so, a FP has occurred. A TN occurs when a boundary has not been

labelled at a particular position by both the hypothetical and reference segmenter, whereas

if only the reference segmenter does so, a FN has occurred. The sums of the various rows

and columns of this confusion matrix then represent the number of boundaries (|B|) and

non-boundaries (|¬B|), respectively, with a total number of n− 1 potential boundaries

(|B|+ |¬B| = n− 1).

Using this confusion matrix, Passonneau and Litman (1993); Litman and Passonneau

(1995) and Passonneau and Litman (1997) calculated a variety of IR metrics, including

precision, recall, fallout, and error (Equations 2.1–2.4). These metrics served to try to

quantify the types of errors that occurred. Precision measured how often a method would

choose a correct boundary position out of those chosen whereas recall measured how often

a method chose a correct boundary position out of all possible correct answers. Fallout

measured how often incorrect boundaries were identified by a hypothetical segmenter, and

error measured the total number of incorrect boundaries and non-boundaries identified.

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(2.1) Fallout =

FP

FP + TN
(2.2)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(2.3) Error =

FP + FN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(2.4)

When evaluating performance, an ideal segmenter would balance both precision

and recall (i.e., a segmenter should strive for high precision and high recall in many

applications). Beeferman et al. (1997, p. 42) regarded the complementary nature of

precision and recall as a flaw, and desired one number, not many. For this reason, a mean

of the two metrics was provided by van Rijsbergen (1979, p. 174) in his “effectiveness

measure”, otherwise known as Fβ-measure (Equation 2.5).
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Fβ-measure = (1 + β2) · Precision · Recall

(β2 · Precision) + Recall

=
(1 + β2) · TP

(1 + β2) · TP + β2 · FN + FP
(2.5)

Using Fβ-measure, a single metric was able to be shown which balanced those two

performance metrics, allowing for easier comparisons of segmenters to balance both

precision and recall and compare only one performance value against another. Although

Fβ-measure and other IR metrics are widely applied as a performance metric in natural

language processing, the usage usage of IR metrics present their own problems when

applied to segmentation, unfortunately. When a number of manual segmentations were

produced for a corpus, it was realized that manual segmenters often did not fully agree

with each other (see Section 3.2). For tasks were this disagreement occurred, the validity of

the assumption that there exists one “true” reference segmentation that can be compared

against does not hold true, making these metrics (e.g., IR metrics) that rely upon having

a single reference segmentation to compare against difficult to interpret when applied

to multiple manual segmentations. Additionally, one type of error which IR metrics fail

to account for was found to be very frequent: coders would place a boundary adjacent

with, but not directly upon, the position chosen by another coder (i.e., nearly missing a

boundary).

Near-miss errors Many studies report low inter-coder agreement coefficients due to a

fact, “known to researchers in discourse analysis from as early as Levin and Moore (1978),

that while [coders] generally agree on the ‘bulk’ of segments, they tend to disagree on

their exact boundaries” (Artstein and Poesio, 2008, p. 40). This effect is often referred

to as a near-miss error. This realization, and the knowledge that coders often have high

disagreement with each other, has led to the development of a variety of segmentation

comparison methods which attempt to award partial credit for near-misses, because “in

almost any conceivable application, a segmenting tool that consistently comes close—off

by a sentence, say—is preferable to one that places boundaries willy-nilly”. IR metrics

do not award partial credit for such near-misses, and instead can award to arguably

better segmenters “worse scores than an algorithm that hypothesizes a boundary at every

[potential boundary] position. It is natural to expect that in a segmenter, close should

count for something.” (Beeferman et al., 1997, p. 42).
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Comparison to a majority solution Many studies2 that used IR metrics to evaluate

automatic segmenters used multiple human annotators (i.e., coders) to code boundaries,

and found that their coders did not completely agree with each other, demonstrating that

there is often no one “true” reference segmentation to compare against. A solution to the

problem of near-misses of boundary locations was still required, and the ability to have

one metric to summarize segmentation results was desired. To solve this issue, a reference

solution was composed by these studies of boundaries upon which a majority of coders

agreed. From this majority, all IR metrics could be computed against it as a reference. For

each boundary position, if the majority of the coders observed a boundary at that position,

then a boundary was placed in the majority solution coding; otherwise, a boundary was

not. This proved problematic, as Passonneau and Litman (1993) and Passonneau and

Litman (1997) first defined a majority as 4 of 7 coders, but then re-defined it as 3 of 7 in

Litman and Passonneau (1995). This change was explained as being warranted because

the differences between coders for combinations where the number of coders was ≥ 3

were not statistically significantly different—using Cochran’s test, which Cohen (1960)

points out is an inappropriate test to use for such a determination (see Section 3.2).

Hearst (1993, p. 6) also used a majority solution to compare against, which she called a

‘consensus’ opinion, which was comprised of boundaries which the majority (> 50%) of

coders agreed upon, but added the condition that the average agreement between coders

should be ≥ 90% to trust this majority segmentation.

Regardless of whether statistical significance is demonstrated for whether coders that

comprise a majority solution significantly differ from each other in their segmentations

or not, a majority solution will invariably produce results difficult to interpret when the

threshold of what constitutes a “majority” has had so many different interpretations (4/7,
3/7, > 50%). Hearst (1994, p. 30) points out that the conflation of a number of codings

does not constitute an objectively determined, or ‘real’, boundary for segmentations

tasks such as topic modelling. Hearst (1994, p. 30) renounced the usage of a majority

reference segmentation for segmentation evaluation, stating that “a simple majority does

not provide overwhelming proof about the objective reality of the subtopic break. Since

readers often disagree about where to draw a boundary marking for a topic shift, one can

only use the general trends as a basis from which to compare different algorithms”.

It has been demonstrated that comparison to a majority solution is too fraught with

issues to be a viable evaluation method to adapt IR metrics or other segmentation

2Passonneau and Litman (1993); Hearst (1994); Litman and Passonneau (1995); Hearst (1997) and
Passonneau and Litman (1997), etc.
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comparison methods. With no consistent definition of what constitutes an acceptable

majority and with the issue of over-inflated values, the use of a majority solution has

been predominantly abandoned in literature.

The difficulty of using a majority solution was also realized by researchers trying to

determine the reliability of their coding schemes by measuring inter-coder agreement. The

percentage agreement statistic (See Section 3.2) required a comparison against a majority

solution to measure inter-coder agreement. Between pairs of coders, this metric could also

be used as a simple comparison metric between coders. The usage of a majority solution,

unfortunately, grossly inflated the statistic’s values, because “the statistic itself guarantees

at least 50% agreement by only pairing off coders against the majority opinion”(Isard

and Carletta, 1995, p. 63).

Artificial segmentation data To attempt to circumvent the issue of creating a

single reference segmentation from many manual codings, some authors constructed

artificial segmentation data. Phillips (1985) used the subtopic structure of chapters

in science textbooks to represent reference boundaries, Richmond et al. (1994, pp. 51–

53) concatenated articles from an edition of The Times newspaper and attempted to

reconstruct the boundaries between articles, Beeferman et al. (1997) also used concatenated

articles but from the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus and the Topic Detection and

Tracking corpus collected by Paul and Baker (1992) and Allan et al. (1998) respectively,

Reynar (1998) used a subset of the WSJ corpus with concatenation, and Choi (2000) used

700 artificial texts, where a text is comprised of ten text segments selected from the first

n sentences of a randomly selected document in the Brown corpus (Francis, 1964). This

article concatenation is, however, artificial, and with that property come some undesirable

side effects.

The usage of artificially constructed segmentation data attempts to provide a reference

segmentation to compare against, but this artificial segmentation data did not guarantee

that the articles chosen were wholly unrelated to each other (one article could naturally

lead into another in its choice of topic). There is also no guarantee that the properties

of artificially concatenated text correlate with that of the natural text it attempts to

emulate, e.g., the subtlety between topic and subtopic breaks that occur in natural

text (meaning that artificial data may significantly simplify a segmentation task). This

concatenation may alter features of the text which are inconsistent with how natural

text is composed and the resulting probabilities of a manual coder placing a boundary

at a particular position (e.g., for topical segmentation, artificial segmentation data may
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V E R I F I C A T I O N  O F  L C P  

This section inspects the correlation between 
LCP and segment boundaries perceived by the 
human judgments.  The curve of Figure 4 shows 
the LCP of the simplified version of O.Henry's 
"Springtime £ la Carte" (Thornley, 1960). The 
solid bars represent the histogram of segment 
boundaries reported by 16 subjects who read the 
text without paragraph structure. 

It is clear that  the valleys of the LCP cor- 
respond mostly to the dominant segment bound- 
aries. For example, the clear valley at i = 110 
exactly corresponds to the dominant segment 
boundary (and also to the paragraph boundary 
shown as a dotted line). 

Note that LCP can detect segment changing 
of a text regardless of its paragraph structure. 
For example, i = 156 is a paragraph boundary, 
but  neither a valley of the LCP nor a segment 
boundary; i = 236 is both a segment boundary 
and approximately a valley of the LCP, but  not 
a paragraph boundary. 

However, some valleys of the LCP do not 
exactly correspond to segment boundaries. For 
example, the valley near i = 450 disagree with 
the segment boundary at i = 465. The reason is 
that lexical cohesion can not cover all aspect of 
coherence of a segment; an incoherent piece of 
text can be lexically cohesive. 

C O N C L U S I O N  

This paper proposed LCP, an indicator of seg- 
ment changing, which concentrates on lexical 
cohesion of a text segment. The experiment 
proved that LCP closely correlate with the seg- 
ment boundaries captured by the human judg- 
ments, and that  lexical cohesion plays main role 
in forming a sequence of words into segments. 

Text segmentation described here provides 
basic information for text understanding: 

• Resolving anaphora and ellipsis: 
Segment boundaries provide valuable re- 
striction for determination of the referents. 

• Analyzing text structure: 
Segment boundaries can be considered as 
segment switching (push and pop) in hier- 
archical structure of text. 

The segmentation can be applied also to text 
summarizing. (Consider a list of average meaning 
of segments.) 

In future research, the author needs to ex- 
amine validity of LCP for other genres - -  Hearst 
(1993) segments expository texts. Incorporating 
other clues (e.g. cue phrases, tense and aspect, 
etc.) is also needed to make this segmentation 
method more robust. 
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Figure 2.1: Correlation between a histogram of 16 manual segmentations and the lexical
cohesion profile of the simplified version of O. Henry’s ‘Springtime á la Carte’ (Kozima,
1993, p. 288)

contain a differing frequency of a particular type of cue phrase that coders may use to

determine where topical shifts occur). Additionally, for artificial corpora where boundaries

are defined as chapter or section breaks denoted by a document’s author, these boundaries

represent only one individual’s segmentation of the text, or one coding, and they are

not strictly artificial3. Multiple codings of the same text by a variety of individuals may

produce different segmentations, meaning that we must thoroughly study the subjective

notion of a boundary before we decide upon a single reference for usage in an application.

Qualitative analysis of manual codings Given the drawbacks of using artificial

data, and the issues involved when using a majority solution against which to calculate

statistics and perform a quantitative evaluation of a segmentation method, Kozima

(1993) used the same sort of data, but performed a qualitative evaluation of a proposed

segmentation method. Kozima (1993, p. 288) collected 16 segmentations of the simplified

version of O. Henry’s ‘Springtime á la Carte’ (Thornley, 1816). A frequency representation

of the boundaries that these coders placed at particular positions were represented as

a histogram upon which was graphed the cohesion of the text using Kozima’s (1993)

segmentation method, lexical cohesion profile (LCP), as shown in Figure 2.1.

As stated by Hearst (1994, p. 30), this sort of analysis does not inform us of whether an

automatic segmenter is able to identify objective topic or subtopic breaks, but instead is

able to inform us of whether a method correlates with some general trends. Kozima (1993,

p. 288) presented this qualitative analysis of the text cohesion ‘valleys’ as correlating

3More often than not, a document’s headings and subheadings structures denoting topical sections
are the conflation of both an author and editor’s boundary decisions, or many authors and editors, whose
rationale for such boundary choices is neither controlled nor does it represent one single human opinion
of what constitutes a segment for subjective tasks such as topical segmentation.
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ing the “connectivity” of the terms. The simplest ev-
idence to look for is repetition of words; repetition
has been shown to be a coherence enhancer (Tannen
1989), (Walker 1991). Terms that are closely related
in meaning also indicate coherence (Halliday& Hasan
1976),(Morris & Hirst 1991).2 For example, evidence
that a dense discussion of “volcanic activity” is taking
place in the fourth segment of the example above could
be the observation of words related to volcanism, such
as lava and eruption. A third type of coherence ev-
idence is the co-occurrence of multiple simultaneous
themes. If the discussion of volcanism mentions its ef-
fects on the appearance of a planet’s surface, itmight be
the case that terms related in meaning to “surface”, but
not semantically similar to “volcanism”, occur in the
same stretch of text. The fact that several threads of
discussion occur contemporaneously should be used
as evidence for a coherent subtopic. In other words,
often it is the case that a writer discusses the relation-
ship of one thing with respect to another (e.g., volcanic
activity and where it takes place, volcanic activity and
its effects on crops, or volcanic activity and Romanhis-
tory) and when the discussion of one topic ends, so
does discussion of the others.

Unlike standard discourse analysis approaches, Text-
Tiling breaks the text into simple, contiguous ‘tiles’ that
are meant to reflect only topical loci, and not the inter-
relations among the topics. Although there are many
valid second-order structures that a text can take on
– two prominent ones in expository text are hierarchi-
cal and sequential (as in a chronological biography) –
for the purposes of this task the tiles are considered to
be disjoint and no attempt is made to determine how
they are related to one another. Higher level struc-
tural or functional roles (such as causation, elabora-
tion, etc., found in theories like RST (Mann & Thomp-
son 1987) and comprehensively categorized in (Hovy
1990)) might be determined in subsequent passes.

What follows is a description of the TextTiling algo-
rithm, first using only repetition of terms, and then in-
corporating terms that are closely related in meaning
(and in both cases using theme overlap). This is fol-
lowed by a discussion of the relationship of this work
to that of (Morris & Hirst 1991), and others, and by
a comparison of the algorithm’s performance human
judgement data. The paper concludes with a discus-
sion of how this work will be extended.

2(Raskin & Weiser 1987), following (Halliday & Hasan 1976),
distinguishes between cohesion and coherence; cohesion relations
often act to indicate coherence in a passage. They also differentiate
between lexical cohesion and grammatical cohesion relations; an
example of the latter is pronomial reference. Only lexical cohesion
relations are used in this algorithm, although in future, grammatical
relations may be added.

2 TextTiling

2.1 The Basic Algorithm

The algorithm is a two step process; first, all pairs of
adjacent blocks of text (where blocks are usually 3-5
sentences long) are compared and assigned a similar-
ity value, and then the resulting sequence of similarity
values, afterbeinggraphedandsmoothed, is examined
for peaks and valleys. High similarity values, imply-
ing that the adjacent blocks cohere well, tend to form
peaks, whereas low similarity values, indicating a po-
tential boundary between tiles, create valleys. Figure 1
shows such a graph; the vertical lines indicate where
human judges thought the topic boundaries should be
placed. Note that a valley is meant to indicate where
a discussion of interwoven themes ends, as opposed
tomonitoring for the ends of discussions of individual
themes.
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Figure 1: Results of TextTiling a 77-sentence popular
science article (“Magellan”). Vertical lines indicate ac-
tual topic boundaries as determined by human judges,
and the graph indicates computed similarity of adja-
cent blocks of text. Peaks indicate coherency, and val-
leys indicate potential breaks between coherent seg-
ments.

The one adjustable parameter is the size of the block
used for comparison. This value, labeled , varies
slightly from text to text; as a heuristic it is assigned the
average paragraph length (in sentences), although the
block size that bestmatches the human judgement data
is sometimes one sentence greater or fewer. Actual
paragraphs are not used because their lengths can be
highly irregular, leading to unbalanced comparisons.

Similarity is measured by putting a twist on tf.idf,
a standard information retrieval measurement. The
tf.idf value of a term is its frequency within a docu-
ment divided by its frequency throughout a document
collection as a whole (Salton 1988). Terms that are

2

(a) Consensus topic boundaries chosen by hu-
man coders (vertical lines) and TextTiling’s
text similarity for a 77-sentence popular sci-
ence article “Magellan” (Hearst, 1993, p. 2)

Actua l  sub jec t  
boundar ies  

36 
61 
779 
109 

146 
165 
175 
203 

244 
278 
304 
333 
356 
376 

Boundar ies  found Er ro r  
by a lgor i thm 

36 0 
60 1 
79 0 
109 0 
134 + 
145 1 
165 0 
174 1 
203 0 
214 + 
244 0 
278 0 
304 0 
332 1 
355 1 
375 1 

Table 1: The Times 

A large negative value indicates a low degree of 
correspondence and a small negative value or a pos- 
itive value indicates a high degree of correspondence. 
The vertical lines mark  actual article boundaries. 

The advantage of using a text such as this is that  
there can be no doubt from any human judge as to 
where the boundaries occur, i.e. between articles. 
The local min ima on the graph signify the bound- 
aries as determined by the algorithm. The vertical 
bars signify the actual article boundaries. The re- 
sults of the first 400 sentences are summarised in 
table 1. 

The algorithm located 53% of the article bound- 
aries precisely and 95% of the boundaries to within 
an accuracy of a single sentence. Every article 
boundary was identified to within an accuracy of 
two sentences. The algorithm made no use of end- 
of-paragraph markers. It  also found some additional 
subject boundaries in the middle of articles. These 
are denoted by a ' + '  in the error column. Many ex- 
t ra  subject boundaries were found in the long article 
(starting at sentence 430). It  is worth noting that  
the min ima  occurring within this article are not as 
pronounced as the actual article boundaries them- 
selves. This section of the graph reflects a long arti- 
cle which contains a number of different subtopics. 

A newspaper is an easy test for such an algorithm 
though. Figure 7 shows a graph for an expository 
text - a 200 sentence psychology paper written by 
a fellow student. Again the local min ima indicate 
where the algorithm considers a subject boundary 
to occur and the vertical lines are the obvious breaks 
in the text (mainly before new headings) as judged 
by the author. The results are summarised in table 
2. 

This t ime the algorithm precisely located 50% of 
the boundaries. It  found 63% of the boundaries to 
within an accuracy of a single sentence and 88% to 

Actua l  subjec t  
boundar ies  

7 
22 

59 
72 

96 
121 

162 

184 

Boundar ies  found E r ro r  
by a lgor i thm 

77 0 
22 0 
42 + 
58 1 
772 0 
77 + 
92 4 

118 3 
137 + 
156 + 
161 1 
177 + 
184 0 
191 + 

Table 2: Expository Text 

within an accuracy of two sentences. This level of 
accuracy was obtained consistently for a variety of 
different texts. Again, it should be mentioned that  
the algorithm found more breaks than were immedi- 
ately obvious to a human judge. However, it should 
be noted that  these extra breaks were usually de- 
noted by smaller minima, and on inspection the vast 
majori ty  of them were in sensible places. 

The algorithm has a certain resolving power. As 
the subject mat ter  becomes more and more homoge- 
neous, the number of subject breaks the algorithm 
finds decreases. For some texts, this results in very 
few divisions being made. By taking a smaller win- 
dow size (the number of sentences to look at either 
side of each possible sentence break), the resolving 
power 'of the algorithm can be increased making it 
more sensitive to changes in the vocabulary. How- 
ever, the reliability of the algorithm decreases with 
the increased resolving power. The default window 
size is fifteen sentences and this works well for all 
but the most homogeneous of texts. In this case a 
window size of around six is more effective. A lower 
window size increases the resolving power, but de- 
creases the accuracy of the algorithm. The window 
size was a parameter  of our implementat ion.  

o 
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Figure 7: Expository Text. 

53 

(b) Topic boundaries chosen by a paper’s au-
thor (vertical lines) and text cohesion calcu-
lated for a 200 sentence psychology paper
(Richmond et al., 1994, p. 53)

Figure 2.2: Correlations between manual segmentations (vertical lines) and text similari-
ty/cohesion metrics from (Hearst, 1993, p. 2) and (Richmond et al., 1994, p. 53)

with many of the high frequency manually annotated boundaries, but finally came to the

conclusion that not all boundaries appear to correlate with LCP.

A similar qualitative analysis was performed by Hearst (1993, p. 2) when she compared

the text similarity metric used by TextTiling against manual segmentations. Instead of

using a frequency representation of coder boundaries, Hearst used only those boundaries

that represented a “consensus” opinion (> 50% of the coders agreed upon a boundary,

where the average coder agreement was > 90%), represented as vertical lines plotted with

TextTiling’s text similarity metric for a 77-sentence popular science article referenced

as “Magellan” in Figure 2.2a. The same qualitative analysis was also performed by

Richmond et al. (1994, p. 53) when they compared their text cohesion metric with

manual segmentations for a 200-sentence psychology paper segmented by its author, as

shown in Figure 2.2b.

Beeferman et al. (1997, p. 45) also utilized a very similar form of qualitative visual

correlation analysis as those previously mentioned, as shown in Figure 2.3. They produced

many such charts for the artificial segmentation data sets they used and employed two

sets of vertical lines: one to indicate their segmenter’s boundaries and another to indicate

the artificial (i.e., reference) segment boundaries. They then plotted their method’s

confidence score for each potential boundary as a horizontal line.

These qualitative analyses are very informative when developing a text segmentation

method which is based upon measuring the change in different properties of text over

varying text locations. These comparisons can be used to tune segmentation method

parameters (Hearst, 1997) and to try to offer a visual explanation of how some methods
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Figure 7: Typical segmentations of WSJ  test data. 
The lower verticle lines indicate reference segmenta- 
tions ("truth"). The upper verticle lines are bound- 
aries placed by the algorithm. The fluctuating curve 
is the probability of a segment boundary according 
to the exponential model after 70 features were in- 
duced. 

structed using feature induction. Notice that  in 
this domain many of the segments are quite short, 
adding special difficulties for the segmentation prob- 
lem. Figure 8 shows the performance of the T D T  
segmenter (Model B) on five randomly chosen blocks 
of 200 sentences from the T D T  test data. 

We hasten to add that  these results were obtained 

Figure 8: Randomly chosen segmentations of T D T  
test data, in 200 sentence blocks, using Model B. 

with no smoothing or pruning of any kind, and with 
no more than 100 features induced from the candi- 
date set of several hundred thousand. Unlike many 
other machine learning methods, feature induction 
for exponential models is quite robust to overfitting 
since the features act in concert to assign probabil- 
ity to events rather than splitting the event space 
and assigning probability using relative counts. We 
expect that  significantly better  results can be ob- 
tained by simply training on much more data,  and 
by allowing a more sophisticated set of features. 
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and assigning probability using relative counts. We 
expect that  significantly better  results can be ob- 
tained by simply training on much more data,  and 
by allowing a more sophisticated set of features. 
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Figure 2.3: Correlations between hypothetical segmentations (upper vertical lines),
reference segmentations (lower vertical lines), and the probability of the automatic
segmenter placing a boundary on WSJ data (Beeferman et al., 1997, p. 45)

work and how they correlate with manual segmentations, but in the end, they do not

offer anything more than qualitative comparison against a majority trend. In addition to

these sorts of analyses, methods of quantifying the degree to which a correlation exists,

or the degree to which automatic segmenters disagree with manual segmentations are

still needed to make clear conclusions about the performance of an automatic segmenter

in terms of human performance.

Near-miss errors within a window The definition of what constitutes a matching

boundary, or a true positive, for IR metrics can be adjusted to account for near-miss

errors. Hearst (1993, p. 6) redefined a matching boundary as a hypothetical boundary

that falls within 2 sentences of a consensus boundary and Reynar (1994) redefined it as

a boundary which falls within 3 sentences of a reference boundary (where an artificial

corpus of concatenated articles from The Times was used), and reported IR metrics with

and without the inclusion of these near-misses. Richmond et al. (1994) reported results

upon a variety of sentence distances of a reference boundary (where an artificial corpus of

concatenated WSJ articles was used). During this evaluation, Richmond et al. found that

their method “located 53% of the article boundaries precisely and 95% of the boundaries

to within an accuracy of a single sentence. Every article boundary was identified to within

an accuracy of two sentences.” Reynar (1998, Chapter 5) goes even further, and reports

results for a variety of methods where the definition of a match has a tolerance of 0, 20,

40, 60, 80, or 100 words (again using an artificial corpus of concatenated WSJ articles).

Windows around reference boundaries where a boundary was considered to be correct

provided a useful way to adapt IR metrics to account for near misses. This technique is not

without issues, however. These windows were inconsistently defined and must take into

account the granularity chosen (e.g., being off by 1 unit in a paragraph-level segmentation

does not translate well to an application where the desired segmentation unit differs, e.g.,
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Boundary Errors
Deleted Inserted Off by > 2

T
ex

ts

Magellan 1 1 1 3
Earth 0 1 2 3

Sequoia 1 2 2 5
2 4 5 11

Table 2.2: Errors produced by TextTiling when compared to manual consensus segmen-
tations with a hypothetical boundary within 2 reference sentences being considered a
match; adapted from Hearst (1993, p. 6)

as a sentence or word unit). These methods also meant that if an automatic segmenter

placed multiple boundaries within the window around only one reference boundary, they

would be awarded a match, or true positive, for each surrounding boundary, making it

easy for degenerate segmenters to achieve inflated scores using some IR metrics.

Errors as addition/deletion operations Another way to quantify the errors that

a segmentation method produces, but to also account for near misses, is to measure

the number of boundaries that are erroneously deleted, inserted, or off by a number

of units. Hearst (1993, p. 6) included a frequency count of the number of times

her segmentation method TextTiling differed from the majority opinion of manual

segmentations for 3 articles (shown in Table 2.2). The frequency counts of deleted

versus inserted boundaries corresponds to the number of false negative and false positive

boundaries placed, respectively, and the inclusion of the number of boundaries placed

that are off by > 2 sentences together present a detailed picture of the types of errors that

segmenters make, and their relative frequencies. Richmond et al. (1994) also quantified

errors in this way when comparing their automatic and manually annotated psychology

paper in the form of a table where columns represent boundaries and rows indicate

whether they were placed by the manual or automatic segmenter, with symbols in the

bottom row to indicate whether it was an additional (+), omitted (−), or off by n (digit)

boundary (shown in Table 2.3). By showing the alignment chosen for boundaries in the

associated table, Richmond et al. (1994) also demonstrated the need to make a judgement

as to whether a boundary is off by n, or is actually an added boundary, which is a

distinction that would be required to calculate a minimum edit distance between two

segmentations. Overall, these three types of errors are valuable when identifying how to

improve a segmenter, showing which errors are most pronounced, and which should be

minimized in subsequent iterations of the development of an automatic segmenter.
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Boundary Hypothesis 7 22 42 58 72 77 92 118 137 156 161 177 184 191
positions Reference 7 22 - 59 72 - 96 121 - - 162 - 184 -

Error 0 0 + 1 0 + 4 3 + + 1 + 0 +

Table 2.3: Topic boundary positions chosen by a paper’s author and Richmond et al.’s
(1994) automatic segmenter upon a 200 sentence psychology paper denoting additional
(+), omitted (−), or off by n errors; adapted from Richmond et al. (1994, p. 53)

Beeferman et al. (1997) went further than using edit-like operations to discuss types

of errors, and mused that one could “come up with an explicit alignment between the

segments proposed by [an] algorithm and the reference segments, and then to combine

insertion, deletion, and substitution errors into an overall penalty.” (Beeferman et al.,

1997, p. 42). Unfortunately, they did not pursue this type of an error metric, probably

because it offered no obvious way to award partial credit for near-miss errors (because

off-by-n errors as in Richmond et al. 1994, p. 53 were not considered). To partially credit

near-miss errors, and to create a penalty-based measure, Beeferman et al. revisited the

concept of a window-based analysis of segmentations to account for near-miss errors.

Quantifying segmentation error in terms of windows Beeferman et al. (1997, p.

43) proposed a measure with the premise that an automatic segmenter should optimize the

likelihood that two units of text (i.e., words, sentences, paragraphs, etc.) are “correctly

labelled as being related or being unrelated”. To that end, they proposed a measure

named Pµ, which is “the probability that two sentences drawn randomly from the corpus

are correctly identified as belonging to the same document or not belonging to the

same document”, or, more formally, for a reference segmentation (R) and hypothesis

segmentation produced by an automatic segmenter (H), where Pµ is calculated as shown

in Equation 2.6.

Pµ(R,H) =
∑

1≤i≤j≤n

Dµ(i, j) ·
(
δR(i, j) ⊕̄ δH(i, j)

)
(2.6)

In Equation 2.6, δR “is an indicator function which is 1 if the two corpus indices

specified by its parameters belong in the same document, and 0 otherwise”; δH “is 1 if the

two indices are hypothesized to belong in the same document, and 0 otherwise”. “The

⊕̄ operator is the XNOR function (‘both or neither’)” applied to its operands, δR and

δH , which essentially serves as a coefficient of 1 when indices in both the reference and

hypothesis solution are in the same document (meaning a correct adjacent text unit was
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identified) or both are not, and zero otherwise. The function Dµ is a “distance probability

distribution over the set of possible distances between sentences chosen randomly from

the corpus”, which is used to represent the text in a document. For the purpose of

focusing upon small distances such as pairs of sentences, they define Dµ to be “an

exponential distribution with a mean 1/µ, a parameter that [is fixed] at the appropriate

mean document length for the domain” and γµ is chosen so that Dµ “is a probability

distribution over the range of distances it can accept”, as shown in Equation 2.7.

Dµ(i, j) = γµe
−µ|i−j| (2.7)

Pµ is defined as a probability, producing values with a range of [0, 1], and only awards

a value of 1 for a perfect score. Using its distance probability distribution, it awards

partial credit for near-misses (i.e., returning groups of sentences with a high probability

of occurring in the same document). This method presents an overall assessment of the

number of errors that were committed by an automatic segmenter as one single number

while awarding partial credit for near-missed boundaries, but the usage of a probabilistic

distance was difficult to rationalize; “one weakness of the [measure] as we have presented

it here is that there is no principled way of specifying the distance distribution Dµ”.

Doddington (1998) attempted to solve this issue of better specifying the distance

probability distribution in his modification of the penalty-based measure for the Topic

Detection and Tracking TDT Phase 2 (TDT2) evaluation plan. Two important changes

where made: “the boundary test (as to whether the two sentences/words/times belong to

the same story) is made at a fixed distance rather than a probabilistic distance”, and

the error measure was reformulated as the probability that a segmenter would omit a

boundary (FN) or insert an additional boundary (FP). This formulation did not come into

wide usage, but it informed a later adaptation of Pµ which did become widely adopted.

2.2 Inter-Coder Agreement

Most segmentation tasks in natural language processing—at the beginning of the inves-

tigations into a specific task—have only one known type of segmenter: human. After

investigation, humans remain as the only natural type of segmenter—supplemented,

eventually, by automatic segmenters. To emulate human segmenters it is necessary to

study how humans perform in natural language segmentation tasks. This study requires

the analysis of examples of segmentation, which are produced during sessions where
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humans are issued segmentation instructions, corpora, and time to complete such a task.

Experiments studying phenomena present in text are comprised of a variety of compo-

nents and stages. First, the phenomenon of interest is identified, e.g., the nature of what

constitutes a topic in writing. A specific and concrete question is defined which would

denote this phenomenon, e.g., what denotes a topic shift in popular scientific writing?

This question gives us a particular effect to elicit and study: the subjective placement of

boundaries denoting topical shifts in a specific document. Our goal then is to see whether

this subjective effect can be elicited in a group of individuals. If it can be elicited reliably,

then one has discovered something which may be a general effect common amongst the

population of individuals one has asked to participate in our study (i.e., coders).

Given a specific question to answer, and knowing the effect one wishes to elicit, a

method of doing so must be devised. First, one develops a coding scheme to attempt to

recognize when or where the phenomenon occurs and to identify or label its various parts

(e.g., boundaries denoting topic shifts), and distinguish between various types/components

of larger parts (e.g., minor versus major topic boundaries, or hierarchical topic structures).

One then needs a set of instructions that when followed will cause a coder to produce the

specific phenomenon one desires (e.g., read an article keeping in mind when topic shifts

occur) and inform them of how to apply the coding scheme (while reading, place a mark

between sentences/paragraphs where you believe that a topic shift has occurred). These

instructions define our task. One also needs to select a representative corpus from which

to elicit this effect which is appropriate for our available coders and task. The results of

a set of coders applying a coding scheme from given instructions upon a corpus should be

a set of data which represents the effect one wishes to observe.

When collecting observations in this manner, one must be very careful in defining the

effect that one wishes to observe, crafting the instructions to not overly bias the result

or detract from the subjectivity one wishes to observe, and defining a coding scheme

that will completely and unambiguously label the effect. How does one know that the

instructions conveyed the task sufficiently? How can one trust that the human segmenters

each reliably produced examples of the phenomena that one is studying? How does one

know that they were capable of applying the coding scheme? How does one know that

the experiment can be reproduced by another researcher using the same coding scheme

and that the experiment has not been overly biased by the instructions, coding scheme,

interpretations of the initial researchers, or another unknown bias? To begin to answer

these questions, one must look at the agreement that occurs between humans performing

these tasks (i.e., coders), and asses their reliability at applying a specific coding scheme
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(Craggs and McGee Wood, 2005, p. 289).

What does reliability mean? The measurement of agreement to assess the reliability

of text annotations provided by coders has had a variety of interpretations in computational

linguistics (Craggs and McGee Wood, 2005, p. 290). It has been claimed that such

measurements “assess labelling accuracy,” (Jurafsky et al., 1997), that they demonstrate

in coders “the objectivity of [their] decisions” (Di Eugenio and Glass, 2004), or the degree

of our understanding of coder decisions (Carletta, 1996). Craggs and McGee Wood (2005,

p. 290) instead assert that the. . .

“. . . intended meaning of reliability should refer to the degree to which the

data generated by coders applying a scheme can be relied upon. If we consider

the coding process to involve mapping units of analysis onto categories, data

are reliable if coders agree on the category onto which each unit should be

mapped.”

– Craggs and McGee Wood (2005, p. 290)

In short, if coders are given the same instructions and apply the same coding scheme

differently, then the coding scheme may not truly represent a fully constructed description

of the phenomenon being studied. A contrived example of this is the hypothetical coding

of the interpretation of the word ‘Okay’ by a number of coders. If one applies the

coding-scheme categories ‘Acknowledgement’ and ‘Accept’, but coders cannot reliably

code both of these categories, then the coding scheme may not be appropriate (e.g., there

may be a third, as of yet unpredicted interpretation of ‘Okay’ which is inconsistently

being labelled as either ‘Acknowledgement’ or ‘Accept’ such as ‘Interrogative’4). Craggs

and McGee Wood (2005, p. 290) assert that if reliability of a coding scheme can be

demonstrated, that establishes that the data has two important properties:

1. “The categories onto which the units are mapped are not inordinately dependent

on the idiosyncratic judgements of any individual coder”; and

2. “There is a shared understanding of the meaning of the categories and how data

are mapped onto them.”

The first property is required to ensure that a coding scheme and annotation effort is

reproducible, and that agreement is not overly biased (negatively or positively) by a

4The inflection given to the word ‘Okay’ in speech modify ‘Okay’ to be an interrogative question.
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minority within a group of coders. The second property is required to be able to trust

any analysis derived from the codings, and it means that the categories are an accurate

representation of the phenomenon under study.

How can one trust that each coder reliably produces examples of the phenom-

ena that one is studying? One cannot completely trust that coders have understood

the instructions given to them. One can, however, infer the degree to which one can

reasonably trust one’s coders given their expertise. If a coder is asked to topically segment

a document, and in addition to their instructions also has also a high level of expertise

in the task (they have studied or even published articles on text segmentation, topic

modelling, etc. which suggests their great understanding of the entire task which they

have been asked to perform). “Expert” coders can be compared to those with unknown,

or little expertise (i.e., näıve coders), to qualitatively assess the general replicability of

the instructions and coding scheme used (Isard and Carletta, 1995, p. 64). Additionally,

by comparing expert coders to näıve coders, one can spot any “odd men out”, one’s

outliers, which one can then exclude to obtain a highly uniform (thought not necessarily

high quality) set of codings (Isard and Carletta, 1995, p. 64). Looking solely at the näıve

coders themselves, “if the näıve coders agree among themselves better than they agree

with the expert, it could be that the instructions mean something, but not what the

expert intended!” (Isard and Carletta, 1995, p. 64). All of these comparisons are made

by comparing the agreement between one group and the next, which requires a statistic

which is comparable from group to group regardless of whether the number of coders in a

group differs or not.

Percentage agreement A need to ascertain the agreement between coders for segmen-

tation was recognized by both Passonneau and Litman (1993) and Hearst (1993). In their

1993 work, Passonneau and Litman identified that “the correspondence between discourse

segments and more abstract units of meaning is poorly understood. . . ”. Beginning with

20 narrative monologues from a movie, they asked 7 coders5 to segment this discourse

“using speaker intention as a criterion” (Passonneau and Litman, 1993, p. 149), or more

specifically, to place a boundary when a speaker finished a communicative task and began

a new one. Their coders produced one phrase-level6 linear segmentation for each of the 20

5Psychology students at the University of Connecticut.
6Though “restricted to placing boundaries between prosodic phrases” (Passonneau and Litman, 1993,

p. 149).
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monologues of approximately 700 words. They considered that using such a phrase-level

granularity for their task was perhaps too coarse, in that it would make the coders more

likely to agree upon each other, but that “using smaller units would have artificially

lowered the probability for agreement on boundaries.” (Passonneau and Litman, 1993, p.

149).

To measure agreement, Passonneau and Litman (1993, p. 150) adapted the percentage

agreement metric of Gale et al. (1992, p. 254) for usage in segmentation.7 In this metric,

agreement is the ratio of the total observed agreement of a coder with the majority

opinion8 for each boundary position over the total possible agreements with the majority

(i.e., Equation 2.8).

Percentage agreement =
|Boundary Positionscoder ∩ Boundary Positionsmajority|

|Boundary Positionsmajority|
(2.8)

This agreement measure unfortunately fails to take into account chance agreement, which

by Passonneau and Litman’s admission could have been caused by the granularity level

chosen versus that which the coders may have intuitively used. Another issue with

percentage agreement is that it does not explicitly try to account for the prevalence of

near-misses of boundary placements that often occur during segmentation. This issue

was probably thought to have been mitigated by performing comparisons against a set of

majority, agreed upon, boundaries (of which the segmentation being compared to this

majority voted for), and also by normalizing this number of matching boundaries by the

number of boundaries in the majority set.

Statistical significance of coder difference Passonneau and Litman (1993, pp. 150–

151) appeared to not be wholly satisfied with their percentage agreement measure, and

embarked upon determining whether the coders statistically significantly differed from

each other in their boundary placements. To accomplish this, they represented the

segmentations of each coder in an i× j matrix “where i = 7 coders and width j = n− 1”

prosodic boundaries.9 In each cell of the matrix a 1 was placed when a coder indicated a

boundary at that potential boundary position, and a 0 if they did not (see Table 2.4).

To determine statistical significance, Cochran’s test (Cochran, 1950) was applied

7Hearst (1993) appears to have used a similar if not identical metric.
8If 4/7 coders agreed upon a boundary it was deemed to be the majority, but in Litman and Passonneau

(1995) this was relaxed to 3/7 coders.
9The total number of potential boundary positions is n− 1, where for their task n is the number of

prosodic phrases in a transcript(Passonneau and Litman, 1993, p. 150).
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Potential Boundary Positions
Coder 1 2 3 . . . n− 2 n− 1

1 0 0 0 . . . 0 0
2 0 1 0 . . . 0 0
3 0 1 0 . . . 0 0
4 0 1 0 . . . 0 0
5 0 0 1 . . . 0 0
6 0 1 0 . . . 0 0
7 0 1 0 . . . 0 0

Table 2.4: Hypothetical matrix of potential boundary positions per coder for a segmenta-
tion as used to determine statistical significance using Cochran’s test (Cochran, 1950) in
Passonneau and Litman (1993, pp. 150–151)

“to evaluate the significance of differences across columns of the matrix” of which there

are c columns, row totals are ui, and the column totals are Tj in Equation 2.9. In this

formulation, “Q approximates the χ2 distribution with j− 1 degrees of freedom (Cochran,

1950)” (Passonneau and Litman, 1993, p. 151). Using this test, Passonneau and Litman

(1993, p. 151) determined that agreement between their coders was “extremely highly

significant” (p < 0.1× 10−5).

Q =
j(j − 1)

∑
Tj − T̄ 2

c
(∑

ui
)
−
(∑

u2i
) (2.9)

This agreement came with the caveat that the proportion of non-boundaries agreed upon

by most coders was higher than the proportion of boundaries that they agreed upon.

This caveat is troubling because it indicates that this significance test of agreement is

potentially artificially inflated by combining the two agreements, upon boundary and

non-boundary positions, together. It is also regarded as an inappropriate measure of

whether coders agree because, as pointed out by Cohen (1960), the χ2 distribution which

it approximates is a measure of association as opposed to agreement (Artstein and Poesio,

2008, p. 5).

Hypothesis testing, confidence intervals, and standard error of coefficients

Inter-coder agreement coefficients such as κ and π do not reflect sampling error, but are

intended to “generalize the findings of a reliability study to a population of raters” (Sim

and Wright, 2005, p. 265). They do not allow us to perform hypothesis testing to determine

whether coders perform better than chance. It is, however, possible to determine whether
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such coefficients differ significantly from a value of zero (Bakeman and Gottman, 1997,

pp. 64–65). Cohen (1960, pp. 43-44) implies that when the number of items coded is

large (i.e., 100 items or greater), then “the sampling distribution of κ will approximate

normality”, allowing us to set confidence intervals, and a hypothesis test can be performed

between two independent κ values.

However, “it needs pointing out that it is generally of little value to test κ for

significance as it is for any other reliability coefficient—to know merely that

κ is beyond chance is trivial since one usually expects more than this in the

way of reliability”.

– Cohen (1960, p. 44)

Even demonstrating statistical significance from random agreement (a coefficient value

of zero) is often uninteresting because “quite low values of κ often turn out to be

significant” (Bakeman and Gottman, 1997, p. 66), and such coefficients are instead meant

to ensure “that the coders do not deviate too much from perfect agreement (Krippendorff,

2004a, p. 237)”, not that they do deviate from chance agreement (Artstein and Poesio,

2008, p. 29). Reporting such, however, should not be harmful as long as it is not the sole

statistic calculated.

The variance, standard error, and confidence intervals of the coefficients described

have been defined in a variety of works. The standard error of a coefficient is the standard

deviation of the sampling distribution of a coefficient (Everitt, 2003), and it gives us an

indication of the variance of a coefficient, or at least the lower bound, which can be used

to establish confidence intervals. Standard error for Cohen’s κ has been described by

Fleiss et al. (1969), and for Fleiss’ multi-π by Siegel and Castellan (1988, Section 9.8.2) in

their description of K and by Gwet (2008, pp. 40–42) and by using the jackknife technique

(Miller, 1964) by Kraemer (1980, pp. 210–211). Krippendorff (2004a, Section 11.4.2)

states that the distribution of α is unknown, so confidence intervals must be obtained by

bootstrapping. Bootstrapping could also provide a means for estimating standard error

on other coefficients, though it comes with its own set of drawbacks and assumptions,

and, if enough data is already present, parametric methods should be preferred.

What coefficient value indicates a reliable coding scheme? When interpreting

these coefficients, besides the obvious interpretation of the zero value and the greater

than or less than zero ranges, some arbitrary guidelines have been proposed. Krippen-

dorff (2004a, pp. 241–242) prescribes that, for content-analysis coding schemes, only
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variables having a coefficient value10 of ≥ 0.800 should be relied upon for usage, and

for values > 0.667 and < 0.800 that only tentative conclusions should be drawn about

the relationship between the phenomenon measured and some other characteristic of

the data. Krippendorff gave these ranges with considerable hesitation, and noted that

any guidelines for interpretation should be related to the “the costs of drawing wrong

conclusions” (Krippendorff, 2004a, p. 242), and that the choice of a reliability criterion

(i.e., coefficient value above which is deemed to be reliable) should “correlate with the

conditions under which one is willing to rely upon imperfect data” (Krippendorff, 2004b,

p.6 ). Though the costs of drawing incorrect conclusions are not great in the field of

computational linguistics (such an error is of greater consequence in a medical domain),

any guidelines used should be informed by the specific task performed and the application

of the codings. Other authors have given general arbitrary interpretation-guidelines for

α including Landis and Koch (1977) and Fleiss (1981, p. 218), but each field—and

sometimes each task in a field—generally establishes their own guidelines.

Despite Krippendorff’s arbitrary guideline of ≥ 0.800 for reliability and > 0.667

and < 0.800 for tentative conclusions being espoused by many works in computational

linguistics (Carletta, 1996; Di Eugenio and Glass, 2004; Krippendorff, 2004a), it is regarded

as overly simplistic and naive by Craggs and McGee Wood (2005, p. 293), and unhealthy

by Artstein and Poesio (2008, p. 58). Like Krippendorff, Craggs and McGee Wood (2005)

asserted that studies should be more concerned with whether coefficients report a level of

reliability that is suited to the degree to which “one is willing to reply upon imperfect

data”. Craggs and McGee Wood (2005, pp. 293–294) look at two use cases for coded

data: training a machine-learning algorithm, and corpus analysis. For training, because

machine-leaning algorithms depend upon the ability to recognize patterns in data, any

level of “noise” that would obscure such patterns in less perfect (i.e., less than reliable)

data would degrade performance considerably. Low reliability in a coding scheme which is

to be used to produce data for training upon is then intolerable (Craggs and McGee Wood,

2005, p. 294). Content analysis, where a relationship is inferred between the phenomenon

investigated and some property of the data, can perhaps tolerate less reliability in data,

though “the conclusions that are gleaned from the analysis must be tempered according

to the level of agreement achieved” (Craggs and McGee Wood, 2005, p. 294).

10In this case the coefficient is Krippendorff’s α, but many works have applied this criterion to other
coefficients and even outside of content analysis.
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Averaging coefficients Although average inter-coder agreement coefficient values

are often reported in computational linguistics, “it is a serious mistake to average the

reliabilities of the variables of a complex instrument and take this average as a measure

of overall data reliability. Computing averages assumes that higher values compensate

for lower ones” Krippendorff (2004a, p. 242). This is usually taken to mean that the

overall agreement of a study that measures agreement over multiple variables should

not micro/macro average them, but also that the micro/macro averaging of multiple

coefficients that even represent the same variable from documents of different length,

differing numbers of coders, or number of items, is also an error. Micro averaging could

be performed if the same coders coded different items for each statistic, but this would be

redundant because in this situation multi-π, multi-κ, or Krippendorff’s α all handle the

combination of multiple coders and items, and Krippendorff’s α can even handle missing

items or coders.

2.3 Evaluating Segmenters

In an overall system which requires as one intermediate step the automatic segmentation

of text, how does one choose the best automatic segmenter in this context? A method

is needed which allows one to decide which segmenter best benefits an overall natural

language processing system. To perform this selection, there are a variety of concerns that

one must take into account, and empirical methods that can be applied to contextually

determine which automatic segmenter is best for our task at hand.

Context when selecting a segmenter One could be providing an information re-

trieval (IR) system for audio and video broadcasts which helps a user select the correct

broadcast by displaying small segments of a larger broadcast that are topically related

(Franz et al., 2007), improving the semantic coherence of topical passages used for infor-

mation extraction in a question answering (QA) system (Oh et al., 2007), using opinion

topic identification to aid in fine-grained automatic opinion analysis (Stoyanov and Cardie,

2008), or using segmentation to aid multi-document summarization (Haghighi and Van-

derwende, 2009). In each of these applications, multiple automatic topic segmenters can

be evaluated, and it is not necessarily true that the same automatic topic segmenter

would suffice for each application. One often desires a segmenter that is ideal in the

context in which it is used and that one is confident will be able to generalize to unseen

data after an evaluation is performed.
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Ecological validity Ideally, when evaluating an automatic segmenter for a specific

task one would evaluate its performance in situ. Instead of measuring the performance

of an automatic segmenter in terms of how closely it replicates a given set of manual

segmentations, one would place it into the overall system and assess the performance of

the overall system with the variable being the segmenter chosen and controlling for all else.

When measuring the end task performance one should ideally strive in our experiments

to attain ecological validity, or “. . . the ability of experiments to tell us how real people

operate in the real world” (Cohen, 1995, p. 102).11 One should look not at how well the

overall system performs upon replicating a manual solution during an experiment where

the variable is the segmenter chosen, but instead one should assess the system at work

in the environment where it is to be used. One should be watching real users conduct

queries on an audio and video IR system, using a QA system, performing fine-grained

opinion analysis, or using multi-document summarizers.

Ideally, both a quantitative and qualitative study should be performed to inform us of

how such a system involving an automatic segmenter is used, or improves the daily work

of its users. How does the system affect the users? Does it increase/reduce productivity?

How do the users perceive the performance of the system? Are the users happier as a result

of using the system (which can be affected by how frustrating some errors or difficulties

in using the system are)? This form of evaluation is gaining popularity, especially in the

area of automatic summarization, where evaluation of such systems have always been a

difficult problem (e.g., He et al. 1999; Liu and Liu 2010; McCallum et al. 2012).

Unfortunately, evaluating an entire system that contains an automatic segmenter, and

varying that segmenter, is a time-consuming process. Evaluating an entire system in

place, with real users of the system, and in sufficient quantity and duration to make sound

conclusions is even more expensive. Often there is too much time involved to test each

subsystem (e.g., an automatic segmenter) and how it affects the overall performance of a

system, let alone testing the entire system itself in such a rigorous and real-world battery

of experiments and applications. In light of this expense, the best that can be done is

to evaluate subsystems such as automatic segmenters upon their ability to reproduce

a large number of manually produced solutions that are contextually relevant to the

overall system (i.e., actual input and output expected to be encountered in daily use with

sufficient variety to assess generalizability to different input).

11An ecologically valid evaluation form of task-based evaluation which essentially requires that human
subjects provide the evaluation in an actual, i.e. real world and in no way artificial, setting.
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Automatic Segmenters
BayesSeg MinCutSeg APS

D
at

as
et AI (Malioutov and Barzilay, 2006) 0.443 0.437 0.404

Clinical (Eisenstein and Barzilay, 2008) 0.353 0.382 0.371
Fiction (Kazantseva and Szpakowicz, 2011) 0.377 0.381 0.350

Table 2.5: Mean WindowDiff values of three topic segmentation methods over three data
sets; adapted from Kazantseva and Szpakowicz (2011, p. 292)

Comparing segmenters by their reproduction of manual segmentation By

evaluating whether an automatic segmenter can reproduce a large number of contextually

and manually produced solutions (i.e., samples), one can begin to understand how such

a segmenter may perform on unseen data, and how the various segmenters compare

to each other. First, a method of comparing two arbitrary segmentations (e.g., Pk,

WindowDiff, etc.) needs to be chosen. Using the method chosen, one can compute the

method’s value for each manual segmentation, where each text has one hypothetical

segmentation produced by an automatic segmenter and one or more manually produced

reference segmentations.12 For each method, these statistic values can be combined into a

sample mean—as in Table 2.5–which approximates how each method could be expected

to perform according to the statistic used over the overall population containing unseen

data (see Equation 2.10, where n is the number of independent samples, or manual

segmentations, over which the mean is calculated).

x̄ =
1

n

n∑
i=1

xi (2.10)

What traditionally constitutes a sample in segmentation evaluation is one manual

segmentation of a document. If one has two segmentations of a document, these exist two

samples. If one has two segmentations of two documents each, there exists four samples.

A document is a very coarse unit of measurement, however, and if it is possible, the

most ideal unit at which to measure performance would be per boundary pair (i.e., one

member of this pair may be empty and the pair is comprised of components from two

segmentations from two different segmenters). Since the task of a segmenter is to place

boundaries, it would make sense to evaluate their placement of boundaries compared to

12Remember that finding one segmentation is often a subjective task with multiple interpretations,
meaning that finding one “true” segmentation to compare against is unlikely, and so for a single piece of
input text, multiple manual segmentations may have to be compared against.
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another segmentation. A more coarse and abstract unit such as windows of segmentations

is not as intuitive.

For the mean WindowDiff values shown in Table 2.5 (where the number of samples is

equal to the number of documents because only one manual segmentation was provided for

each document), note that the smallest (best performing) value is obtained by APS for two

out of the three data sets. Kazantseva and Szpakowicz (2011, p. 292) identified, however,

that only upon the fiction data set was their method (APS) statistically significantly

better13 than the other methods listed. What is statistical significance, and why is it

important? To understand this, one must further discuss how a mean is calculated.

The means in Table 2.5 are simply estimates of what the real population mean µ

would be if one were to calculate the mean using every possible topically segmented item

(i.e., document), and these estimates are widely used in recent literature introducing

new topic segmentation methods (e.g., Malioutov and Barzilay 2006; Eisenstein and

Barzilay 2008; Kazantseva and Szpakowicz 2011). Unfortunately, this estimate is not

accurate, and contains error because it is a small sample of a larger population. One can

estimate the error of this data by calculating the standard error (SE) of this data set

using Equations 2.11–2.12. As shown by standard error’s formulation (Equation 2.12), as

one increases the number of samples the error will also decrease, as shown in the SE bars

in Figure 2.4a. This is because one has increased the proportion of the population that

one has sampled, thereby giving us a more representative sample mean (x̄).

SD(x̄) = σ(x̄) =

√∑n
i=1(xi − x̄)2

n− 1
(2.11) SE(x̄) =

σ√
n

(2.12)

The presence of this error in terms of the mean indicates that instead of having a

single numerical value, one instead has a range, or interval within which one is confident

that the true population mean is present. These confidence intervals (CI) are calculated as

in Equation 2.13, where one can choose the degree of our confidence that the population

falls within the specified range (e.g., 95% chance, or 95% CI) by choosing the relevant

value in a table of critical values (t(n−1)) for our given degrees of freedom (n) of Student’s

t distribution (Student (William Sealy Gosset), 1908).

CI(x̄) = x̄± t(n−1) · SE where t(n−1) is a critical value of t (2.13)

13Using a one-tailed paired t-test obtaining p < 0.05.
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ERROR BARS IN EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY • CUMMING ET AL. 9

which refers to repetition of measurement 

on one individual in a single condition, or 

multiple measurements of the same or 

identical samples. Consider trying to de-

termine whether deletion of a gene in 

mice affects tail length. We could choose 

one mutant mouse and one wild type, and 

perform 20 replicate measurements of 

each of their tails. We could calculate the 

means, SDs, and SEs of the replicate mea-

surements, but these would not permit us 

to answer the central question of whether 

gene deletion affects tail length, because 

n would equal 1 for each genotype, no 

matter how often each tail was measured. 

To address the question successfully we 

must distinguish the possible effect of 

gene deletion from natural animal-to-

 animal variation, and to do this we need 

to measure the tail lengths of a number of 

mice, including several mutants and sev-

eral wild types, with n > 1 for each type.

Similarly, a number of replicate cell 

cultures can be made by pipetting the same 

volume of cells from the same stock culture 

into adjacent wells of a tissue culture plate, 

and subsequently treating them identically. 

Although it would be possible to assay the 

plate and determine the means and errors of 

the replicate wells, the errors would refl ect 

the accuracy of pipetting, not the reproduc-

iblity of the differences between the experi-

mental cells and the control cells. For 

replicates, n = 1, and it is therefore in-

appropriate to show error bars or statistics.

If an experiment involves triplicate 

cultures, and is repeated four independent 

times, then n = 4, not 3 or 12. The varia-

tion within each set of triplicates is related 

to the fi delity with which the replicates 

were created, and is irrelevant to the hy-

pothesis being tested.

To identify the appropriate value for 

n, think of what entire population is being 

sampled, or what the entire set of experi-

ments would be if all possible ones of that 

type were performed. Conclusions can be 

drawn only about that population, so make 

sure it is appropriate to the question the 

research is intended to answer.

In the example of replicate cultures 

from the one stock of cells, the population 

being sampled is the stock cell culture. 

For n to be greater than 1, the experiment 

would have to be performed using separate 

stock cultures, or separate cell clones of 

the same type. Again, consider the popula-

tion you wish to make inferences about—it 

is unlikely to be just a single stock culture. 

Whenever you see a fi gure with very small 

error bars (such as Fig. 3), you should ask 

yourself whether the very small variation 

implied by the error bars is due to analysis 

of replicates rather than independent sam-

ples. If so, the bars are useless for making 

the inference you are considering.

Sometimes a fi gure shows only the 

data for a representative experiment, imply-

ing that several other similar experiments 

were also conducted. If a representative ex-

periment is shown, then n = 1, and no error 

bars or P values should be shown. Instead, 

the means and errors of all the independent 

experiments should be given, where n is the 

number of experiments performed.

Rule 3: error bars and statistics 

should only be shown for independently 

repeated experiments, and never for repli-

cates. If a “representative” experiment is 

shown, it should not have error bars or 

P values, because in such an experiment, 

n = 1 (Fig. 3 shows what not to do).

Figure 4. Inferential error bars. Means with 
SE and 95% CI error bars for three cases, rang-
ing in size from n = 3 to n = 30, with descrip-
tive SD bars shown for comparison. The small 
black dots are data points, and the large dots 
 indicate the data mean M. For each case the 
 error bars on the left show SD, those in the mid-
dle show 95% CI, and those on the right show 
SE. Note that SD does not change, whereas the 
SE bars and CI both decrease as n gets larger. 
The ratio of CI to SE is the t statistic for that n, 
and changes with n. Values of t are shown at the 
bottom. For each case, we can be 95% confi -
dent that the 95% CI includes μ, the true mean. 
The likelihood that the SE bars capture μ varies 
depending on n, and is lower for n = 3 (for such 
low values of n, it is better to simply plot the data 
points rather than showing error bars, as we 
have done here for illustrative purposes).

Figure 5. Estimating statistical signifi cance using the overlap rule for SE bars. Here, SE bars are shown 
on two separate means, for control results C and experimental results E, when n is 3 (left) or n is 10 or 
more (right). “Gap” refers to the number of error bar arms that would fi t between the bottom of the error 
bars on the controls and the top of the bars on the experimental results; i.e., a gap of 2 means the 
distance between the C and E error bars is equal to twice the average of the SEs for the two samples. 
When n = 3, and double the length of the SE error bars just touch (i.e., the gap is 2 SEs), P is �0.05 
(we don’t recommend using error bars where n = 3 or some other very small value, but we include rules 
to help the reader interpret such fi gures, which are common in experimental biology).
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What type of error bar 
should be used?
Rule 4: because experimental biologists 

are usually trying to compare experimen-

tal results with controls, it is usually 

appropriate to show inferential error 

bars, such as SE or CI, rather than SD. 

However, if n is very small (for example 

n = 3), rather than showing error bars and 

statistics, it is better to simply plot the in-

dividual data points.

What is the difference 
between SE bars and CIs?
Standard error (SE). Suppose 

three experiments gave measurements of 

28.7, 38.7, and 52.6, which are the data 

points in the n = 3 case at the left in Fig. 1. 

The mean of the data is M = 40.0, and the 

SD = 12.0, which is the length of each 

arm of the SD bars. M (in this case 40.0) 

is the best estimate of the true mean μ that 

we would like to know. But how accurate 

an estimate is it? This can be shown by 

inferential error bars such as standard 

error (SE, sometimes referred to as the 

standard error of the mean, SEM) or a 

confi dence interval (CI). SE is defi ned as 

SE = SD/√n. In Fig. 4, the large dots 

mark the means of the same three samples 

as in Fig. 1. For the n = 3 case, SE = 

12.0/√3 = 6.93, and this is the length of 

each arm of the SE bars shown.

The SE varies inversely with the 

square root of n, so the more often an ex-

periment is repeated, or the more samples 

are measured, the smaller the SE becomes 

(Fig. 4). This allows more and more accu-

rate estimates of the true mean, μ, by the 

mean of the experimental results, M.

We illustrate and give rules for n = 3 

not because we recommend using such a 

small n, but because researchers currently 

often use such small n values and it is 

 necessary to be able to interpret their 

 papers. It is highly desirable to use larger 

n, to achieve narrower inferential error 

bars and more precise estimates of true 

population values.

Confi dence interval (CI). Fig. 2 il-

lustrates what happens if, hypothetically, 

20 different labs performed the same ex-

periments, with n = 10 in each case. The 

95% CI error bars are approximately M ± 

2xSE, and they vary in position because 

of course M varies from lab to lab, and 

they also vary in width because SE varies. 

Such error bars capture the true mean μ 

on �95% of occasions—in Fig. 2, the re-

sults from 18 out of the 20 labs happen to 

include μ. The trouble is in real life we 

don’t know μ, and we never know if our 

error bar interval is in the 95% majority 

and includes μ, or by bad luck is one of 

the 5% of cases that just misses μ.

The error bars in Fig. 2 are only ap-

proximately M ± 2xSE. They are in fact 

95% CIs, which are designed by statisti-

cians so in the long run exactly 95% will 

capture μ. To achieve this, the interval 

needs to be M ± t(n–1) ×SE, where t(n–1) is 

a critical value from tables of the t statis-

tic. This critical value varies with n. For 

n = 10 or more it is �2, but for small n it 

increases, and for n = 3 it is �4. There-

fore M ± 2xSE intervals are quite good 

approximations to 95% CIs when n is 10 

or more, but not for small n. CIs can be 

thought of as SE bars that have been ad-

justed by a factor (t) so they can be inter-

preted the same way, regardless of n.

This relation means you can easily 

swap in your mind’s eye between SE bars 

and 95% CIs. If a fi gure shows SE bars 

you can mentally double them in width, to 

get approximate 95% CIs, as long as n is 

10 or more. However, if n = 3, you need 

to multiply the SE bars by 4.

Rule 5: 95% CIs capture μ on 95% 

of occasions, so you can be 95% confi -

dent your interval includes μ. SE bars can 

be doubled in width to get the approxi-

mate 95% CI, provided n is 10 or more. If 

n = 3, SE bars must be multiplied by 4 to 

get the approximate 95% CI.

Determining CIs requires slightly 

more calculating by the authors of a pa-

per, but for people reading it, CIs make 

things easier to understand, as they mean 

the same thing regardless of n. For this 

reason, in medicine, CIs have been rec-

ommended for more than 20 years, and 

are required by many journals (7).

Fig. 4 illustrates the relation be-

tween SD, SE, and 95% CI. The data 

points are shown as dots to emphasize the 

different values of n (from 3 to 30). The 

leftmost error bars show SD, the same in 

each case. The middle error bars show 

95% CIs, and the bars on the right show 

SE bars—both these types of bars vary 

greatly with n, and are especially wide for 

small n. The ratio of CI/SE bar width is 

t(n–1); the values are shown at the bottom 

of the fi gure. Note also that, whatever er-

ror bars are shown, it can be helpful to the 

reader to show the individual data points, 

especially for small n, as in Figs. 1 and 4, 

and rule 4.

Figure 6. Estimating statistical signifi cance using the overlap rule for 95% CI bars. Here, 95% CI bars 
are shown on two separate means, for control results C and experimental results E, when n is 3 (left) 
or n is 10 or more (right). “Overlap” refers to the fraction of the average CI error bar arm, i.e., the 
 average of the control (C) and experimental (E) arms. When n ≥ 10, if CI error bars overlap by half 
the average arm length, P ≈ 0.05. If the tips of the error bars just touch, P ≈ 0.01.
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(b) “Estimating statistical significance using overlap for 95%
CI bars.” Two different means with varying n are shown;
each mean shows a baseline method and a competing method,
and the overlap between the CIs is shown.

Figure 2.4: Sample error bars (Cumming et al., 2007, pp. 9–10)

To determine whether the mean of one related population is significantly different

from the mean of another, one needs to ensure that the confidence intervals of our sample

means either do not overlap, or do not overlap to a large degree. This a method of

estimating the degree to which two population means are different. One can compare

these two means to determine whether one is significantly different from the other, which

is referred to as statistical hypothesis testing.

Comparison of mean segmenter performance When comparing automatic seg-

menters, one can look to the task of model selection for intuition as to how to select one

segmenter out of many.

“Many model selection algorithms have been proposed in the literature (Zuc-

chini, 2000). The existing procedures can roughly be categorized as analytical

or resampling based. Analytical approaches require certain assumptions of the

underlying statistical model. Resampling based methods involve much more

computation, but they remove the risk of making faulty statements due to

unsatisfied assumptions (Feelders and Verkooijen, 1996). With the computer
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power currently available, this does not seem to be an obstacle.

Standard methods of model selection include classical hypothesis testing

(Zucchini, 2000), maximum likelihood (Bishop, 1995), Bayes method (Schwarz,

1978), cross-validation (Stone, 1974), Akaike’s information criterion (Akaike,

1974) and many more. Probably the most widely accepted procedure is the use

of an information criterion based on choosing the model with the maximized

log-likelihood function minus a penalty. However, there is little agreement

about what the form of the penalty function should be. Although, there is

active debate within the research community regarding the best method for

comparison, statistical model selection is a reasonable approach (Mitchell,

1997). We consider the general problem of determining which of a set of

competing models is better.

A statistical approach to model selection should try to find out which model

is better on average.”

—Pizarro et al. (2002, pp. 155-156)

Disregarding other factors such as the difficulty of training a segmenter, the expense

of collecting adequate training data, and the speed at which training/segmentation is per-

formed, one can determine the comparative performance of two automatic segmenters by

estimating their mean performance upon a data set and performing statistical hypothesis

testing to determine whether there is a significant difference between the two segmenters

in spite of the error of the mean estimates. This procedure determines whether “the

results of an experiment are significant or accidental” (Duda et al., 2000, p. 628).

Statistical hypothesis testing In statistical hypothesis testing, a null (H0) and alter-

native hypothesis (H1) are chosen. H0 states that no difference between two distributions

exists, whereas H1 states that there exists a difference between two distributions (Cohen,

1995, pp. 106–109). An appropriate test statistic and comparison procedure are chosen

for the number of distributions (i.e., automatic segmenters) that does not violate any

required assumptions of sample independence or normality common to many statistical

tests14. A method of choosing an appropriate test statistic and multiple comparison

14An investigation into a variety of test statistics and procedures that are applicable to common
machine learning scenarios can be found for a single data set in Vázquez et al. 2001; Pizarro et al. 2002
and for multiple data sets in Demšar 2006; Garćıa and Herrera 2008.
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the complete procedure for signi4cance testing.

comparing all means to each other. Hsu’s is similar to Dunnett’s test, except that
it is considered known prior to the experiment which treatment is the best.

The choice of a multiple comparison test should be also governed by a logical
analysis of the seriousness of making an error. If falsely rejecting the null hypoth-
esis would have serious consequences, then we should select a more conservative
method. In this case, the level of signi4cance for each comparison should be set
very low (�=0:001). If the experiment is exploratory, then more powerful tests
may be considered and a moderate level of signi4cance (�=0:1) might be selected.
Finally, let us consider the situation where the assumptions of normality are not

met, and the nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis test is applied. In this case, we will
also have the need of a nonparametric multiple comparison test. This may be done
using rank sums instead of means, resulting in tests analogous to Tukey (Nemenyi’s
method) or Dunnett (Steel method) testing. These techniques are discussed at length
in [34].

Fig. 1 shows an schematic illustration of the recommended procedure for testing.
In our experiments, we do not test for homoscedasticity, given that all the groups
have the same size.

5. Experimental results

In order to illustrate our strategy we conducted a range of experiments on both
simulated and real data sets. Unless stated otherwise, the original data were not

Figure 2.5: A procedure for statistical hypothesis testing for model selection wherein
tests are performed upon the per-subject performance of each model to decide upon
appropriate procedures (Vázquez et al., 2001, p. 163)

procedure (MCP, or post-hoc test) is outlined by Vázquez et al. (2001) succinctly in their

flowchart as reproduced in Figure 2.5 for tests appropriate for more than two segmenters

under test.

Applying the procedure outlined in Figure 2.5 requires the application of tests for

normality and homoscedacity to verify the assumptions of an analysis of variance (ANOVA).

A quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plot or a histogram could be used to observe the distribution

of data and visually test for significant deviations from normality, but for reproducibility

and brevity such visualizations are not used in this work. Instead, the Shapiro-Wilk

test (Shapiro and Wilk, 1965) for normality is used to test the null hypothesis that a

distribution does not statistically significantly deviate from normality. If this normality

is satisfied, then Bartlett’s test (Snedecor and Cochran, 1989) is applied to test the

null hypothesis that a set of distributions do not statistically significantly deviate from

homoscedacity.



Chapter 3

Literature Review

This thesis aims to improve upon existing methods of evaluating text segmentation with

a focus upon issues related to collecting manual segmentations and using segmentation

comparison methods to evaluate automatic segmenters. This focus leads to the review

of: a) methods of comparing arbitrary segmentations; b) manual segmentation collection

methods and inter-coder agreement coefficients to determine the reliability of collected

segmentations; and c) methods of using multiply coded corpora to evaluate automatic

segmenters. In this chapter, a review of the relevant literature of all of these concepts is

presented with an emphasis on how they are applied to text segmentation, with examples

specifically of topic segmentation.

3.1 Linear Segmentation Comparison Methods

Beeferman and Berger (1999, pp. 198–200) adapted their earlier measure Pµ, removing

the probabilistic distance measure and incorporated the fixed distance of k units as

proposed by Doddington (1998). The most intuitive explanation of Pk is given by Pevzner

and Hearst (2002, pp. 3–4), which has been adapted and re-formulated here, wherein

a window of size k, where k is defined as half of the mean reference segment size, is

slid across a text containing n− 1 potential boundaries spanning n units (Pevzner and

Hearst, 2002, p. 5). For each window, and for both the reference (R) and hypothesis (H)

segmentation individually, an algorithm determines whether the edges (i.e., probes), are

in different segments or not; if R and H disagree, then a penalty of 1 window is assigned.

This is accomplished using the same δR(i, j) and δH(i, j) as before, but the positions over

32
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R

H

Figure 3.1: How Pk handles false negatives in reference (R) and hypothesis (H) segmen-
tations with windows of size k = 4 where dashed lines with arrows represent penalized
windows (4 windows of error; adapted from Pevzner and Hearst (2002, p. 5))

which they are evaluated are dependent upon k (Equation 3.1).

Pk(R,H) =
n−k∑

i=1,j=i+k

Dk(i, j) ·
(
δR(i, j) ⊕̄ δH(i, j)

)
(3.1)

These penalties are then normalized by the number of windows measured, which is defined

in the distance function, Dk(i, j) (Equation 3.2).

Dk(i, j) =
1

n− k (3.2)

To illustrate how Pk works, an example of how it determines whether a window

contains errors is shown in Figure 3.1. In this example, a false negative is shown where

the automatic segmenter has left a boundary out of the hypothesis segmentation (H)

that was expected in the reference segmentation (R). The lines with two arrows below

the two segmentations indicate windows of size k = 4 which are being evaluated along the

length of the segmentations, where solid lines represent windows contributing no error,

and dashed lines representing windows contributing 1 window of error. The total penalty

assigned is then k windows for false negatives.

Pk gracefully handles near-misses such as the off-by-one error shown in the first part

of Figure 3.2. Here, the first error is penalized by one window of error as the starting

probe passes, and later by another window of error (2 penalties total) as the ending probe

passes the near miss (not shown). The second error, where the boundaries are off by two

units, is penalized by two units of error as the starting passes, and again by another two

(4 penalties total for this error) as the ending probe passes (not shown), giving us 6 total

windows of error, which is divided by n− k to give us Pk(R,H) = 6
24−4 = 0.3.
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R

H

Figure 3.2: How Pk handles boundary near-misses; showing 3 windows of error upon the
passage of the first probe with 6 windows in error total (notation identical to Figure 3.1)

R

H

Figure 3.3: How Pk handles misses occurring near another boundary; the first false
positive is under penalized at k

2
, whereas the second false positive is penalized properly

as k (notation identical to Figure 3.1, adapted from Pevzner and Hearst (2002, p. 6))

Issues with Pk Although Pk is able to award partial credit for near-misses, and is able

to adequately penalize undesirable algorithms—those which place boundaries “everywhere,

uniformly, randomly, and not at all” (Beeferman and Berger, 1999)–it is not without

some faults. Pevzner and Hearst (2002) identified that Pk can penalize false negatives

more than false positives. Assuming that we have a fixed reference segmentation, if a

false positive is placed near a matching set of boundaries—as in the first false positive in

Figure 3.3), then it will be under-penalized as k
2

windows of error, whereas it should be

penalized as k windows of error as a false negative would be. When looking at the set of

all hypothetical segmentations as compared to one reference, and “assuming uniformly

distributed false positives, on average a false positive is noted k
2

times by [Pk]–half the rate

for false negatives” Pevzner and Hearst (2002, pp. 5–6) (see Figure 3.1 for an example

FN). The converse is true if we fix the hypothesis and compare all potential reference

segmentations (assuming that there exists more than one reference segmentation).

Another issue with Pk is that in some scenarios it will not identify some errors, leaving

them un-penalized. Specifically, it “does not take into account the number of segment

boundaries between the two ends of the probe” (Pevzner and Hearst, 2002, pp. 6–7). This

can be seen in Figure 3.4, where a false positive is inserted in a narrow space (containing

3 units) which is smaller than the window size (k = 4 units), leading the definition of
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R

H

Figure 3.4: How Pk does not identify and fails to penalize misses occurring between
probes (notation identical to Figure 3.1, adapted from Pevzner and Hearst (2002, p. 7))

R

H

Figure 3.5: How Pk incorrectly penalizes misses occurring near the beginning or ending
of segmentations (notation identical to Figure 3.1)

what constitutes disagreement between the reference and hypothesis segmentations to

determine that there is in fact, perfect agreement.

The beginning and end of a segmentation provide another issue to methods which

slide a window across a segmentation to count errors. If a false positive/negative is j

units away from the beginning or end of a segmentation, then it will only be penalized

k − j windows of error, where normally they would be penalized as k windows of error

(shown in Figure 3.5; Pevzner and Hearst (2002, p. 5)).

Because Pk will fail to penalize boundaries in situations where the segment sizes

are smaller than k1 (e.g., Figure 3.4), this makes Pk sensitive to variations in internal

segment sizes; it does not produce consistent values between pairs of segmentations that

contain equivalent errors (i.e., numbers of false negatives/positives). As seen earlier,

each full miss (i.e., not a near miss) should be penalized with k windows of error (e.g.,

Figure 3.1), but for Pk this is only true for false negatives if the size of the two segments

surrounding the boundary (referred to as A and B) are greater than twice the window size

(|A|+ |B| > 2k), otherwise the penalties assigned “will decrease linearly with [|A|+ |B|]
1k is often determined per segmentation comparison, and if there is a high degree of internal segment

size variance, then the probability of windows being smaller than k increases, making such penalization
failures probable.
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A0

A1

A2

A3

A4

Pk = 0.2

Pk = 0.1

Pk = 0.2

Pk = 0.2

Pk = 0.4

Figure 3.6: How Pk differentiates between a variety of automatically generated hypotheti-
cal segmentations (A0—A4; adapted from Pevzner and Hearst (2002, p. 9))

so long as [k < |A|+ |B| < 2k]” (Pevzner and Hearst, 2002, p. 7).

Although Pk is able to award partial credit to many near misses, it does not do so

for all, and it is often very harsh in its assessments. An example of this is illustrated by

the Pk values for the automatically generated hypothetical segmentations (A0—A4) in

Figure 3.6. In the contrived example, A0 represents a false negative, A2 a false positive,

and A3 a near miss, and all three of these errors are penalized to the same degree when

measuring errors using Pk, but should they be? Pevzner and Hearst (2002, pp. 8–9) argue

that they should not, and that of the three segmenters, A3 should be preferred over A0

and A2 because that automatic segmenter recognizes that there is only a single boundary2,

and it has only nearly missed the reference boundary position in its placement of this

sole boundary. A1 presents an even worse failing of Pk to identify a correct segmentation,

with the automatic segmenter placing a correct boundary but then a near boundary that

is a full miss; it could arguably be considered a less egregious error than the additional

boundary provided by A2, it is also arguable that the score of A3 and A1 should be closer

than A2 and A1. In this, and many analogous cases, Pk penalizes near misses too harshly

in comparison to what should be greater or more equal errors.

Pk was a step forward; it allowed for degenerate algorithms to receive an error score of

approximately 0.5, whereas good algorithms would be discernible by their low error score,

and near misses were given partial credit. However, the issues surrounding its unequal

penalization of FPs versus FNs, its tendency to overlook FPs and FNs within segments of

lengths less than k, its sensitivity to variations in segment size, and its over-penalization

of near-miss errors make it less than ideal as a method for comparing segmentations to

quantify error.

2This interpretation of whether boundary cardinality should be preferred over boundary position
placement is not discussed in depth by Pevzner and Hearst (2002), but the balance between these two
aspects of segmentation error should be determined on an application by application basis when choosing
an error counting method to evaluate segmentation.
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Adapting Pk: WindowDiff To attempt to mitigate the shortcomings of Pk, Pevzner

and Hearst (2002, p. 10) proposed a significant modification of Pk–named WindowDiff

(WD)—such that “for each position of the probe, simply compare how many reference

segmentation boundaries fall in this interval (ri) versus how many boundaries are assigned

by the algorithm (ai)”, and then penalize the algorithm if ri 6= ai (computed as |ri−ai| >
0 where the result of this boolean expression is interpreted as an integer). In this

modification, a window of size k is still slid across the text, but now penalties are

attributed to windows where the number of boundaries in each segmentation differs (see

Equation 3.3, where b(w) is a function that counts the number of boundaries in a window,

b(Rij) and b(Hij) represents the number of boundaries within the segments in a window

of size k from position i to j, and n the number of sentences), with the same normalization

as Pk.

WD(R,H) =
1

n− k
n−k∑

i=1,j=i+k

(|b(Rij)− b(Hij)| > 0) (3.3)

WindowDiff had advantage over Pk because it essentially eliminated the unequal

penalization of FPs versus FNs, and it can identify FPs and FNs in segments less than

length k (which decreases its sensitivity to variation in internal segment size).

To validate that WindowDiff was an improvement over Pk, Pevzner and Hearst (2002,

pp. 11–18) calculated the errors detected by each method (and some weighted variants)

over large numbers of simulated segmentations while controlling for the rate at which

certain errors were introduced and the distribution of internal segment sizes. For their

simulations, each trial consisted of generating one reference segmentation containing

1000 segments that were randomly generated using a specified internal segment size

distribution, and then similarly generating 100 hypothetical segmentations having a

particular property (e.g., a specific FP error rate), and calculating the difference between

these 100 hypothetical segmentations and the reference segmentation using WD and Pk,

and averaging these results.

To verify that WindowDiff varies less due to internal segment sizes than Pk, Pevzner

and Hearst (2002, pp. 11–18) performed 10 trials where hypothetical segmentations

were generated that kept the mean internal segment size at 25 units in length for four

different ranges: (20,30), (15,35), (10,40), and (5,45)—where the first number in each

tuple represents the lower bound, and the second the upper bound (inclusively). The

error rates of the hypothetical segmentations were also controlled for, and errors were
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(20,30) (15,35) (10,40) (5,45)
Pk 0.245 0.245 0.240 0.223

WD 0.245 0.245 0.242 0.237

(a) False Negatives (p = 0.5)

(20,30) (15,35) (10,40) (5,45)
Pk 0.128 0.122 0.112 0.107

WD 0.240 0.241 0.238 0.236

(b) False Positives (p = 0.5)

(20,30) (15,35) (10,40) (5,45)
Pk 0.317 0.309 0.290 0.268

WD 0.376 0.370 0.357 0.343

(c) False Negatives & False Positives (p = 0.5)

Table 3.1: Mean error as calculated by Pk and WindowDiff for four different error
probabilities over four different internal segment size distributions whose mean internal
segment size is kept at 25 units, demonstrating decreased variability in the values of
WindowDiff within each scenario (i.e., table) for differing internal segment sizes (i.e.,
columns) in comparison to Pk; adapted from from Pevzner and Hearst (2002, p. 12)

uniformly placed with three different types and probabilities: FNs with a probability of

0.5 (p = 0.5), FPs (p = 0.5), and both FPs and FNs (p = 0.5) as shown in Table 3.1.

In Table 3.1a, for the simulations involving FNs, both Pk and WindowDiff appear

to be affected by variations in the internal segment sizes (columns) by similar amounts,

but WD slightly less so (Pk ranges from 0.223 to 0.245, whereas WD varies from 0.237

to 0.245). Table 3.1b shows that when counting FPs that WD properly identifies FNs

(whereas Pk’s values dip below what should be expected if both FPs and FNs were to be

equally penalized, which is illustrated by comparing these values to those in Table 3.1a,

where Pk values should be similar in value across both tables but are not). WD also

shows less variability due to internal segment sizes, ranging from 0.236 to 0.241, whereas

Pk varies from 0.107 to 0.128. Finally, when combining these two types errors—with

equal probability of occurrence, we see still see sensitivity to internal segment size present

in both, but less so for WD in Table 3.1c where WD varies from 0.343 to 0.376 and Pk

varies from 0.268 to 0.317. Overall, WD appears to vary less due to internal segment size

ranges than Pk in these simulations.3

3One obvious criticism of this analysis is that the means reported are not accompanied by their
variances, leaving us with less of an ability to determine whether these variations are truly significant.
Because these means are approximate, statistical significance could be evaluated between the populations
described by these means to determine whether WD significantly reduces sensitivity to internal segment
sizes compared to Pk.
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(a) How WD incorrectly penalizes misses (FPs or FNs) near the beginning of a segmentation

R

H

Phantom size Phantom size

(b) How WD can correctly penalize misses occurring near the beginning of a segmentation by
padding the ends by k units as suggested by Lamprier et al. (2007)

Figure 3.7: Effect of adding k units of phantom size at the beginning and end of a
segmentation upon how WindowDiff counts errors (notation identical to Figure 3.1)

Issues with WindowDiff, and all window-based comparison methods Win-

dowDiff was an improvement over Pk, and has become the standard method used for

comparing linear segmentations. WindowDiff is not without its own set of issues, however.

The method still varies depending upon variations in internal segment sizes and upon

closer inspection has been found to have some less desirable properties, not all of which

can be remedied.

Lamprier et al. (2007) demonstrated that WindowDiff penalizes errors less at the

beginning and end of a segmentation due to how a window is slid across text (e.g.,

Figure 3.7a). This can be corrected by padding the segmentation at each end by k units,

ensuring that the same number of windows are measured over errors at the beginning and

end as are for errors ≥ k units from the edges of a segmentation, as shown in Figure 3.7b.

Alternatively, Lamprier et al. (2007) also propose a reformulated version of WD which

claims to solve this issue.

Georgescul et al. (2006, p. 148) identified that when calculating WindowDiff, both

FPs and FNs are weighted by 1/N−k. By this weight definition, both FPs and FNs are
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penalized equally for each time they are encountered encountered, but although there are

“equiprobable possibilities to have a [FP] in an interval of k units”, “the total number

of equiprobable possibilities to have a [FN] in an interval of k units is smaller than

(N − k)”, making the interpretation of a full miss as a FN less probable than as a FP.

This contradicts the assertion by Pevzner and Hearst (2002) that WindowDiff handles

FPs and FNs equally when considering the effect of how WindowDiff models errors, which

slightly increases the probability of whether a miss is considered a FP over a FN.

Though not explicitly noted in the original describing papers for Pk or WindowDiff, k

must be a positive integer because it is used to operate upon the set of atomic text units

which themselves are separate and indivisible units whose cardinality is always expressed

as whole numbers. For this reason, once half of the mean reference segment size is

calculated, this value must be rounded to be utilized by the WindowDiff or Pk algorithms.

The introduction of this rounding, and the variety of inconsistent rounding strategies

anecdotally used by researchers has led to difficulty in interpreting methods that use

sliding windows to count errors. Strategies that have been employed by researchers have

included calculating k using the mean internal segment size for all reference segmentations

or using only the current reference which they are performing comparisons against and

adopting slightly different rounding strategies (e.g., simply rounding up when encountering

the decimal number 5 versus statistically motivated rounding strategies that avoid bias

towards rounding up by only doing so when a 5 is preceded by an odd number).

Niekrasz and Moore (2010), when analysing Pk and WindowDiff, found that both

comparison methods have a bias towards hypothetical segmentations that exhibit:

• Fewer segments (i.e., precision is favoured over recall);

• Clumping (i.e., spurious boundaries are placed adjacent to correct boundaries); and

• Edge bias (i.e., the bias identified by Lamprier et al. (2007)).

Noting these biases, they proposed scaling Pk to account for chance agreement in an

attempt to provide an unbiased comparison method in the form of what is essentially an

inter-coder agreement coefficient. Unfortunately, the proposed scaling did not produce a

comparison method, it produced an unintuitive inter-coder agreement coefficient loosely

based upon Cohen’s κ.

WindowDiff is regarded as not a very intuitive comparison method, and some work

has been put into proposing reformulations which are easier to interpret and attempt to

mitigate the issues with WindowDiff (e.g., Georgescul et al.’s (2006) Prmiss, Lamprier

et al.’s (2007) reformulated WD and normalized WD, and Scaiano and Inkpen’s (2012)
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WinPR which adapts information retrieval metrics to use WindowDiff-based confusion

matrices as an error comparison method). Instead of modifying WindowDiff, others have

proposed entirely unrelated methods and metrics to replace WindowDiff (e.g., Franz et al.

2007; Fournier and Inkpen 2012; Brooke et al. 2012, etc.4) and avoid its pitfalls.

In extending WindowDiff, Lamprier et al. (2007, pp. 20–21) remarked that when

creating a reference segmentation coders can have divergent interpretations of what

constitutes a topic in topical segmentation, citing Hearst (1997) as an example. Combining

multiple sections of documents together to artificially create topical segmentation data

as in Choi (2000) can lead to a lack of homogeneity in the text being segmented,

and the effects of this lack of homogeneity have not been quantified with respect to

manually created reference segmentations. Kazantseva and Szpakowicz (2012) collected

manual segmentations from 4–6 coders over 20 chapters of a novel. Using mean Pk and

WindowDiff, they remarked that their manual coders had divergent opinions. To mitigate

this issue, Kazantseva and Szpakowicz (2012) proposed a modification of WindowDiff

which attempted to penalize each boundary to the degree that each manual coder agreed

that position constituted a boundary, calling the method multiWindowDiff. All of these

modifications to WindowDiff account for the difficulty in utilizing divergent manual

segmentations, but unfortunately suffer from all of the previously mentioned issues with

WindowDiff, and the issue of combining multiple codings into one reference, or creating

a artificial segmentation data, are unsuitable. Given the issues with window-based

segmentation comparison methods, and the difficulty of using multiple divergent manual

segmentations, which alternatives exist?

Alternatives to window-based comparison methods Franz et al. (2007), when

evaluating text segmentation methods for usage in a system that segment audio and

video transcriptions by topic, proposed measuring performance in terms of the number

of words that a user will either miss, or be erroneously presented, when being shown

a search result. Essentially, this performance metric measures the correct set of words

representing a news story segment truncated by w words, or concatenated with additional

w words, representing FNs and FPs respectively. Franz et al. (2007) proposed measuring

a count of the missing or additional/false-alarm words for a segment normalized by the

number of word positions present (see Equations 3.4–3.5).

4The comparison method proposed in Section 4.1.3 is published in Fournier and Inkpen (2012).
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RFN =
1

N

∑
w

FN(w) (3.4) RFP =
1

N

∑
w

FP (w) (3.5)

RFN and RFP have the advantage of being intuitive and clearly linked to the end

application of the segmentation method because they take into account the severity of an

error in terms of segment size, allowing RFN and RFP to reflect the effects of erroneously

missing or added words in a segment better than window based comparison methods.

Unfortunately, RFN and RFP only really account for near misses, and are not applicable

to segmentations containing more than two boundaries (a start and end).

While evaluating the performance of a large number of automatic segmenters upon

manual segmentations of the speakers in T.S. Elliot’s “The Wasteland”, Brooke et al.

(2012) found that both Pk and WindowDiff would favour automatic segmenters that

produced very few breaks. To mitigate this, in addition to reporting Pk and WindowDiff,

Brooke et al. (2012, p. 31) proposed another comparison method named Break Distance

(BD) which “sums all the distances, calculated as fractions of the entire text, between each

true break and the nearest predicted break.” Although this penalty-based comparison

method can easily underestimate error if an automatic segmenter places a large number

of segments, when accompanied by Pk or WindowDiff, it contrasts the picture given by

Pk and WD when they underestimate error presented by placing few boundaries and

provided a clearer picture of the performance obtained (akin to the relationship between

precision and recall when graphed against each other).

Current state of segmentation evaluation WindowDiff was an improvement over

Pk, is able to less severely penalize near-misses, and is also less sensitive to variation in

internal segment sizes. Unfortunately, WindowDiff (and all window-based comparison

methods) has a number of drawbacks, including:

• Sensitivity to variations in internal segment sizes (Pevzner and Hearst, 2002);

• Errors at the beginning and end of segmentations are not fully penalized (although

this can be mitigated as shown by Lamprier et al. (2007));

• Favouring hypotheses with fewer segments (i.e., precision is favoured over recall);

• Favouring hypotheses that contain clumping; and

• Window size calculation rounding is not explicitly specified and consistent;
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• Window size is based upon only the reference segmentation, meaning that if the

two segmentations compared swapped roles (a reference segmentation is considered

a hypothesis, and vice versa), different WD values would result, making WD non-

symmetric, violating the axiomatic requirements to say that WD operates in a

metric space, and making it unsuitable for use as part of an inter-coder agreement

coefficient; and

• WindowDiff, and quantifying error in terms of windows, is not intuitively related to

the units being segmented.

There are modifications to WindowDiff to attempt to solve issues related to incorrect

error counting at the edges of a segmentation and to improve the interpretability of the

methods, but none of the other issues are fully addressed. There are a few replacements

for WindowDiff that are highly suited for specialized applications (RFN and RFP ) or as

supplements to WindowDiff (BD), but neither set of solutions are necessarily suitable for

topic segmentation or other subjective or contextual text segmentation tasks involving

multiple divergent manual segmentations of the same text.

In Section 4.1.3, a number of comparison methods are proposed to attempt to replace

WindowDiff which later chapters experimentally compare to determine whether they

indeed can solve the current issues with segmentation comparison methods and improve

upon the state-of-the-art (WindowDiff). A comparison method is of little use, however,

without reference segmentations to compare against which are often collected from manual

segmenters. For this reason, not only are methods of comparing two segmentations

required, but also methods of determining the quality of reference segmentations such as

measures of inter-code agreement.

3.2 Inter-Coder Agreement

Chance agreement in segmentation Rosé (1995) and Isard and Carletta (1995)

both illustrated the need to report an agreement statistic that took chance-agreement into

account to determine both the reliability of the codings collected and the reproducibility

of segmentation studies. Percent agreement against a majority coding conflates coder

solutions to ideally create a “true” reference segmentation against which to compare, but

no studies present a clear rationale for the majority scheme used, and even the definition
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of a majority is arbitrary.5 Even if one was to adapt percentage agreement to take into

account chance agreement, it would be difficult to do so without grossly inflating its

results, because “the statistic itself guarantees at least 50% agreement by only pairing off

coders against the majority opinion”(Isard and Carletta, 1995, p. 63).

Chance agreement can occur in segmentation when coders operating at slightly different

granularities agree randomly due to the frequency or distribution of their codings, and

not their own innate interpretation of what constitutes a segmentation boundary. In

segmentation one can assume that each potential boundary position is a trial where

a coder can choose to place a boundary, or not. If two coders were placing an equal

proportion of boundaries, but chose to place boundaries randomly, one would expect

that the coders would agree with each other 50% of the time given their 2 choices (or

categories).

“If instead, the two coders were to use four categories in equal proportions,

we would expect them to agree 25% of the time (since no matter what the

first coder chooses, there is a 25% chance that the second coder will agree).

And if both coders were to use one of two categories, but use one of the

categories 95% of the time, we would expect them to agree 90.5% of the time

(.9522 + .052).”

– Isard and Carletta (1995, p. 63)

These chance agreement probabilities make it impossible to interpret agreement statistics

which do not account for such chance agreement (Isard and Carletta, 1995, p. 63).

Inter-coder agreement coefficients To account for chance agreement, a variety of

statistics have been developed that make statistical assumptions about what constitutes

chance agreement, and modifies an actual agreement statistic to account for how much

of that agreement is to be expected by chance, which are called inter-coder agreement

coefficients. These coefficients each assume that different distributions of choices (proclivity

towards coding using one or more categories more than others, or producing more codings

than other coders) by coders characterize chance agreement. Rosé (1995); Isard and

Carletta (1995) both suggest the usage of κ-like coefficients, with the general form shown

in Equation 3.6.

κ =
Aa − Ae
1− Ae

(3.6)

5This is exemplified by Litman and Passonneau (1995, pp. 109–110) changing their arbitrary definition
of a majority from what they defined in Passonneau and Litman (1993, p. 150).
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These coefficients share the same form and are parameterized differently: actual agreement

between coders is represented as Aa and the agreement that would be expected by chance

as Ae, where Aa and Ae are defined by each specific coefficient. The coefficients range in

value from [−Ae/1−Ae to 1 (inclusively). A value of zero (Aa = Ae) indicates that coders

are operating by chance alone, whereas a value above zero (Aa > Ae) indicates that there

is some agreement occurring that is not simply by chance. A value below zero (Aa < Ae)

indicates that coders are disagreeing more than would be expected by chance.

There are a variety of inter-coder agreement coefficients, and throughout their usage

a variety of names have been applied to each. Artstein and Poesio (2008) provides a

broad evaluation, and standardization of the various names of the available inter-coder

agreement coefficients as applied to computational linguistics. Initially, the computational

linguistics and natural language processing communities were introduced to inter-coder

agreement and reliability by Carletta (1996), whose work served as a general introduction

to inter-coder agreement coefficients and argued against the usage of non-chance corrected

percentage agreement. This introduction caused some confusion, however.

“Carletta uses the term kappa for the coefficient of agreement, referring to

Krippendorff (1980) and Siegel and Castellan (1988) for an introduction, and

using Siegel and Castellan’s terminology and definitions. However, Siegel and

Castellan’s statistic, which they call K, is actually Fleiss’s generalization to

more than two coders of Scott’s π, not of the original Cohen’s κ”6.

– Artstein and Poesio (2008, p. 1)

Three well known coefficients for pairs of coders include Bennett et al.’s (1954) S,

Scott’s (1955) π, and Cohen’s (1960) κ. These coefficients can be generalized as shown in

Equation 3.7, where they use the same calculation of actual agreement (Aa) and only

differ in how they calculate expected agreement (Ae).

S, π, κ =
Aa − Ae
1− Ae

(3.7)

Artstein and Poesio (2008) outline differences between these coefficients in terms of how

6To make matters worse, in Fleiss’ generalization of Scott’s π, he introduced it as κ (Fleiss, 1971).
For clarity, herein, this work will adopt the terminology used by Artstein and Poesio (2008), where Siegel
and Castellan’s (1988) coefficient will be referred to as K and interchangeably as Fleiss’ multi-π (shown
later), related coefficients which model chance agreement as being identical distributions as π, and any
coefficient that models chance agreement using individual coder distributions as κ.
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Name(s) used herein Publication Previously used names

π Scott (1955)
Multi-π, π∗, or K Fleiss (1971) Fleiss’ κ, Siegel and Castellan’s (1988) K,

K or ‘kappa’ by Carletta (1996)
κ Cohen (1960) ‘kappa’
Multi-κ or κ∗ Davies and Fleiss (1982)

Table 3.2: Coefficient used herein and by Artstein and Poesio (2008) and their synonyms

they characterize the chance that a particular coder will assign an arbitrary item to a

category (i.e., how Ae is calculated):

S: “This coefficient is based on the assumption that if coders were operating by

chance alone, we would get a uniform distribution: that is, for any two coders

cm, cn and any two categories kj , kl, P(kj|cm) = P (kl|cn). (Put it another way:

chance does not distinguish between categories and coders.)”

π: “If coders were operating by chance alone, we would get the same distribution

for each coder: for any two coders cm, cn and any category k, P(k|cm) = P (k|cn).

(i.e., chance distinguishes between categories, but not coders.)”

κ: “If coders were operating by chance alone, we would get a separate distribution

for each coder: chance distinguishes between both categories and coders.”

– Artstein and Poesio (2008, pp. 7–8)

For comparing more than two coders against each other, both π and κ described

previously have been generalized to suit multiple coders as Fleiss’ multi-π (Fleiss, 1971)

and multi-κ (Davies and Fleiss, 1982), and can be generalized in a similar manner as

shown in Equation 3.8 (Artstein and Poesio, 2008, p. 12).

Multi-π, multi-κ =
Aa − Ae
1− Ae

(3.8)

The differences between these coefficients are in how Aa and Ae are calculated to properly

compare multiple coders, but the assumptions remain the same in terms of how they

characterize chance agreement (Artstein and Poesio, 2008, pp. 13–14). These coefficients

have been introduced multiple times in the past, and to attempt to standardize their

names in relation to how they characterize chance agreement, Artstein and Poesio (2008)

indicate some of the names which they have been referred to as (shown in Table 3.2).

One limitation of all versions of κ and π are that they treat all disagreements as

being equal in severity (Artstein and Poesio, 2008, p. 14). For this reason, some studies
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Generalizing p along three dimensions

agreement using separate probability distributions for the individual coders, as done
by k. Another dimension is a generalization of the original two-coder definitions to
multiple coders, resulting in multi-p (Fleiss’s k) and multi-k (Davies and Fleiss 1982). A
third dimension is the introduction of weighted agreement coefficients – a for multiple
coders with a single distribution, and kw for two coders with separate distributions. The
relations between the various coefficients are depicted in Figure 1.

What is missing from the picture is a coefficient that generalizes p along all three
dimensions – an agreement coefficient that is weighted, applies to multiple coders,
and calculates expected agreement using a separate probability distribution for each
coder. Such a coefficient can be thought of as a generalization of kw to multiple coders,
or alternatively as a modification of a which uses individual coders’ distributions for
determining chance agreement. We now develop such a coefficient, calling it ak which
should serve as a reminder that it is shares properties of both k and a. (In a previous
version of this paper we called this coefficient b).

Like the other weighted coeficients, ak measures the observed and expected dis-
agreement, whose ratio is subtracted from one.

ak = 1� Do

De

The observed disagreement is the same as for the other weighted measures, that is the
mean disagreement per item, where the disagreement per item is the mean distance
between all the judgment pairs pertaining to it (section 2.6).

The expected disagreement is the expected distance for an arbitrary judgment pair,
which is the arithmetic mean of all possible distances between category pairs weighted
by the probabilities for choosing particular pairs. We estimate the probability that
coder c assigns an item to category k as the total number of such assignments nck divided
by the overall number of assignments for this coder, which is the number of items i.

P̂(k|c) =
1
i

nck

The probability that two particular coders cm and cn assign an item to two distinct
categories ka and kb is P̂(ka|cm)P̂(kb|cn) + P̂(kb|cm)P̂(ka|cn). Since all coders judge all

19

Figure 3.8: Inter-coder agreement coefficients arranged in three dimensions by properties
(Artstein and Poesio, 2008, p. 19)

choose to use Krippendorff’s α (Krippendorff 1980, Chapter 12, Krippendorff 2004a,

Chapter 11), which is based upon similar assumptions as those that π makes about what

constitutes chance agreement (Artstein and Poesio, 2008, p. 15), they use a weighted

version of κ (Cohen, 1968). This work focuses primarily on the usage of unweighted

version of π and κ for simplicity of interpretation, and only omits use of Krippendorff’s

α for brevity and due to its similarities to π. To summarize the differences between all

of the coefficients that Artstein and Poesio (2008) survey, they place them upon the

corners of a three dimensional cube (where the dimensions indicate whether a coefficient is:

nominal/weighted, applies to only two coders/multiple coders, or uses single/individual

distributions to model chance agreement) to visually depict their differences and to aid in

coefficient selection, as shown in Figure 3.8. The top right and bottom left corners remain

unlabelled because a weighted, individual distribution, multi-coder and a weighted, single

distribution, two-coder coefficient was not found by Artstein and Poesio’s (2008) survey.

Coefficient choice for segmentation Craggs and McGee Wood (2005, p. 290) point

out that an appropriate statistic for determining reliability “must measure agreement as

a function of the coding process and not of the coders, data, or categories.” The statistic

chosen should be able to demonstrate whether there exists a “shared understanding”

between coders of how to describe the process of segmentation given the coding scheme

used. Percentage agreement does not correct for agreement that could occur by chance,

and does not then represent agreement necessarily as a function of the coding process.

Instead, there are a variety of inter-coder agreement coefficients that do account for

chance agreement from which to choose. Besides the choice of coefficients that can be
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used with only two coders or more than two coders, the remaining choice is how chance

agreement between coders should be quantified. Many coefficients make the assumption

that if coders were operating solely by chance, that one would see in their codings a:

• Uniform distribution across coders and categories (S);

• Single distribution for each coder across categories (π, multi-π, and K); or

• Individual (i.e., different) distributions for each coder across categories (κ and

multi-κ);

These coefficients measure the degree to which these distributions occur, and use this to

adjust actual agreement to better be a function of the coding process itself by taking into

account the idiosyncrasies produced by the coding scheme chosen. The question then is

which assumption is correct for a specific linear text segmentation task.

K (i.e., multi-π) has been a popular coefficient in computational linguistics, and also

in segmentation. It has been used in various publications to measure the reliability and/or

replicability of:

• An action and discourse transaction segmentation study (Isard and Carletta, 1995);

• Coders and automatic segmenters7 upon linear topical segmentations of magazine

articles (Hearst, 1997);

• A dialogue coding scheme that modelled utterance function, game structure, and

high-level transactions of a spontaneous task-oriented corpus of speech (Carletta

et al., 1997);

• Topical segment annotations and TREC broadcast news segmentations (Reynar,

1998);

• Structural annotations of scientific articles (Teufel et al., 1999);

• Topical segmentations of a meeting dialogue corpus (Ries, 2001);

• Elementary discourse unit segments for Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) annota-

tions of 385 documents from Marcus et al.’s (1993) Penn Treebank (Carlson et al.,

2003);

• Relational Discourse Analysis (Moore and Pollack, 1992; Moser and Moore, 1996)

annotations of tutorial dialogues (Poesio and Patel, 2006); and

• Linear topical segmentations of a novel (Kazantseva and Szpakowicz, 2012).

7Various versions of TextTiling, an automatic topic segmenter (Hearst, 1994, 1997)
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None of the works mentioned, however, offer any rationale for specifically using K over

another coefficient besides arguing against non-chance-corrected percentage agreement.

Cohen’s (1960) κ and Fleiss’s multi-κ have also been used in segmentation, though

with only small popularity since K has been so prolifically reported previously. Rosé

(1995) proposes using Cohen’s κ to evaluate the coding scheme used for her dialogue

segmentation, conversational acts, and interactional structure, citing the recommendation

for using the coefficient when analysing sequential behavior by Bakeman and Gottman

(1986, 1997). Bakeman and Gottman (1986, 1997) and Rosé (1995) argue against non-

chance-corrected percentage agreement, but do not offer a explanation of why one should

specifically use Cohen’s κ as opposed to another coefficient. Di Eugenio and Glass (2004)

assert that Cohen’s κ is an ideal coefficient for identifying inter-coder agreement for

“the vast majority, if not all, of discourse—and dialogue tagging—efforts” because of the

assumption that chance agreement is exemplified by equal coder distributions made by

π, multi-π, and K does not hold (Di Eugenio and Glass, 2004, p. 96). Indeed, it is

reasonable to expect that random chance could occur between two coders if one coder

labelled a category more frequently than the other. For this reason, (Di Eugenio and

Glass, 2004, p. 96) recommend reporting Cohen’s κ or Fleiss’s multi-κ, but because of

the effects of prevalence on both κ and π, and the effects of bias upon κ, it should be

accompanied by Scott’s π or Fleiss’ multi-π.

Prevalence is a characteristic of codings which affects the values of κ and π (and by

extension K), potentially leading to difficulty in interpreting such statistics. Similarly,

bias, which only affects κ, is another coding characteristic which affects agreement values.

This is because the values of π and κ are affected by both Aa and Ae (actual and expected

agreement, respectively; see Equations 3.7–3.8), but, troublingly, although changes in

Aa produce obvious and expected changes in agreement, some coding distributions

produce unexpected values of Ae (Di Eugenio and Glass, 2004, pp. 98–99). These coding

distribution scenarios are referred to as bias and prevalence. When Ae increases, this

decrease becomes more pronounced as Aa is lowered.

Prevalence occurs when the distribution of coders is concentrated in a very few (or one)

categories. Ae’s minimum (i.e., ideal) value occurs when codings are equally distributed

amongst categories (Ae =1 /|κ|), while the maximum value (i.e., worst case) occurs when

all codings are concentrated in one category (Ae = 1) (Di Eugenio and Glass, 2004, p.

98). Prevalence is especially troubling because it affects both kappa and π, and because

Aa and Ae are based upon proportions and scale proportionately with the number of

codings, this means that increasing the number of codings does not counteract prevalence
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Coder 2
Accept Ack

C
od

er
1 Accept 90 5 95

Ack 5 0 5
95 5 100

Aa = 0.90, Ae = 0.905
κ = π = −0.048

p = 1

(a) Very prevalent category ‘Accept’

Coder 2
Accept Ack

C
od

er
1 Accept 45 5 50

Ack 5 45 50
50 50 100

Aa = 0.90, Ae = 0.5
κ = π = 0.80
p = 0.5× 10−5

(b) Equally prevalent categories

Figure 3.9: Cohen’s contingency tables illustrating the effect of prevalence upon κ and π
(Di Eugenio and Glass, 2004, Figure 3, p. 99)

(Di Eugenio and Glass, 2004, p. 99).

In Figure 3.9, two examples from Di Eugenio and Glass (2004, Figure 3, p. 99) are

shown—which demonstrate the effect of prevalence—where coders are attempting to

distinguish the meaning of the word ‘Okay’ in dialogue as either an acceptance (‘Accept’)

or an acknowledgement (‘Ack’) of something. In both examples, the two coders agree

upon 90 out of 100 codings, but due to the prevalence of the ‘Ack’ category in Figure 3.9a,

it has a far higher Ae which reduced the overall agreement values far below those shown

in Figure 3.9b (−0.048 versus 0.80).8

Although Di Eugenio and Glass (2004) consider prevalence to be a negative aspect of

inter-coder agreement coefficients such as κ and π, Craggs and McGee Wood (2005) do

not. While re-examining Figure 3.9a, Craggs and McGee Wood (2005, p. 291–292) assert

that despite the 90 out of 100 agreements, and because not a single coder agrees upon

‘Ack’ as an interpretation of ‘Okay’, that the only conclusion that can be drawn is that

the coders cannot distinguish between the two categories–‘Accept’ and ‘Ack’. In this way,

prevalence’s effect of producing very low agreement appropriately demonstrates that one

should not rely upon this coding. Prevalence, then, is a desirable effect when the goal is

to determine the reliability of a coding scheme.

Bias occurs in cases where Ae is calculated by assuming that individual coder dis-

tributions (and whether they differ) quantifies chance agreement, which is the case for

Cohen’s κ and Fleiss’ Multi-κ. If two coders agree less in the behaviour of their codings,

then they will have fewer expected chances to agree. This paradoxically increases κ when

8These examples also show tests for whether agreement is significantly different from zero (calculated
according to Cohen (1960, pp. 43–44) for κ and Siegel and Castellan (1988) for K, or π). Only Figure 3.9b
shows a significantly different value from zero.
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Coder 2
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C
od

er
1 Accept 40 15 55

Ack 20 25 45
60 40 100

Aa = 0.65, Ae = 0.52
κ = 0.27
π = 0.27
p = 0.0005

(a) Very prevalent category ‘Accept’

Coder 2
Accept Ack

C
od

er
1 Accept 40 35 75

Ack 0 25 25
40 60 100

Aa = 0.65, Ae = 0.45
κ = 0.418
π = 0.27

p = 0.5× 10−5

(b) Equally prevalent categories

Figure 3.10: Cohen’s contingency tables illustrating the effect of bias upon κ and not
upon π (Di Eugenio and Glass, 2004, Figure 3, p. 99)

coders behave differently, because Ae decreases.

In Figure 3.10, two examples of bias from Di Eugenio and Glass (2004, Figure 3,

p. 99) are shown. In both examples, the two coders each perform 100 codings, and in

Figure 3.10a the category proportions are similar between coders (55 versus 60 for ‘Accept’

and 45 versus 40 for ‘Ack’), indicating the they are behaving similarly. Figure 3.10b

shows the two coders behaving very differently with coder 1 favouring ‘Accept’ more than

coder 2 (75 versus 40), and inversely shunning ‘Ack’ with 25 versus 60 codings. π remains

identical at 0.27, whereas κ fluctuates between 0.27 and 0.418, grossly overestimating

agreement in Figure 3.10b. Craggs and McGee Wood (2005, p. 291–292) point to bias as

one reason to avoid the usage of κ in computational linguistics.

Krippendorff α, though a versatile statistic, has seen very little usage in segmentation.

Passonneau and Litman (1997) reported the agreement of their segmentation task using

Krippendorff’s α. Artstein and Poesio (2008, pp. 41–43) propose that Krippendorff’s

(1995) method of measuring agreement (using Krippendorff α) on unitizing may be

appropriate for segmentation. Unitizing is the process of “identifying boundaries between

units, and selecting the unit of interest” from overlapping units between coders (where

coders each segment a unit but disagree upon exact boundary positions). Disagreement

during unitizing is quantified as the “square of the lengths of the non-overlapping segments”

(as shown in Figure 3.11). If there is no overlap, then disagreement is the square of the

length of the whole segment (Artstein and Poesio, 2008, 42–43). This would help to

overcome the issue of low agreement that occurs in segmentation tasks which often occurs

when statistics do not account for near-misses in boundary placement (described later).

Overall, the choice of which agreement statistic to use, especially for segmentation,
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the length of the whole unit. This distance metric is used in calculating observed and
expected disagreement, and aU itself. We refer the reader to Krippendorff (1995) for
details.

Krippendorff’s aU is not applicable to all CL tasks. For example, it assumes that units
may not overlap in a single coder’s output, yet in practice there are many annotation
schemes which require coders to label nested syntactic constituents. Nevertheless, we
feel that when the non-overlap assumption holds, testing the reliabilty of unit identifica-
tion may prove beneficial. Specifically, segmentation (section 4.3.1) can be thought of as
a special case of unitizing where all units are of interest, so aU may serve as a reliability
measure for segmentation. To our knowledge, this has never been tested in CL.

4.4 Anaphora

The annotation tasks discussed so far involve assigning a specific label to each category,
which allows the various agreement measures to be applied in a straightforward way.
Anaphoric annotation differs from the previous tasks since annotators do not assign
labels, but rather create links between anaphors and their antecedents. It is therefore
not clear what the ‘labels’ should be for the purpose of calculating agreement. One
possibility would be to consider the intended referent (real-world object) as the label,
as in named entity tagging, but it wouldn’t make sense to predefine a set of ‘labels’
applicable to all texts, since different objects are mentioned in different texts. An al-
ternative is to use the marked antecedents as ‘labels’. However, we do not want to
count as a disagreement every time two coders agree on the discourse entity realized
by a particular noun phrase but just happen to mark different words as antecedents.
Consider the reference of the underlined pronoun it in the following dialogue excerpt
(TRAINS 1991, dialogue d91-3.2).

(3) 1.1 M: ....
1.4 first thing I’d like you to do
1.5 is send engine E2 off with a boxcar to Corning to

pick up oranges
1.6 as soon as possible
2.1 S: okay
3.1 M: and while it’s there it should pick up the tanker

Some of the coders in a study we recently carried out (Poesio and Artstein 2005)
indicated engine E2 as antecedent for the second it in utterance 3.1, whereas others
indicated the immediately preceding pronoun, which they had previously marked as
having engine E2 as antecedent. Clearly, we do not want to consider these coders to be
in disagreement.

43

Figure 3.11: Disagreement between overlapping units during unitizing, where disagreement
d(A,B) = s2− + s2+ (Artstein and Poesio, 2008, p. 43)

depends upon one’s purpose. The goal of calculating an inter-annotator agreement

coefficient is often either to:

• “Infer the reliability of a large-scale annotation”, and thus the “reliability of the

annotation procedure, which is independent of the actual annotators used” (Artstein

and Poesio, 2008, p. 24); or

• Infer the ‘trustworthiness’ (i.e., validity) of the data produced by a set of coders in

agreement.

The question of validity is strongly linked to the purpose for which the data is to be

used, and could often be better ascertained through other statistics (e.g., data validity

is essential to the quality of solution used to train a statistical classifier). There is no

doubt that validity is exemplified by a value near perfect agreement of any coefficient,

but even in moderate agreement the individual coder bias of π can inform us of whether

a particular annotation may not be reliable, but the decisions of individual coders are

consistent, and easily trained upon.

There has been a large amount of discussion on which coefficient to use to infer the

reliability of the annotation procedure (e.g., coding scheme, instructions, methodology,

etc.) of a segmentation study. The assumption made by π, multi-π, and K that random

chance is exemplified by equal coder distributions, as pointed out by Di Eugenio and Glass

(2004, p. 96), does not likely hold for “the vast majority, if not all, of discourse—and

dialogue tagging—efforts”. This leads Di Eugenio and Glass (2004) to question whether

π coefficients are suitable for such tasks. Cohen’s and Fleiss’ κ, though potentially more

appropriate for determining reliability for discourse and dialogue tagging because of their

lack of such an assumption, suffers from the bias, which leads to suspect values. Di

Eugenio and Glass (2004) recommend reporting κ, but to mitigate its issues to also report

π to indicate whether it is being affected by bias (as is done in Figure 3.10), and 2 ·Aa− 1

to adjust κ for prevalence (as suggested by Byrt et al. (1993)). If one were to report

2 · Aa − 1 for Figure 3.9, they would notice that prevalence has an effect, as shown in
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Aa = 0.90, Ae = 0.905
κ = π = −0.048
2 · Aa − 1 = 0.80

(a) Very prevalent category ‘Accept’

Aa = 0.90, Ae = 0.5
κ = π = 0.80

2 · Aa − 1 = 0.80

(b) Equally prevalent categories

Figure 3.12: Coefficient values including 2 · Aa − 1 for the examples shown in Figure 3.9

Figure 3.12, where the prevalence of the category ‘Accept’ in Figure 3.12a is spotted by

comparing the coefficient values to 2 · Aa − 1 and finding that they differ.

Craggs and McGee Wood (2005) take the opposite position of Di Eugenio and Glass

(2004) and vehemently oppose the choice of κ-like coefficients—that model chance agree-

ment as having individual coder distributions—in favour of π-like coefficients and Krippen-

dorff’s α (Craggs and McGee Wood, 2005, pp. 292–293)–which model chance agreement

as having a single distribution. They argue that agreement must be representative of the

coding process itself, “with coders being viewed as interchangeable”.

“The purpose of assessing the reliability of coding schemes is not to judge the

performance of the small number of individuals participating in the trial, but

rather to predict the performance of the schemes in general. The proposal that

in most discourse and dialogue studies, the assumption of equal distribution

between coders does not hold is, in fact, an argument against the use of

Cohen’s kappa”

– Craggs and McGee Wood (2005, p. 292)

Their view is that by choosing an agreement coefficient that would model chance agreement

as including when coders behave differently—as κ does—would not allow us to infer how

a coding scheme would perform when applied by other coders, which is the main reason

for attempting to quantify reliability in the first place.

Artstein and Poesio (2008, pp. 57–58) agree with Craggs and McGee Wood’s (2005)

recommendations in favour of preferring the usage of π (including multi-π or K) and

Krippendorff’s α because of their resiliency towards category and individual-coder bias.

They note, however, that the issue of coder bias is often of little consequence, because

such differences become negligible when the number of coders is increased (Artstein and

Poesio, 2005), an effect which is also seen in the negligible bias values calculated by

Fournier and Inkpen (2012, p. 160). To measure bias, Artstein and Poesio (2005, 2008)
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define individual coder bias as the difference between expected agreement of π and κ, as

shown in Equation 3.9 (Artstein and Poesio, 2005, p. 143).

Bias = Aπe − Aκe (3.9)

Artstein and Poesio’s (2005) bias represents the degree to which individual coder bias

affects κ. They demonstrated algebraically, and by example, that coder bias decreases

as the number of coders is increased, so that “κ approaches π as the number of coders

approaches infinity” (Artstein and Poesio, 2005, p. 146). Overall, Artstein and Poesio

(2008, pp. 57–58) recommends reporting π (or multi-π or K) or Krippendorff’s α, and

emphasise that the usage of weighted versions of coefficients which treat errors of different

types as having different severity should be used when possible, despite difficulty in

interpreting them. Most importantly, however, they recommend that in addition to

reporting coefficient values that studies should report

“the methodology that was followed to collect the reliability data (number of

coders, whether they coded independently, whether they relied exclusively on

an annotation manual). The study should also indicate whether agreement

was statistically significant, and provide the confusion matrix [e.g., Figures 3.9-

3.10] or agreement table so that readers can find out whether overall figures

of agreement hide disagreements on less common categories”.

– Artstein and Poesio (2008, p. 58)

Segmentation data reliability in practice Occasionally in literature introducing

topical segmentation data, the calculation of inter-coder agreement coefficients is omitted.

Instead, some works (e.g., Janin et al. 2003; Eisenstein and Barzilay 2008) assume that

there is only one “true” reference segmentation9 to compare against, so no measure of

reliability is given, while some (Phillips, 1985; Richmond et al., 1994; Beeferman et al.,

1997; Reynar, 1998; Choi, 2000) use completely artificial segmentation data10 and codings

9An assumption which is incorrect, as demonstrated by the range of agreement values that differ from
perfect agreement reported by similar studies, indicating that one coding cannot be truly representative
of a whole population of even ‘expert’ coders.

10Phillips (1985) used the subtopic structure of chapters in science textbooks, Richmond et al. (1994,
pp. 51–53) concatenated articles from an edition of The Times newspaper with each other and attempted
to reconstruct the boundaries between articles, Beeferman et al. (1997) also used concatenated articles but
from the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus (Paul and Baker, 1992) and the Topic Detection and Tracking
corpus (Allan et al., 1998), Reynar (1998) again used a subset of the WSJ corpus with concatenation, and
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to bypass the issue of inter-coder agreement altogether (because there are no actual

coders involved). A few works (Passonneau and Litman, 1993; Galley and Mckeown,

2003) report statistical significance from zero agreement using Cochran’s test.

Of the works that do present chance-corrected inter-coder agreement coefficients

(Table 3.3), many of the studies report low values for segmentation tasks—often even

as trivial as denoting topic boundaries (Hearst, 1997; Carletta et al., 1997; Ries, 2001;

Kazantseva and Szpakowicz, 2012). Many of these studies report low coefficient values

because coders often approximately agree upon where segments lie, but disagree upon the

exact placement of boundaries separating them (Artstein and Poesio, 2008, p. 40). This

was noticed in the segmentation coding efforts of Hearst (1997); Passonneau and Litman

(1997), and Carlson et al. (2003), and was also cited as the reason for the development of

more lenient comparison methods than direct comparisons between boundary positions

that take into account instances where coder boundaries had near-agreement in terms of

their position (i.e., near-misses) (Pevzner and Hearst, 2002). For this reason, some works

(Gruenstein et al., 2005; Malioutov and Barzilay, 2006; Kazantseva and Szpakowicz, 2012)

report pairwise comparisons between coders using comparison methods11 which award

partial credit for near-misses, but do not simultaneously account for chance agreement.

Thus far, no sufficient agreement coefficient for either study reliability or data validity

has been proposed that overcomes the issue of near-misses in segmentation. Hearst

(1997, pp. 53–54) approached this goal by calculating Siegel and Castellan’s K, but

substituting for actual agreement the percentage agreement metric of Gale et al. (1992, p.

254). Unfortunately, this statistic suffers from the same gross over-estimation pitfalls as

percentage agreement, despite the correction for chance agreement. Artstein and Poesio

(2008, pp. 41–43) proposed that Krippendorff’s (1995) method of measuring agreement

(using Krippendorff α) on unitized segmentations may be appropriate, or the measurement

of agreement upon windows produced by a segmentation comparison statistic such as

Pk (Beeferman and Berger, 1999, pp. 198–200) or WindowDiff (Pevzner and Hearst, 2002,

p. 10) may be appropriate. Both Krippendorff α and a window-comparison-method-based

coefficient have the potential to allow for near-misses to be accounted for, but none of

them have yet been demonstrated. This work proposes adapted inter-code agreement

coefficients which account for near misses.

In Section 4.2, this work proposes and later experimentally evaluates adapted multi-π

Choi (2000) used 700 samples artificial text samples, where a sample is comprised of ten text segments
selected from the first n sentences of a randomly selected document in the Brown corpus (Francis, 1964).

11Often Pk (Beeferman and Berger, 1999, pp. 198–200) and WindowDiff (Pevzner and Hearst, 2002, p.
10).
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Study Type Coders Statistic Value
Kozima (1993) Local coherence segmentation 16 None None
Passonneau and Litman (1993) Intention based, phrase level,

majority comparison
7 % 0.70

Hearst (1993) Topical, boundary/not 7 % 0.80–
0.90

Rosé (1995) Discourse acts and structure 4 κ̄ .795,
.895,
.648

Isard and Carletta (1995) Dialog transactions 1 expert K 0.59
4 näıve

Passonneau and Litman (1997) Intention based, phrase level,
majority comparison

7 α 0.34

Hearst (1997) Topical, boundary/not 7 K̄ 0.647
Carletta et al. (1997) Transaction boundaries 4 K 0.57
Reynar (1998) Boundary/not 2 K 0.764
Teufel et al. (1999) Three zones types, and overall

coding scheme
3 K 0.81,

0.71
Ries (2001) Topic, boundary/not K 0.36
Carlson et al. (2003) Unit boundaries 6 K 0.87–

0.97
Poesio and Patel (2006) RDA annotation (Moore and

Pollack, 1992; Moser and
Moore, 1996)

K 0.9

Kazantseva and Szpakowicz (2012) Topical, boundary/not 4–6 π̄∗/K̄ 0.29±
0.15

Fournier and Inkpen (2012) S-based agreement on data
from Kazantseva and Szpakow-
icz (2012)

4–6 π̄∗
S/K̄S 0.8904±

0.0392

Table 3.3: Reliability statistic values for segmentation corpora

and multi-κ coefficients that account for near misses by incorporating one of the new

segmentation comparison methods proposed herein in Section 4.1.3. To evaluate automatic

segmentations, an ideal segmentation comparison method and reliable manually coded

data to use as a reference is a solid foundation on which to build, but a methodology

is required to unify the process of evaluating segmentation. To that end, Section 3.3

discusses methodologies that can be used to evaluate automatic segmenters using an ideal

segmentation comparison method and suitable multiply-coded reference segmentations.

3.3 Evaluating Segmenters

Experiment design Experiment design is the design of an effort to collect information

in the presence of variation. In segmentation evaluation, the hypothesis often tested is
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whether there exists a significant difference in performance between a set of automatic

segmenters, and if this hypothesis is true, then which is the best automatic segmenter?.

The testing of this segmentation-related hypothesis, and the answer to this question, can

be obtained through an experiment that:

• Uses a suitable number of subjects so as to constitute a representative sampling;

• Randomly selects subjects from sources that contain enough diversity to support

the breadth of the hypothesis;12 and

• Controls for extraneous variables (e.g., removal of artificial segmentation breaks

such as page breaks, illustrations, or other presentation features).

The definition of what constitutes a subject in a segmentation evaluation experiment

is related to the definition of what constitutes a sample. Ideally, a subject would be

defined as a boundary position contained within a manual sample. This granularity

of analysis is not often feasible with the segmentation comparison methods available

today, thus a subject in segmentation evaluation is often defined as the entire manual

coding text/document (as opposed to the individual boundaries within). Each subject is

then tested by applying an automatic segmenter to it (in medical literature this would

be equivalent to a treatment), or more specifically, to the same document that was

manually coded. This interpretation allows for the variable under test to be the automatic

segmenter, and the documents and coders are controlled variables.

Not all subjects, however, are created equal. Subjects in segmentation can be divided

by which coder produced them and which document (or even paragraph) that the manual

sample describes. These divisions of subjects are called factors. Each factor has within it

a variety of levels, e.g., the coder factor would contain the set of coders as levels. For

segmentation, then, a design table that lists the relevant factors would resemble that

shown in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4 shows 3 automatic segmenters over 5 documents each coded by 3 coders.

Because the subjects under test are manual samples, if one applies automatic segmenters

that each segment the same documents by the same coders (i.e., subjects), then we have

produced replicates, or repetitions of an experiment. In the presence of this replication,

when performing statistical hypothesis testing, one must then pick a test that appropriately

models the sources of variance in this experiment design: a within-subjects (i.e., repeated

measures) test (Cohen, 1995, pp. 287–307). If, instead, each automatic segmenter

12I.e., testing for the best segmenter for literature requires data from more types of texts than does
the best segmenter for 19th century English sonnets
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Segmenter
A1 A2 A2

Coder C1 C2 C3 C1 C2 C3 C1 C2 C3

D
oc

u
m

en
ts

Text 1 x1,1,1 x1,2,1 x1,3,1 x2,1,1 x2,2,1 x2,3,1 . . .
Text 2 x1,1,2 x1,2,2 x1,3,2 x2,1,2 x2,2,2 x2,3,2 . . .
Text 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Text 4
Text 5

Table 3.4: A two-factor within-subjects that is evaluating 3 automatic segmenters over
5 documents each coded by 3 coders where xi,j,k represents the output of a comparison
method for an automatic segmenter i, coder j, and document k

Experiment design
Between subjects Within subjects

D
a
ta

se
t
p
ro
pe
rt
ie
s Normal and

homoscedastic
ANOVA (Chambers et al., 1992) with
Tukey’s HSD (Miller, 1981; Yandell,
1997) post hoc

ANOVA (Chambers et al., 1992) with
Tukey’s HSD (Miller, 1981; Yandell,
1997) post hoc

Non-normal or
heteroscedastic

Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test (Hollan-
der and Wolfe, 1973, pp. 115-120) with
the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum multiple
comparison test (Siegel and Castellan,
1988, pp. 213-214) post hoc

Friedman’s rank sum test (Hollan-
der and Wolfe, 1973, pp. 139–
146) with the Wilcoxon-Nemenyi-
McDonald-Thompson test (Hollander
and Wolfe, 1999, p. 295) post hoc

Table 3.5: Statistical hypothesis tests used herein and their associated post-hoc tests for
each design and whether their assumptions are met (normality and homoscedasticity)

was tested upon different subjects (i.e., did not segment the same documents and was

compared against different coders), then we would select a statistical test that models the

sources of variance as occurring between-subjects (Cohen, 1995, pp. 287–307). Specifically,

the statistical hypothesis tests and their associated post-hoc tests utilized the most in

this work are presented in Table 3.5.

Interpreting statistical hypothesis tests A significance level (α) is then specified,

which is the threshold below which the probability of H0 must be before one can reject in

it favour of the alternate hypothesis.13 A p-value is then calculated using the test statistic

and procedure selected which represents the probability that given the distribution of

13“By convention, if p < 0.05 you say the result is statistically significant, and if p < 0.01 you say the
result is highly significant and you can be more confident you have found a true effect.” (Cumming et al.,
2007)
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H0 is true that one would observe the distribution of H1. If this p-value falls below the

previously specified significance level (α), then there is cause to reject H0 in favour of H1.

Depending upon α, a p-value may be reported as either statistically significant (p < 0.05)

or highly statistically significant (p < 0.01), etc.

A visual example of this can be seen in Figure 2.4b, where confidence intervals for

two estimated means (C and E) are compared for n = 3 and n = 10 showing p-values

of 0.05 and 0.01 for differing amounts of confidence interval overlap. In this case, one is

estimating the p-values by the degree of overlap of the confidence intervals shown, and

illustrates the beneficial effect of increasing the sample size (n) so that one can better

identify whether a difference is present or not (by decreasing the error of the estimated

means).

Statistical hypothesis testing allows us to determine probabilistically whether one

automatic segmenter is able to perform significantly differently from another given enough

independent samples upon which to evaluate their performance, but it is not without

error. By picking a significance level (α), or the threshold below which one rejects H0,

one accepts that the probability that H0 was wrongly rejected (type I error) is α, and

that the probability that H0 was wrongly accepted (type II error) is β, where 1− β is

described as the power of a statistical test. The power of a statistical test (1 − β) is

the probability that the selected statistical test and procedure will reject H0 when it

is false (Cohen, 1992). The power of a statistical test and procedure is a function of

the “sample size (n), significance criterion (α), [and] population effect size (ES)” of a

statistical test (Cohen, 1992, p. 156). The population effect size represents “the degree

to which the H0 is believed to be false”, and can be “indexed by the discrepancy between

H0 and H1” for a variety of statistical tests to allow us to determine the overall statistical

power of a test (sometimes referred to as π)—for which a minimum of 0.80 is generally

accepted (Cohen, 1992, p. 156). Analysis of the statistical power of a test can also be

used to determine the minimum n needed to obtain statistical significance for a chosen α

(Cohen, 1992, pp. 156–159).

Taking a text, one can collect manual segmentations of it. One can then select an ap-

propriate segmentation comparison method which best quantifies the errors most relevant

to our task, and using this method one can then compare an automatic segmentation to

each of our sample manual segmentations. From the segmentation comparison method

values, one can then perform hypothesis testing to determine whether the difference

in their mean performances are significant or simply due to chance. Assuming that

one has performed this evaluation over a suitably diverse set of documents, and that
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one has demonstrated an appropriate degree of statistical significance, one can claim

that one automatic segmenter consistently performs better than another for a particular

application. If the segmenter also uses supervised machine learning, then cross-validation

(Duda et al., 2000, pp. 483–485), bootstrap estimation (Duda et al., 2000, pp. 485–486),

or maximum-likelihood model comparison (Duda et al., 2000, pp. 486–487), etc., can be

used to assess how the segmenter may perform upon and generalize to unseen data.



Chapter 4

A Segmentation Evaluation

Methodology Proposal

Current segmentation comparison methods such as WindowDiff and Pk have a variety of

drawbacks which make their usage problematic: 1) They are not, by definition, metrics

because they are not symmetric functions1; 2) They are sensitive to variations in internal

segment sizes and thus lack consistency (Pevzner and Hearst, 2002); 3) Errors at the

beginning and end of segmentations are not fully penalized (although this can be mitigated

as shown by Lamprier et al. 2007); 4) Window size calculation rounding is not explicitly

specified and not consistently applied; and 5) Quantifying error in terms of windows is

not intuitively related to the units being segmented, making interpretation difficult.

This chapter proposes four new segmentation comparison methods which are: 1) Sym-

metric; 2) Insensitive to variations in internal segment sizes; 3) Unbiased (e.g., treats

errors of the same type at any point in a segmentation equally); 4) Not based upon

using windows to award partial credit for near-misses and instead use a new minimal

edit distance to quantify the distance between two segmentations; and 5) More intuitive

because their units are boundaries, boundary pairs, or potential boundaries as opposed

to the indirect concept of analysing boundaries through windows. These comparison

methods are referred to as segmentation similarity and boundary similarity (variants Ba,

Bb, and Bc). Of these comparison methods, one is chosen as the recommended comparison

method after evaluating them in a variety of experiments in Chapter 5.

This chapter proposes a new algorithm for unambiguously counting errors as the basis

1WindowDiff and Pk are not symmetric because they calculate their window size, k, from only one of
the two segmentations compared.

61
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of the four new comparison methods I proposed—named boundary edit distance. From

this edit distance, a new method of constructing a multi-class confusion matrix that is

able to partially award near misses is proposed from which metrics such as precision and

recall can be computed. The resulting metrics are referred to as B-precision, B-recall, etc.

To describe these new comparison methods, this chapter first presents a concep-

tualization of segmentation and segmentation errors. Although this chapter restricts

itself to discussing linear segmentation involving one or more mutually inclusive2 types

of boundaries, it can be applied to other segmentation types (e.g., mutually exclusive

boundaries). This conceptualization leads to proposing boundary edit distance as an

algorithm for quantifying these errors.

To normalize the error counts given by boundary edit distance, four normalizations

are proposed in the form of four new segmentation comparison methods. These four

comparison methods represent different forms of normalization which vary the units used

and embody differing interpretations of what constitutes an error or the relative severity

of an error.

Lastly, a discussion on an appropriate methodology for comparing segmentations using

any comparison methods is presented.

4.1 Linear Segmentation Comparison

4.1.1 Conceptualizing Segmentation

Linear segmentation is the task of splitting an item, such as a document, into a linear

sequence of segments using some criterion by placing boundaries between these segments.

This boundary placement criterion is often the subject of one’s study—especially when

analysing the task of topic segmentation—and is defined by a description of the task. The

specific task being studied often varies wildly—from sentence splitting to morphological

segmentation, and for this section no specific task is assumed, but many examples are

given of topic segmentation.

For the purposes of discussing how one can conceptualize and describe differences

between segmentations, let us focus upon a series of hypothetical topical segmentations

of a short excerpt. The excerpt used herein is from Coleridge’s (1816) poem titled Kubla

Khan (Coleridge, 1816, pp. 55–58), shown below in Figure 4.1, chosen for its brevity.

2I.e., boundaries of different types can occupy the same position in a segmentation.
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1. In Xanadu did Kubla Khan

2. A stately pleasure-dome decree:

3. Where Alph, the sacred river, ran

4. Through caverns measureless to man

5. Down to a sunless sea.

6. So twice five miles of fertile ground

7. With walls and towers were girdled round:

8. And here were gardens bright with sinuous rills,

9. Where blossomed many an incense-bearing tree;

10. And here were forests ancient as the hills,

11. Enfolding sunny spots of greenery.

Figure 4.1: Excerpt from Kubla Khan (Coleridge, 1816, pp. 55–58)

Segmentations can occur on a variety of levels of granularity (e.g., at the word, phrase,

sentence, paragraph level, etc.). A level of granularity is the smallest indivisible unit

which comprises the segments in a segmentation. Figure 4.1 shows poem line numbers,

and for the task of topical segmentation upon poetry, the level chosen is—arbitrarily—the

line level. For the purposes of discussion, some notation is defined, where:

1. D is the sequence of atomic textual units (i.e., units) which comprise the document

being segmented; and

2. A segmentation si of D is an ordered sequence of units in D that are described (in

varying ways) as belonging to segments.

If one was to ask a human to topically segment, at the line level, the excerpt in

Figure 4.1, they would produce a segmentation indicating the segments that they believe

exist, separated by topic boundaries. To describe these segmentations, a human can

indicate, for each segment, which lines (i.e., units) they span and also a short description

of the segment, as in Figure 4.2. This procedure is similar to that used by Hearst (1997)

and Kazantseva and Szpakowicz (2012) except that they asked for segmentations at the

paragraph-level because of the length of their documents.

Lines Description
1–2 Kubla Khan and his decree
3–5 Waterways

6–11 Fertile ground and greenery

Figure 4.2: A hypothetical manual line-level segmentation of the excerpt in Figure 4.1
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Representing segmentation Mathematically, one could represent this single-boundary-

type segmentation as a sequence of three segments. This allows one to see where the

boundaries lie between internal segments. Each internal segment could also be represented

as containing the sequence of line numbers (i.e., units of text) that they represent (as in

Figure 4.3). Representing segmentations as a sequence allows the order of the internal

segments and textual unit references within to be maintained. The size of each internal

segment is then the cardinality of this sequence of line numbers. An advantage of this

segmentation representation allows one to relate it back to the ordered sequence of textual

units which compose the document under analysis and to represent multiple boundary

types.

s1 =
(
(1, 2), (3, 4, 5), (6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11)

)
Figure 4.3: A sequence representation of the line-level segmentation in Figure 4.2

If there is no need to calculate any descriptive statistics upon the actual textual

units under observation, then a more succinct representation can be used. Instead of

representing each internal segment as a sequence of line numbers, internal segments can

be represented by the cardinality of each internal segment calculated using Equation 4.1.

This representation still captures the size (in units) of each of the internal segments and

the relative position of the boundaries contained within a segmentation as being between

the internal segments themselves.

psi ≡ ps(si) =

|si|n

j=1

(|si,j|) (4.1)

Obtaining the cardinality sequence of the segmentation si gives us the much more

compact sequence shown in Figure 4.4.

ps(s1) = (2, 3, 6)

Figure 4.4: A sequence of the cardinality of each internal segment sequence in Figure 4.3

Descriptive statistics Using a cardinality-sequence representation of a segmentation,

one can begin to calculate some descriptive segmentation statistics.

The most basic descriptive segmentation statistics relate to the size of a segmentation.

Total number of textual units being analysed can be determined by either taking the
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cardinality of the text being segmented (i.e., |D|), or taking the sum of the cardinalities

of a segmentation (si) of that text (i.e., |D| = ∑|psi|j=1 psi[j]). One can also determine the

number of potential boundary positions that exist in a document D as the number of

units minus one (Equation 4.2; adapted from Passonneau and Litman 1993, p. 150). To

determine the number of boundaries placed in a linear segmentation si, one can take

the cardinality of the segmentation’s cardinality sequence representation (psi) minus one

(Equation 4.3).

pb(D) = |D| − 1 (4.2) b(si) = |ps(si)| − 1 (4.3)

Applying Equations 4.2 and 4.3 to s1 and ps1, the number of potential boundaries

is pb(D) = |D| − 1 = 11− 1 = 10 and the number of boundaries placed by the manual

segmenter is b(s1) = |ps1| − 1 = 3− 1 = 2. Descriptive statistics related to size can begin

to help describe the differences between two arbitrary segmentations, but they cannot

fully describe how the boundaries placed within two segmentations differ.

Graphically representing segmentation Although the size differences between two

segmentations cannot fully describe how the boundaries placed within two segmentations

differ, they offer some intuition when represented graphically. The sequence of segment

cardinalities (ps1) can be used to visually represent a segmentation as having pb(D) = 11

textual units separated into |ps1| = 3 internal segments divided by b(s1) = 2 boundaries,

as in Figure 4.5. A label (s1) denotes the segmentation’s name for later reference, and

the internal segment boundaries are denoted simply by the edge of each internal segment.

s1 22 33 66

Figure 4.5: A graphical representation of the cardinality sequence in Figure 4.4

This visual representation can succinctly illustrate one segmentation, but it is more

powerful when it is used to compare multiple segmentations. If a second segmentation of

the excerpt in Figure 4.1 such as the one shown in Figure 4.6 was provided, it could be

graphically compared to s1, as shown in Figure 4.7 as s2.

Figure 4.7 shows the left and right edges of the internal segments (i.e., boundaries) of s1

not aligning horizontally with the edges of s2’s segments. In this graphical representation,

one can begin to see the differences between the boundaries placed within the two

segmentations.
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Lines Description
1–3 Kubla Khan’s location

4–10 The land’s features
11 The time of day

Figure 4.6: Another hypothetical manual line-level segmentation of Figure 4.1

s1

s2

Figure 4.7: Two hypothetical segmentations of the text of Figure 4.1

Visually comparing segmentations When visually comparing these two adjacent

segmentations, the differences in their boundary positions are apparent, but how can we

describe them? One could adopt the information retrieval (IR) perspective where one

segmentation is considered a reference (arbitrarily choosing s1 herein), and the other a

hypothesis (s2). With these designations, each boundary can be labelled as either a false

positive (FP) or false negative (FN). The pair of segmentations form Figure 4.7 then have

two FNs and two FPs as shown in Figure 4.8.

R

H

FN

FP

FN

FP

Figure 4.8: Two hypothetical segmentations labelled from an IR perspective

Adopting this IR perspective is not ideal, however, because IR metrics cannot award

partial credit for what one could consider to be a nearly missed boundary in the first

portion of the two segmentations compared. Another issue with IR comparison methods

is that they are not symmetric because they require one segmentation to be designated as

a hypothesis and the other a reference. An alternate to the IR perspective of segmentation

comparison is needed.

In this work, it is proposed that the first two boundaries placed in the segmentations

can be considered a near miss from the perspective of either s1 or s2 and that they are off

by 1 PB (the FN is at position 3, the FP is at position 4, the offset is then |3−4| = 1 PB).

The rest of the boundaries could then be considered additions/deletions—as if one was

editing one segmentation to become the other through a series of edit operations. From
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the perspective of s1 a deletion followed by an addition occurred (shown in Figure 4.9).

s1

s2

Off by 1

Delete Add

Figure 4.9: Two hypothetical segmentations with one pair of boundaries off by one unit,
and one deleted, and added (from s1’s perspective)

Ideally, however, when one compares two segmentations, one’s quantification of the

differences (i.e., errors) should be independent of whether one segmentation is considered

a reference or a hypothesis, (i.e., symmetric). To quantify differences symmetrically,

this work defines the differences between two segmentations as whether a boundary is

either off by n PBs (a near miss), or whether a boundary is added/deleted (a full miss).

Additions and deletions are counted as being of the same conceptual edit operation, as

shown in Figure 4.10, allowing for a perspective-independent comparison.

s1

s2

Off by 1

Add/del Add/del

Figure 4.10: Two hypothetical segmentations labelled with symmetric edit operations

Using these two graphical operations (off-by-n and addition/deletion), this work

is able to quantify all types of dissimilarities between two single-boundary-type seg-

mentations independently of perspective. These edit operations are only being applied

graphically, however. How can we more formally describe these graphical operations and

algorithmically identify these edit operations?

Quantifying segmentation differences To quantify the differences between two

segmentations, this work uses a sequence representation of the boundaries themselves to

define the edit operations informally described previously (off-by-n and addition/deletion).

First, potential boundary positions are represented as sets of boundary types so that

multiple boundaries can be located at one place. These position sets are then placed

within a sequence so that they lie between each textual unit in a document, forming a
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boundary string, or bsi. Each boundary string would be obtained from the annotations

provided either by a human or automatic segmenter. Taking s1 and s2, for example, the

boundary position set sequences would appear as in Figure 4.11, with each sequence

containing pb(D) = 10 potential boundary sets.

bs1 ≡ bs(s1) =
(
{}, {1}, {}, {}, {1}, {}, {}, {}, {}, {}

)
bs2 ≡ bs(s2) =

(
{}, {}, {1}, {}, {}, {}, {}, {}, {1}, {}

)
Figure 4.11: Two sequences of boundary type sets for segmentations s1 and s2, referred
to as boundary strings bs1 and bs2

When representing boundary strings, this work could have chosen to simply represent

boundary positions as a sequence of digits, where 1 represents the presence of a boundary

and 0 not. Using a boundary set at each potential boundary position instead of a binary

representation allows this work to easily represent more than one type of boundary at the

same position (shown later). In the single-boundary-type example shown in Figure 4.11,

the relationship to the graphical representation in Figure 4.10 is easy to see: bright

lines are now empty sets and solid black lines are now sets containing the digit 1. The

locations in the boundary string where the edit operations can be applied to transform

one boundary string into another are also visually apparent.

Using boundary strings, this work quantifies the differences between two segmentations

using set operations such as union (A ∪ B), intersection (A ∩ B), difference (A \ B),

symmetric difference (A∆B), etc. These operations are applied to pairs of boundary

sets, where each pair is comprised of two boundary sets; e.g., a boundary set A comes

from a specific position in bsA, and B comes from the same position from bsB. Using

set operations upon pairs, this work creates functions to identify and count the off-by-1

(i.e., near miss) and addition/deletion edit operations graphically shown earlier. When

multiple boundary types are present, a third operation can also be identified, referred to

as a boundary substitution (shown later).

Counting addition/deletion or substitution edit operations between boundary strings

can be accomplished by comparing the differences between boundary sets at the same

position in either boundary string. If only a count of the number of differences is desired,

then we can use the symmetric differences between the two sets divided by two (to count

substitutions) and rounded up (to count remaining additions/deletions) as in Equation 4.4.

Using this equation to count differences between two boundary type sets is ideal because

it is zero when comparing identical sets (even if they are both empty) and a positive
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integer otherwise.

countδ(A,B) =

⌈ |A∆B|
2

⌉
(4.4)

When A and B have identical cardinality, but differing contents, then this difference

is recorded as an edit (e.g., countδ({1}, {2}) = 1). This edit represents a substitution

operation where during segmentation a segmenter made the error of choosing the wrong

type of boundary to place, but chose the correct location.

When A and B have differing cardinality, e.g., countδ({1}, {1, 2}) = 1, this repre-

sents an addition/deletion edit. When both an addition/deletion and a substitution

occur simultaneously, e.g. JNδ({1}, {2, 3}) = 2, the numerator is able to quantify both

errors simultaneously. This work uses Equation 4.4 to quantify the total number of

addition/deletion and substitution edits that occur between two segmentations as its sum

over all positions, as in Equation 4.5.

set edits(A,B) =

pb(|A|)∑
i=1

countδ(bs(A)i, bs(B)i) (4.5)

Applying this to the two hypothetical segmentations s1 and s2, four set errors are

identified. These set errors can be graphically represented as occurring at the locations

indicated in Figure 4.12. Counting set edits is essentially the same as counting FPs and

FNs as if they were the same conceptual error, and is unfortunately not much of an

improvement because it cannot identify near misses.

s1

s2

Set error

Set error

Set error

Set error

Figure 4.12: Two hypothetical segmentations labelled with set errors

When set errors are counted in segmentations containing multiple boundary types, the

number of substitution errors that occur is also counted, which is an improvement over

counting FPs and FNs. It would also be informative to know how many substitutions

occur as opposed to additions/deletions. This differentiation can be made by modifying

Equation 4.4 to count substitutions and additions/deletions separately, as in Equation 4.6

and 4.7, respectively. This presents a more detailed picture of the differences between
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two segmentations in the form of descriptive statistics about the quantity and types of

edits (i.e., errors) that occur.

count adδ(A,B) = abs
(
|A| − |B|

)
(4.6)

count subδ(A,B) = countδ(A,B)− count adδ(A,B) (4.7)

Just as in Equation 4.5, the sum of addition/deletion and substitution edits can be

computed as in Equation 4.8 and Equation 4.9.

ad edits(A,B) =

pb(|A|)∑
i=1

count adδ(bs(A)i, bs(B)i) (4.8)

sub edits(A,B) =

pb(|A|)∑
i=1

count subδ(bs(A)i, bs(B)i) (4.9)

To demonstrate the separate counting of both addition/deletion and substitution, an

example comprised of two segmentations containing multiple boundary types is required.

For this demonstration, it is assumed that there are three different types of boundaries

for poetry segmentation, e.g., a simple topic shift (1), a location-related topic shift (2)

and a temporal topic shift (3).3 It is also assumed that these boundary types can occur

simultaneously at the same position. Using these assumptions, one could hypothetically

segment the excerpt in Figure 4.1 as s3, shown as a boundary string in Figure 4.13

alongside s1.

bs(s1) =
(
{}, {1}, {}, {}, {1}, {}, {}, {}, {}, {}

)
bs(s3) =

(
{}, {2, 3}, {}, {}, {}, {1}, {}, {}, {3}, {}

)
Figure 4.13: Hypothetical multiple-boundary-type segmentations as boundary strings

This work uses the notation that boundary types in a segmentation of a document D

for a specific task are the set Tb, where Tb = {1, 2, 3} for Figure 4.13. Because in this

example there can be up to |Tb| boundaries at each position, this work defines the total

number of PBs in a segmentation as the number of textual units minus one multiplied by

the number of boundary types as in Equation 4.10. The number of boundaries placed in

a segmentation si is then determined using Equation 4.11.

3A more realistic example is a play which has both act and scene breaks which occur simultaneously.
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pb(D) = |Tb| × (|D| − 1) (4.10) b(si) =

pb(D)∑
j=1

|bs(si)j| (4.11)

Visualizing multiple boundary types Visually, we can represent both s1 and s3 as

in Figure 4.14. This graphical representation is nearly identical to that shown before: it

allows one to see where boundaries lie and the relative size of each internal segment, but

now it also indicates above/below each boundary what types of boundaries are present4

at each position. In this example, multiple boundaries at one position are also shown,

meaning that boundary placement in this task is mutually inclusive.

s1

s3

1 1

2
3

1 3

Figure 4.14: Two hypothetical multiple-boundary-type segmentations

Points where multiple boundaries have been placed at the same position present the

possibility for additions/deletions to occur simultaneously with substitutions at the same

position. Graphically, we can see that at least one substitution (Sub) is present, and four

additions/deletions (AD), as shown in Figure 4.15.

s1

s3

1 1

2
3

1 3

Sub & AD AD

AD AD

Figure 4.15: Two hypothetical multiple-boundary-type segmentations labelled with
addition/deletion and substitution edits at locations where they occur

To quantify the differences between these two segmentations containing multiple

boundary types, we can apply set edits(bs1, bs3) (Equation 4.5), giving us 5 set ed-

its. To determine how many substitutions are present, sub edits(bs1, bs3) can be used

4The set of boundary types Tb = {1, 2, 3}
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(Equation 4.9). To instead determine how many additions or deletions are present,

ad edits(bs1, bs3) can be used (Equation 4.8). Applying both equations, this gives 1 sub-

stitution (Sub) and 4 addition/deletion (AD) edits, which matches what can be visually

identified in Figure 4.15. The ability to discern between these two types of errors is useful,

but how can near misses (i.e., off-by-n edits) be counted?

Off-by-n boundaries When analysing the differences between two segmentations, the

focus of this work thus far has been upon identifying and counting additions/deletions,

and substitutions of boundaries. Near misses between two segmentations, or off-by-n

errors, are prevalent in both manual segmentations and in comparisons between automatic

and manual segmentations. They are so prevalent that whole metrics have been devised to

award partial credit for near misses (e.g., WindowDiff and Pk) as opposed to interpreting

them as two full misses (e.g., FPs, FNs, additions, deletions, etc.). Visually, identifying

off-by-n errors has been shown by the comparison between s1 and s2, where in this case

n = 1 PB (as shown in Figure 4.16). A graphical method of finding off-by-n errors is

insufficient because there is ambiguity in the interpretation of how close two boundaries

must be to be considered a near miss. Instead, a mathematical method of counting

off-by-n errors is desired by this work to create a new segmentation comparison method.

s1

s2

Off-by-1

Figure 4.16: Two hypothetical segmentations labelled with set errors

Going back to the boundary string representation of these two segmentations (Fig-

ure 4.11), this work counts these errors again using set operations. From this representa-

tion, one can see where an off-by-n error occurs at the second and third pair of boundaries

between the two boundary stings. Using this representation, which set operations can be

used to count these off-by-n errors, and what edit operation can be used to model an

off-by-n error?

When editing one segmentations to appear as another this work uses transposition edit

operations to model off-by-n errors. A transposition is the act of swapping one item in a

sequence with an adjacent item (e.g., the string ’AB’ becomes ’BA’). Much like boundary

set sequences, strings of characters are also sequences, and the addition/deletion and

substitution operations described earlier mirror those used by string edit distances such as
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Levenshtein edit distance (Levenshtein, 1966) and the boundary edit operation counting

of Hearst (1993, p. 6) and Richmond et al. (1994, p. 53). Transpositions, however, have

not previously been applied to segmentation.

Transpositions were introduced to the conceptually similar task of quantifying string

edit distance by Damerau to handle the common error of swapped letter positions in

misspellings. The resulting string edit distance that included transpositions is often

referred to as Damerau-Levenshtein edit distance.

In Damerau-Levenshtein edit distance, only adjacent transposition are considered (e.g.,

’ture’ and ’true’ for identifying misspellings), but in segmentation Hearst (1993, p. 6) and

Richmond et al. (1994, p. 53) demonstrated that boundaries can be off by n > 1 PBs

(i.e., not adjacent) and yet can still arguably considered to be near misses as opposed to

full misses (additions/deletions). To quantify near misses in segmentation upon boundary

strings, this work proposes identifying transpositions over n PBs, herein referred to

as n-wise transpositions, or simply transpositions. Such an operation is preferable for

modelling near misses because it unambiguously identifies a pair of boundaries from

two segmentations that are off by n PBs, as opposed to using windows which indirectly

quantify near misses as proportions of windows in error.

This work defines n-wise transpositions to be the swapping of the first and last items

in a sequence A (where |A| = n), as in Equation 4.12. Applied to an example set of

characters, transpose({A,B,C}) = {C,B,A} and transpose({A,B,C,D}) = {D,B,C,A};
notice that the inner portion of the sequence remains unchanged.

transpose(A) =


|A| > 2 A|A| ‖

( f|A|−1
i=2 Ai

)
‖ A1

|A| = 2 A2 ‖ A1

|A| < 2 A

(4.12)

To apply n-wise transpositions to boundary strings, this work proposes that trans-

positions be applied to pairs of sub-sequences taken from boundary strings. These

sub-sequences would describe the same positions in the two segmentations compared, and

each sub sequence would be comprised of n boundary sets.

To count n-wise transpositions alone, this work iterates over the boundary sets

selecting a pair of boundaries from each segmentation at position i and then another pair

at position i+ n− 1 (as in Equations 4.13–4.14). Only two positions are selected because

since only the start and end of a sub-sequence are swapped, only those two positions

need to be compared.
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transpositions n(A,B, n) =

pb(|A|)−n+1∑
i=1

|pairs(bs(A), bs(B), n, i)| (4.13)

pairs(A,B, n, i) = transpositions at position(Ai, Ai+n−1, Bi, Bi+n−1) (4.14)

To count the transpositions present in the two selected pairs of boundary sets, set

operations are used. Specifically, the intersection of the symmetric difference between

each pair (as in Equation 4.15) gives the set of boundaries that can participate in

transpositions. Taking the cardinality of this set gives the maximum number of mutually

possible transpositions within those pairs.

transpositions at position(Ai, Ai+n, Bi, Bi+n) =

(Ai∆Bi) ∩ (Ai+n∆Bi+n) ∩ (Ai∆Ai+n) ∩ (Bi∆Bi+n) (4.15)

Transpositions could occur over a variety of distances, however (e.g., 1, 2, 3 units

apart). To determine the total number of n-wise transpositions in a segmentation, the

maximum distance (in PBs) that a near miss is considered to span must be decided upon

(a discussion of this complex issue is provided in Section 5.2.1.1). This is referred to as

the maximum transposition spanning distance (nt). Once this number has been selected,

to count the number of transpositions within a segmentation this work takes the sum of

transpositions found for each ni from 2 ≤ ni ≤ nt PBs, as in Equation 4.16. A minimum

of 2 PBs is used because a transposition must occur over at least two positions, and

cannot occur over a single position (this would be a matching boundary). For simplicity,

it is also assumed that transpositions can only occur between the same boundary type.

transpositions(A,B, nt, t) =
nt∑
ni=1

transpositions n(A,B, ni, t) (4.16)

Evaluating the function transpositions n(s1, s3, 2) gives us a count of one 2-wise

transposition (2-wise T) as labelled on the top of Figure 4.17. This matches what is

graphically expected and does not count the other boundaries as near misses. Evaluating

the function transpositions n(s1, s3, 3) instead finds a different set of transpositions: one

3-wise transposition (3-wise T), as labelled on the bottom in Figure 4.17. This means

that evaluating the function transpositions(s1, s3, 2) = 1, which is expected, but that
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transpositions(s1, s3, 3) = 2 because the function looks for transpositions spanning both

n = 2 and n = 3 PBs.

Counting two transpositions when nt = 3 is expected, but not ideal, because the 2-wise

transposition overlaps a boundary of the same type in the 3-wise transposition. If both

operations were applied to edit one segmentation, then the two segmentations would not be

identical. Unfortunately, this means that a simple sum of the number of transpositions for

differing spanning lengths is inadequate to produce a count of the errors in a segmentation

as edits operations. A consistent method of choosing which transposition to apply and

which to discard is then required for situations where transpositions of differing spanning

sizes overlap. Without this consistent method, a consistent comparison method cannot

be constructed using the segmentation edit operations defined herein.

s1

s2

2-wise T

3-wise T

Figure 4.17: Two hypothetical segmentations labelled with two n-wise transpositions
where n = 2 (2-wise T) and n = 3 (3-wise T)

4.1.2 Boundary Edit Distance

In the previous section, three types of edit operations were proposed for segmentation:

additions/deletions, substitutions, and n-wise transpositions. These edit operations have

the potential to overlap—a transposition can take the place of two additions/deletions,

and two transpositions could attempt to transpose the same boundary. A method

of unambiguously identifying the minimum number of edits, and their placement, is

needed to create a comparison method based upon these edit operations. This section

proposes a globally optimal minimum edit distance between the boundary strings of two

segmentations that is suitable to be used to construct a comparison method.

A boundary edit distance is not an entirely foreign desire. Beeferman et al. (1997, p.

42) proposed that an edit distance incorporating addition and deletion operations would

be beneficial, but stopped short of proposing an actual edit distance and instead proposed

Pk. Both Hearst (1993, p. 6) and Richmond et al. (1994, p. 53) count off-by-n PB,

addition, and deletions differences, but they did not attempt to create an edit distance to
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consistently apply these operations. Instead, human interpretation was required to label

where edit operations occurred.

Levenshtein string edit distance (Levenshtein, 1966) has the potential to serve as a

segmentation edit distance that could identify additions/deletions in a boundary string

when boundaries are mutually exclusive. Unfortunately, such an edit distance could

not be applied to segmentations that allow multiple boundaries to occur at the same

location and would not identify near misses. Damerau-Levenshtein string edit distance

(Damerau, 1964; Levenshtein, 1966) adds transpositions between adjacent characters,

which would enable the detection of off-by-1 errors. Unfortunately, such an edit distance

could not cannot handle transpositions spanning more than 2 PBs (i.e., non-adjacent

PBs). Damerau-Levenshtein edit distance also has the same limitation as Levenshtein

distance of not being able to support multiple boundary types.

With no existing suitable edit distance that can be adapted for multiple and mutually-

inclusive boundary type segmentations, a new boundary string edit distance is proposed

herein. This globally optimal minimum edit distance operates upon boundary strings

with one or more boundary types and mutually-inclusive/exclusive boundaries using three

edit operations:

• Addition/deletion of individual boundaries of a particular type from a boundary set

at a position i;

• Substitution of one boundary type for another at a position i; and

• n-wise transposition of the same boundary type from one boundary set at position

i and an opposite set at position j, where j − i+ 1 = n PBs.

The edit distance proposed herein does not use dynamic programming as Levenshtein

and Damerau-Levenshtein use. Instead, this new edit distance counts potential locations

where additions/deletions and substitutions can occur and selectively adds transpositions

of the smallest spanning size possible. When selectively adding transpositions, care is

taken to ensure that they are only added when they:

• Replace two additions/deletions (reducing error from 2 to 1); or

• Replace one addition/deletion and one substitution (changing the interpretation of

the edits to 1 transposition 1 one addition/deletion and not needlessly increasing

the number of edits);
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Replacing two substitutions can lead to an increase in edit distance (e.g., creating 1

transposition and 2 additions/deletions from 2 substitutions), so this is prohibited by

design.

Transpositions in this new edit distance are added in increasing spanning size; if

the maximum transposition spanning distance (nt) is 4, then 2-wise transpositions are

applied, then non overlapping 3-wise transpositions, etc. This order is used because it

is assumed that lower-spanning-size transpositions are more probable interpretations of

errors than greater spanning sizes, e.g., placing a boundary off by 1 unit is more likely to

be a near miss error than being off by 5 units. This work assumes that the further apart

two boundaries are, the greater the probability that two segmenters meant to place two

different boundaries as opposed to placing the same boundary but were slightly off in

position.

After all transpositions are identified, the rest of the edit operations are then applied

to the remaining untransposed boundaries. First substitutions are applied, and then the

remaining un-substituted boundaries are recorded as additions/deletions.

The new edit distance proposed herein is referred to as boundary edit distance, and its

formulation can be summarized as the following high-level steps:

1. Record the locations and boundaries involved in each edit operation type:

(a) Record the locations where potential addition, deletion, and substitution errors

could occur as OS;

(b) For each ni in Nt (where Nt = 2 ≤ ni ≤ nt and nt is the maximum transposition

spanning distance ), from smallest to largest ni, iterate in order through

boundary string positions and record where a potential ni-wise transposition

occurs in separate sets (i.e., a set Tni
for each ni), ensuring that they:

• Only transpose two boundaries from two different positions between the

two segmentations;

• Only transpose boundaries of the same type;

• Do not overlap those that have been already recorded;

• Do not displace two potential substitutions; and

• Remove from OS those boundaries involved as transpositions that are

recorded (so that future transpositions added will be able to determine

whether they are replacing two substitutions or not);

2. Add recorded transpositions to the edit set (E) and transposition edit set (Te);
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3. From the entries in remaining OS, add all substitution operations that can be

identified to the substitution edit set (Se) and E and record which segmentation

each boundary type was transposed in;

4. Add all remaining entries in OS as addition/deletion operations to Ae and E and

record from which segmentation the boundary was located in;

5. Edit distance is |E|, with a breakdown of the error types as the:

• Number of additions/deletions |Ae|;
• Number of substitutions |Se|;
• Number of transpositions |Te| (with counts per ni available as |Tni

|).

Using these steps, counts of additions/deletions, substitutions, and n-wise transpositions

are recorded. Although these edit operations are symmetric, information related to which

segmentation contained a boundary in an addition/deletion or substitution operation

are still recorded. Recording this boundary information allows for more detailed error

analysis such as decomposing additions/deletions into FPs and FNs (shown later).

To more formally define this algorithm, a pseudocode version of it is provided which

closely parallels the software implementation of the algorithm used to generate results

shown later. In this pseudocode, a data structure referred to as an associative array is

used (created by calling a function titled dict() where an associative array Υ returns a

stored value % by supplying a key y as %← Υ[y]), and the time complexity (O(·) notation)

of the various algorithms is analysed. An associative array is essentially a hash-table,

and an amortised analysis of the time complexity of operations upon them is assumed

to cost O(1) for each operation involving such a data structure. Associative arrays were

chosen because the positions in a boundary set string upon which edit operations occur

will often be very sparse. This sparsity is caused by the inherent sparsity of boundary

placement in segmentations themselves. This representation lends itself to an efficient

use of memory while not compromising overall amortised time complexity.

The outline of boundary edit distance given previously is represented in pseudocode by

Algorithm 4.1, where a number of functions are called that correspond to sub-points in the

previous outline. The algorithm goes through the steps of finding potential set errors (OS)

such as additions/deletions and substitutions and then identifies transpositions (Te). Once

transpositions are identified, and overlapping entries in OS removed, addition/deletion

and substitution edits are determined per position and recorded in Ae and Se, respectively.

These sets, along with the total set of edits applied (E), are then returned. The time
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complexity of this function is approximately O(n), where n is the number of positions in

OS, but subsequent function calls are more time intensive. Individual function complexities

are analysed and an overall time complexity given later.

To calculate potential set edits such as additions/deletions and substitutions, Algo-

rithm 4.2 is applied. This function records a sequence of tuples of the form (d, a, b) that

represent the differences between the boundaries found in one boundary set versus the

corresponding boundary set at the same position in the other boundary string. These are

then stored in the associative array OS, which associates the position i with the tuple

recorded. The time complexity of this function is approximately O(n), where n is the

number of boundary sets in bsa.

To identify transpositions, the associative array of potential/optional set edits (OS)

and the set of transposition spanning lengths (nt) is used by Algorithm 4.3. This function

determines where to place transpositions and where to remove any potential/optional

set edits that transpositions would overlap. An associative array of transpositions which

stores, for each entry, a list of those transpositions which occur at a particular position

is recorded as OT . The overall set of transpositions is initialized as an empty set (Te).

Transposition operations are identified first for the lowest ni values, and then higher, by

iterating over a sorted sequence of the set Nt.

Algorithm 4.1 boundary edit distance

1: function boundary edit distance(bsa, bsb, Nt)
2: OS ← optional set edits(bsa, bsb)
3: Te ← transpositions(bsa, bsb, Nt, OS)
4: Ae ← {}
5: Se ← {}
6: for i, o ∈ OS do
7: d, a, b← o . Decompose tuple into multiple variables
8: Ao, So ← additions substitutions sets(d, a, b)
9: for ao ∈ Ao do

10: Ae ← Ae ∪ {(ao, i)} . Addition/deletion of boundary type ao at position i
11: end for
12: for so ∈ So do
13: Se ← Se ∪ {(so, i)} . Substitution of boundary type so with position i
14: end for
15: end for
16: E← Ae ∪ Se ∪ Te . Create a full set of edits for convenience
17: return E, Ae, Se, Te

18: end function
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Algorithm 4.2 optional set edits

1: function optional set edits(bsa, bsb)
2: OS ← dict() . Create associative array
3: for i = 1→ |bsa| do
4: ai, bi ← bsa[i], bsb[i]
5: a , b, d← ai \ bi, bi \ ai, ai∆bi . Record additions/deletions
6: if |d| > 0 then
7: OS[i]← (d, a, b)
8: end if
9: end for

10: return OS

11: end function

Each position i in the boundary string is then iterated over with the latter point to

be transposed represented as position j, until j reaches the end of the sequence. For each

potential transposition found (d ∈ tp), the associative array of recorded transpositions

(OT ) is checked to see if it would overlap an already recorded transposition. A check is

also performed to see whether a transposition would overlap two substitution operations

in OS. If either two substitutions or one or more transpositions would overlap, then

the current transposition begin considered during iteration, then it is not recorded. If a

transposition is added, its positions i and j for the boundary type stored in d (where tp

is a set of types) are recorded in OT , and any additions/deletions or substitutions that

overlap this transposition are removed from OS. The time complexity of this function

is approximately O(nt · p · d), where nt is the number of transposition spanning lengths

considered, p is the number of positions in bsa, and d is the total number of boundary

types.

To check whether one transposition overlaps another, as in Algorithm 4.4, a search of

the set of transpositions at the positions i and j in the associative array OT is performed.

If either position contains the same boundary type d as the transposition being considered,

then we do not want to place a transposition at this location. An overlapping transposition

is not placed so that one that is smaller in spanning distance or previous in boundary set

string position will remain. The time complexity of this function is approximately O(d),

where d is the total number of boundary types.

To determine whether a potential transposition at positions i and j overlaps two

substitutions of the same boundary type d, Algorithm 4.5 is used. This function determines

first if an untransposed boundary of type d exists at both positions and then whether both

positions have the potential for substitution operations which could involve a boundary
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Algorithm 4.3 transpositions

1: function transpositions(bsa, bsb, Nt, OS)
2: OT ← dict() . Create associative array
3: Te ← {}
4: for ni ∈ sorted(Nt) do
5: ni ← ni − 1 . Convert ni from PBs spanning into PBs from a position
6: for i = 1→ |bsa| − ni do
7: j ← i+ ni
8: ai, aj, bi, bj ← bsa[i], bsa[j], bsb[i], bsb[j] . Select edge sets
9: di, dj, da, db ← ai∆bi, aj∆bj ai∆aj bi∆bj . Symmetric differences

10: tp = di ∩ dj ∩ da ∩ db . Detect potential transposition
11: for d ∈ tp do . Attempt to apply each by boundary type d
12: t← (i, j, d) . Create transposition representation
13: if ¬ overlaps existing(i, j, d, OT ) ∧
14: ¬ has substitutions(i, j, d, OS) then
15: Te ← Te ∪ {t} . Record transposition
16: OT [i]← OT [i] ∪ {t} . Record positions covered
17: OT [j]← OT [j] ∪ {t}
18: for k = 1→ 3 do
19: OS[i][k]← OS[i][k] \ d . Remove set errors that overlap
20: OS[j][k]← OS[j][k] \ d
21: end for
22: end if
23: end for
24: end for
25: end for
26: return Te

27: end function

of type d. The time complexity of this function is approximately O(d), where d is the

total number of boundary types.

To determine the number of addition/deletion and substitution operations which can

occur at a given position i for Algorithm 4.5, Algorithm 4.6 is used. This function quickly

determines these values by taking the cardinality of the differences of one boundary

set versus another at position i represented as a and b, and symmetrically as d. The

time complexity of this function is approximately O(1). Later, Algorithm 4.7 performs

this same task, but returns the actual sets themselves instead of their cardinalities.

Algorithm 4.7 also makes an effort to produce a consistent pairing of specific boundaries

from each segmentation to produce substitutions (detailed later).
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Algorithm 4.4 overlaps existing

1: function overlaps existing(i, j, d, OT )
2: function overlaps existing(p)
3: for t ∈ OT [p] do
4: if t[3] = d then . If the transposition (t) is of the same boundary type (d)
5: return True
6: end if
7: end for
8: return False
9: end function

10: return overlaps existing(i) ∨ overlaps existing(j)
11: end function

Algorithm 4.5 has substitutions

1: function has substitutions(i, j, d, OS)
2: if d ∈ OS[i][1] ∧ d ∈ OS[j][1] then . If boundary type d is at both positions
3: di, ai, bi ← OS[i]
4: dj, aj, bj ← OS[j]
5: if additions substitutions(di, ai, bi)[2] > 0 ∧
6: additions substitutions(dj, aj, bj)[2] > 0 then
7: return True . If both positions contain potential substitutions
8: end if
9: end if

10: return False
11: end function

Algorithm 4.7 is used to identify which of the remaining non-overlapping potential/op-

tional set errors (OS) are to be considered additions/deletions versus substitutions. This

function iterates over all permutations of the sets of boundary difference tuples (d, a, b) at

a position i to first identify substitutions. Those substitutions which pair two boundaries

together from each segmentation with the smallest difference between them (assuming

that the boundary types are ordinal—an unnecessary but useful property which is later

used when creating comparison methods). The remaining boundaries not substituted are

considered additions/deletions. The time complexity of this function is approximately

O(P(d, 2)2), where d is the total number of boundary types and P(m,n) is the number of

permutations of the set m choosing 2.

Boundary edit distance, as described, identifies the minimum number of addition-

s/deletions, substitutions, and n-wise transpositions that can be used to edit a multiple-

boundary-type boundary string into another. The algorithm presented is symmetric in
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Algorithm 4.6 additions substitutions

1: function additions substitutions(d, a, b)
2: add← abs(|a| − |b|)
3: sub← (|d| − add)/2
4: return add, sub
5: end function

Algorithm 4.7 additions substitutions sets

1: function additions substitutions sets(d, a, b)
2: Osub, De ← (), ()
3: δ ← −1
4: for pa ∈ permutations(a) do
5: for pb ∈ permutations(b) do
6: δp ← 0
7: for ai, bi ∈ pa, pb do
8: δp ← δp + abs(ai − bi)
9: if (δp < δ) ∨ (δ = −1) then

10: δ ← δp
11: Osub ← (pa, pb)
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for
15: end for
16: for pa, pb ∈ Osub do
17: De ← De ∪ (pa) ∪ (pb)
18: end for
19: Se ← set(De) . Convert De from a sequence to a set
20: Ae ← d \ Se
21: return Ae, Se
22: end function

that it will produce the same cardinality of operations regardless of which boundary

string is labelled as bsa versus bsb. The overall time complexity of the edit distance

is approximately O(nt · p · d), where nt is the maximum transposition spanning length

considered, p is the number of positions in bsa, and d is the total number of boundary

types. Most important, boundary edit distance distinguishes between additions/deletions,

substitutions, and n-wise transpositions and interprets them in a consistent manner.

A formal proof of the minimality of this edit distance is not given. Instead, it is

assumed that the strict order of how the edit operations are applied will guarantee
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global minimality. First, the smallest transpositions are applied. Then, iteratively larger

non-overlapping transpositions are applied. Transpositions are applied first because they

can inherently convert two addition/deletion edits into one transposition. Transpositions

are not added when they would overlap two substitutions because this could convert

two potential substitutions into one transposition and two additions/deletions (two edits

versus three).

Substitutions are added after transpositions as long as they do not overlap transpo-

sitions of the same boundary type. Substitutions are added before additions/deletions

because one substitution replaces two potential additions/deletions. Finally, addition-

s/deletions are added that do not overlap any other edit of the same boundary type.

Additions/deletions are applied last because they represent the operation that is being

minimized by converting them into transpositions and substitutions.

This order of operations maximizes the number of pairs of addition/deletion edits that

are converted into single edit operations such as transpositions and substitutions, thereby

producing a minimal number of edits. It accomplishes this using a greedy method of

selection that bounds its search by the maximum distance that a transposition is allowed

to span (n).

How does boundary edit distance act in various situations? How does boundary

edit distance produce a minimal number of edits in situations where edits may overlap?

What follows is a demonstration of how boundary edit distance handles various scenarios.

To illustrate boundary edit distance, the same segmentation task as described earlier

is used where an excerpt from the poem in Figure 4.1 is being hypothetically segmented

into a multiple-boundary-type boundary string representation. Returning to Figure 4.14

(reproduced below in Figure 4.18), boundary edit distance can be applied to identify the

minimum number of types of edits that can be applied to edit one segmentation to appear

as the other. In this example, boundary edit distance finds one substitution ({S(1, 2)}),
two additions/deletions ({AD(3),AD(3)}), and one n-wise transposition ({2-wise T(1)})
for a total edit distance of 4. The boundary types involved in each edit are listed between

the brackets accompanying the edit labels.

The previous example shows a combination of addition/deletion, substitution, and

n-wise transposition edits. It shows that, when there are more boundaries at a position

in one segmentation, a combination of both addition/deletion edits and substitution

edits can result. It also illustrates a single transposition, and one additional misplaced

boundary as an addition/deletion.
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s1

s3

1 1

2
3

1 3

S(1,2), AD(3) 2-wise T(1)

AD(3)

Figure 4.18: Two hypothetical multiple-boundary-type segmentations labelled with edits
using boundary edit distance (nt = 2)

Overlapping potential transpositions What if one encounters two potential trans-

positions that overlap upon the same position? This is illustrated in Figure 4.19, where

the first potential transposition is chosen over the second potential transposition, and an

addition/deletion results from the last boundary. This occurs because, in boundary edit

distance, transpositions closest to the beginning of a segmentation are added first.

s4

s5

1 1

1

2-wise T(1) AD(1)

Figure 4.19: Two potential overlapping transpositions interpreted by boundary edit
distance (nt = 2) as one transposition and one addition/deletion

What if these two transpositions were of differing spanning distance (e.g., 2-wise versus

3-wise) and the largest one occurred first? In this example, nt was increased to nt = 3 to

be able to consider both 2-wise and 3-wise transpositions. This situation is illustrated in

Figure 4.20, where the first potential transposition spans further than the second, and

despite the first occurring earlier, the second potential transposition is chosen, and an

addition/deletion results from the first boundary. This occurs because, in boundary edit

distance, transpositions of the smallest spanning size are added first.

What if the maximum transposition spanning distance (nt) was too small to consider

what is a visually-recognizable potential transposition? This is illustrated in Figure 4.21,

where a potential transposition could occur if nt = 3, but it is instead considered to be

two addition/deletion edits because nt = 2.

What if one was to analyse two potential transpositions which overlapped in position,

but not in boundary type? This is illustrated in Figure 4.22, where two transpositions
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s6

s5

1 1

1

AD(1) 2-wise T(1)

Figure 4.20: Two potential overlapping transpositions interpreted by boundary edit
distance (nt = 3) as one transposition and one addition/deletion

s7

s5

1

1

AD(1)

AD(1)

Figure 4.21: A potential transposition is interpreted by boundary edit distance (nt = 2)
as two addition/deletion edits

occur involving the same positions, but one is over boundaries of type 1 whereas the other

is over boundaries of type 2. This occurs because, in boundary edit distance, transpositions

are allowed to overlap if they do not transpose the same types of boundaries.

s8

s9

2
1

1
2

2-wise T(1), 2-wise T(2)

Figure 4.22: Two overlapping transpositions involving different boundary types as inter-
preted by boundary edit distance (nt = 2)

Potential transpositions overlapping substitutions Taking the same basic sce-

nario as before, what if one was to change the locations of the type 2 boundaries to

instead be arranged across from the type 1 boundaries? This is illustrated in Figure 4.23,

where there are two potential transpositions exactly as before, but to place either trans-

position would result in replacing two substitutions, which is prohibited in boundary edit
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distance to maintain minimality. In this case, the choice is between two transpositions

or two substitutions, and although the choice seems arbitrary, the next example will

illustrate why substitutions are chosen over transpositions.

s10

s11

1 2

2 1

S(1,2)

S(1,2)

Figure 4.23: Two overlapping potential transpositions involving different boundary types
interpreted by boundary edit distance (nt = 2) as two substitutions

What if one was to analyse a potential transpositions which overlapped two substi-

tutions involving three different types of boundaries? This is illustrated in Figure 4.24,

where if one was to consider placing a transposition involving boundary type 1, two

addition/deletion edits would result. Choosing to place a transposition instead of two

substitutions would then result in 3 edits (one transposition and two additions/deletions),

whereas it could instead be interpreted as two substitution operations. To preserve

minimality, boundary edit distance prioritizes situations involving two substitutions over

allowing a transposition to be placed.

s12

s11

1 3

2 1

S(1,2)

S(1,3)

Figure 4.24: One potential transpositions and two addition/deletion edits interpreted by
boundary edit distance (nt = 2) as two substitutions

Boundary edit distance gives the ability to quantify the cardinality and types of the

minimal number of edits between two boundary strings. This gives a consistent count of

the edits (i.e., differences, or errors) between two segmentation. These counts, however,

would be more intuitive if they were normalized so that they represented the proportion

of segmentations that contain differences. A method of normalizing these edit counts
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can be used to replace measures that lack consistency, such as WindowDiff and Pk. In

the next section, a series of normalizations are proposed from which the best one will be

chosen as a recommended segmentation comparison method.

4.1.3 Comparison Methods

When comparing two segmentations, one would ideally use a metric. A metric is a

distance function which defines the distance between arbitrary elements from a set.

In segmentation, these two elements are any two arbitrary segmentations of the same

document D taken from the set of all possible segmentations of D. The set of all possible

segmentations of D is the metric space in which our desired metric operates.

In Section 3.1, it was established that there exists a large number of segmentation

comparison methods. Few of these methods, however, are able to differentiate between a

fully missed boundary (a full miss) and a nearly missed boundary (a near miss), making

them unable to award partial credit for near misses. Of those that can award partial credit

for near misses, Pk and WindowDiff, neither is strictly considered metrics because they are

not symmetric functions. For this reason, they are also not consistent, as demonstrated by

Pevzner and Hearst (2002, pp. 11–18) when they analysed WindowDiff and Pk for their

consistency (i.e., ability to produce the same result when presented with two different

pairs of segmentations containing equivalent errors). Besides symmetricity, what are

the requirements of a metric, and how can a better metric be created for segmentation

comparison?

A segmentation metric is a function g(x, y) that returns the distance between two

arbitrary segmentations of a document D as a non-negative real number (R+). The

following axioms must also be satisfied by g(x, y) to be define a metric space (Rudin,

1976, pp. 30–36):

1. g(x, y) = 0 ⇐⇒ x = y (identity of indiscernibles)

2. g(x, y) = g(y, x) (symmetry)

3. g(x, y) + g(y, z) ≥ g(x, z) (triangle inequality)

Defining a segmentation comparison method How can the axiomatic requirements

of a metric be satisfied to create distance functions for segmentation? This work addresses

this question by basing such functions upon the minimal boundary edit distance proposed
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bsx = [{}, {1}, {1}]
bsy = [{}, {2}, {1}]
bsz = [{1}, {2}, {}]

g(a, b) ≡ boundary edit distance(a, b)

g(x, y) + g(y, z) ≥ g(x, z) Triangle inequality

g(bsx, bsy) + g(bsy, bsz) ≥ g(bsx, bsz)

|{S(1,2)}|+ |{3-wise T(1)}| ≥ |{2-wise T(1), AD(2), AD(1)}|
1 + 1 ≥ 3 False

Figure 4.25: An example where the triangle inequality does not hold true for boundary
edit distance using nt = 3

earlier. Counts derived from this edit distance satisfy the first two axioms by design,

because the edit distance:

• Only identifies edits if there are differences between two segmentations, and if two

segmentations are identical then it does not (satisfying the identity of indiscernibles

axiom); and

• Operations are defined so that they can be applied regardless of which segmentation

is considered the first/second argument of the distance metric (satisfying the

symmetry axiom).

The triangle inequality, unfortunately, does not always hold true for boundary edit

distance, as shown in Figure 4.25. As a result, boundary edit distance cannot be used to

create a true metric, it can still be used to create an informative comparison method for

segmentation.

Boundary edit distance gives us an integer representation of the distance between

two segmentations, but in NLP it is more common to compare proportions (i.e., values

between zero and one). For this reason, it would be desirable to normalize boundary edit

distance’s values to produce a comparison method. As a percentage which represents

how close one segmentation is to another, such a comparison method should return 0

when two segmentations are completely different and 1 when they are identical. How

can boundary edit distance be used to create such a comparison method? Answers to

this question are given later in this section, but first a variety of descriptive statistics are

proposed which are later used to normalize boundary edit distance.
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Value Codomain Range Description
PBs N0 Potential boundaries
fnc(Tb) N1 [1,∞] Boundary types, where fnc(x) could be

min(x), max(x), |x|, etc.
fnc(n) N1 [1,∞] Transposition spanning distances, where

fnc(x) could be min(x), max(x), |x|, etc.
|E| N0 [0, pb(D)] Edit operations (of all types)
|Ae| N0 [0, pb(D)] Addition/deletion edit operations
|Se| N0 [0, b1

2
pb(D)c] Substitution edit operations

|Te| N0 [0, b1
2
pb(D)c] Transposition edit operations

wa(Ae) Q+ [0, pb(D)] Weighted addition/deletion edit operations
ws(Se,Tb) Q+ [0, b1

2
pb(D)c] Weighted substitution edit operations

wt(Te, nt) Q+ [0, b1
2
pb(D)c] Weighted transposition edit operations

|BM | N0 [0, pb(D)] Matching boundaries
|BU | N0 [0, pb(D)] Un-matching boundaries (i.e., position i has

a boundary in s1 but not in s2)
|B1| N0 [0, pb(D)] Boundaries placed in s1
|B2| N0 [0, pb(D)] Boundaries placed in s2
|B| N0 [0, 2 · pb(D)] Boundaries placed in s1 and s2 (i.e., |B| =

|B1|+ |B2|)

Table 4.1: Segmentation statistics, codomains, and their codomain ranges that can be
determined using either boundary edit distance or another simple counting function upon
two segmentations (e.g., s1 and s2) of a document D

Which descriptive statistics can be used to define a comparison method?

Using boundary edit distance, the number of near misses and full misses can be unam-

biguously quantified as addition/deletion or transposition edit operations, respectively.5

Besides these counts, what other descriptive segmentation statistics can be of use? What

numerator and denominator should be used to create a ratio that represents how close

one segmentation is to another? To answer these question, first, a set of the available

descriptive statistics for segmentations that could be of use is shown in Table 4.1 as

proposed and organized herein.

The majority of the values in Table 4.1 are either familiar, or their calculation is

trivial, except for wa(Ae), ws(Se, nt), and wt(Te,Tb). These values are weighted counts of

edit operation types which allow for one to discount error represented by edits in specific

scenarios (described later).

5Substitution edit operations represent another form of near miss that occurs not in position but in
boundary type, referred to as conversion error.
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Scaling edit operation severity through weighting Boundary edit distance returns

the total set of edits E, but it also returns these edits as three separate sets of edits by

type: Ae, Se, Te, or additions/deletions, substitutions, and transpositions. The severity

of the interpretation of these edits as errors can be adjusted by scaling them by some

function to reduce their severity, and a few such functions are provided herein. Each

function has, as a parameter, (at least) the set of operations that they weight, and is

expected to return a real number v between 0 ≤ v < pb(D), while satisfying the condition

that sum(wa(Ae),ws(Se,Tb),wt(Te, nt)) ≤ |E| ≤ pb(D). If one were to not weight the

counts at all, then the functions shown in Equations 4.17–4.19 could be used.

wa unweighted(Ae) = |Ae| (4.17)

ws unweighted(Se,Tb) = |Se| (4.18)

wt unweighted(Te, nt) = |Te| (4.19)

If one desired to scale some errors such that they are not penalized as harshly as

others, the cardinality of the sets could be scaled by a value, say (arbitrarily) 0.5 for

transpositions so that they are penalized even less harshly, as in Equations 4.20–4.22.

wa scalar(Ae) = |Ae| × 1.0 (4.20)

ws scalar(Se,Tb) = |Se| × 1.0 (4.21)

wt scalar(Te, nt) = |Te| × 0.5 (4.22)

Edit operation distance scaling One can create more complicated weight functions

which utilize the information stored within each set. In each set, and for each edit

operation, both the position information and the boundary types involved in each edit

are recorded. This information allows one to create distance functions between individual

edit operations of the same type which could be used to intuitively scale errors to better

reflect their severities for a segmentation task.

Substitutions are stored in the set Se in the form (a, b, i), where a and b are both

boundary types and i the position. If the numerical values used to represent each boundary

type in Tb are ordinal (by the definition of the segmentation task), then one can create a

distance function between boundary types which can be used to scale the value of the

penalty represented by a substitution edit operation. Arguably, for ordinal boundaries, the

greater the numerical distance between two boundaries, then the greater severity of the

error. Using this assumption, an example substitution edit operation weighting function
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is shown in Equation 4.23 which penalizes each substitution operation with ws < v ≤ 2

edits of error (where 0 ≤ ws ≤ 1). Substitutions could be penalized up to 2 times each

and still be normalized properly because each substitution could be decomposed into two

additions/deletions. This function uses the difference between the numerical values of

ordered boundary types that are substituted over the maximum difference possible for

the set of boundary types Tb as a distance function.

ws ordinal(Se,Tb) =

|Se|∑
j=1

(
ws +

abs(Se[j][1]− Se[j][2])

max(Tb)−min(Tb)

)
(4.23)

Transposition weight functions can also be created which utilize the information

contained within the set of transpositions Te. Transpositions are stored in the set

Te in the form (i, j, d), where i and j are the positions of the start and end of the

transposition, and d is the boundary type transposed. One can use the spanning distance

of a transposition as a distance function with which to scale transposition errors. Arguably,

for segmentation, a transposition spanning a shorter distance could be awarded more credit

than a transposition spanning a greater distance, because shorter spanning transpositions

are assumed to be more probable error interpretations than greater-spanning transpositions

(i.e., it is assumed that a qualitative judgement would interpret a boundary being off by one

unit to be more preferable than a boundary being off by two units). Using this assumption,

an example transposition edit operation weighting function is shown in Equation 4.24.

Transpositions could be penalized up to 2 times each and still be normalized properly

because each transposition could be decomposed into two additions/deletions. This

function uses the difference between transposition spanning distances over the maximum

difference possible given the maximum specified spanning distance in nt as a distance

function.

wt span(Te, nt) =

|Te|∑
j=1

(
wt +

abs(Te[j][1]− Te[j][2])

max(nt)− 1

)
(4.24)

Modelling error as a ratio Using edits to model the sources of error that are apparent

when comparing two segmentations, a penalty function can be defined. This work defines a

penalty function that can then be used as the numerator in a ratio subtracted from 1 as in

Equation 4.25 to become a reward function (for stylistic reasons). This percentage—where

a value of 1 represents complete similarity and 0 complete dissimilarity—is the general
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form of each comparison method proposed herein, where each comparison method defines

a specific penalty(bs1, bs2, nt) and max penalties(bs1, bs2, D) function.

reward(bs1, bs2) = 1− penalty(bs1, bs2, nt)

max penalties(bs1, bs2, D)
(4.25)

From this form, the choice of how to formulate the numerator and denominator (i.e.,

penalty and maximum penalties functions) is left to the individual comparison methods

proposed herein. To choose a numerator and denominator, some questions must be

asked: how should error be modelled (as a mismatch between boundaries or internal

segments), and what units should be used? Each comparison method proposed herein

answers these questions differently, leaving the selection of the most appropriate strategy

to experimentation (see Chapter 5).

What should error be modelled by: boundaries or segments? Given the de-

scriptive statistics in Table 4.1, there exists a lot of choice in how a similarity comparison

method could be defined. There are, however, two prominent conceptualizations of what

could constitute error for a task that can dictate our designs; specifically, is error a

product of:

• Misplaced boundaries ; i.e., out of the boundaries placed, which boundaries do not

match up, and to what degree?

• Mismatched segments; i.e., each PB is a member of a segment within an overall

segmentation; out of all PBs, which PBs do not fall within the same segment, and

to what degree?

There may exist a comparison method which is an ideal indicator for both error concep-

tualizations, but if there is not, then two comparison methods are required. For both

conceptualizations, comparison methods are proposed and later evaluated against each

other and WD and Pk to determine which is most suitable for comparing two arbitrary

segmentations.

Edits as penalties To identify the most intuitive normalization strategies available

for the development of comparison methods, it is helpful to identify what the effective

penalty would be for each strategy. There are two obvious strategies: normalization by

boundaries or potential boundaries. Assuming that for each edit a penalty of 1 (B or PB)
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Involved Penalties/x
Edit Penalty Bs PBs x = Bs x = PBs
Ae 1 1 2 1/1

1/2
Se 1 2 2 1/2

1/2
Te 1 2 2 1/2

1/2
BM 0 2 2 0/2

0/2
ws ordinal(Se,Tb) [0, 1] 2 2 [0,1]/2

[0,1]/2
wt span(Te, nt) [0, 1] 2 2 [0,1]/2

[0,1]/2

Table 4.2: Penalties awarded per edit and per boundaries or potential boundaries involved
when comparing segmentations (e.g., s1 and s2) of a document D

is awarded (except for matches, BM , which are not penalized), the penalties over the unit

involved can be seen in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2 shows us that when normalizing using Bs, a full miss (Ae) is penalized more

severely than a conversion error or a near miss (Se and Te, respectively) by a factor of

2; this is an ideal scenario because it discounts errors that are not full misses. When

normalizing by PBs, however, each is penalized at an equal rate; this is not ideal, and

a comparison method devised that uses PBs as units should accommodate this issue in

some manner. For all comparison methods proposed, however, each uses the penalty

function shown in Equation 4.26 unless otherwise specified, and each comparison method

then proposes its own denominators in the form of max penalties(bs1, bs2, D) functions.

penalty(bs1, bs2, nt) = wa(Ae) + ws ordinal(Se,Tb) + wt span(Te, nt) (4.26)

Mismatched boundaries If the source of error in our segmentation task is best

conceptualized as a mismatch between boundary placement in one segmentations versus

another, then the choice of a denominator should reflect the number of boundary choices

made. Looking back to Table 4.1, we have a variety of values that represent the Bs in

one or both segmentations (e.g., |BM |, |BU |, |B1|, |B2|, |B|), and how they related to

each other. These can be used to construct appropriate penalty and maximum penalty

functions which once used in the general form shown in Equation 4.25 can express

similarity between the Bs placed in two segmentations as a percentage. Three new

comparison methods that model error as mismatched boundaries are proposed herein:

• Boundary Similarity variant A (Ba);

• Boundary Similarity variant B (Bb); and

• Boundary Similarity variant C (Bc).
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These comparison methods are also accompanied by a proposal for a new confusion

matrix for segmentation multi-class boundary classification based upon boundary edit

distance.

Boundary Similarity—A In this comparison method, named boundary similarity

(variant A), the units used are boundaries (Bs). As a denominator, it essentially uses the

total number of Bs placed, |B|, as a maximum penalty function (Equation 4.27). Keeping

the penalty function described in Equation 4.26, this comparison method would report a

similarity of 1 if and only if there are no edits made, and would report a similarity of 0 if

and only if |B| = penalty(bs1, bs2, nt).

max penaltiesBSa(bs1, bs2, D) =

{
|B| when |B| > 0

1 when |B| = 0
(4.27)

Using the functions described, boundary similarity variant A is defined as Equation 4.28

when |B| > 0. This comparison method has the advantage of being simple in that it only

penalizes edits that occur out of the set of all Bs placed.

Ba(bs1, bs2, nt) = 1− wa(Ae) + ws ordinal(Se,Tb) + wt span(Te, nt)

|B| (4.28)

Boundary Similarity—B In this comparison method, named boundary similarity

variant B, the units used are boundaries (Bs) mapped as boundary pairs. As a denominator,

it essentially uses the total number of Bs that have been edited (and unweighted) plus

those that are matching as a maximum penalty function (Equation 4.29). This allows

for penalties to be reduced by the presence of matching Bs, and adds greater emphasis

upon the weighting used in the penalty function to reduce the severity of errors in some

situations (scaling by substitution ordinal distance or transposition spanning distance),

which should provide a very nuanced reflection of segmentation error. Keeping the penalty

function described in Equation 4.26, this comparison method would report a similarity of

1 if and only if there are no edits made and would report a similarity of 0 if and only if

|E| = penalty(bs1, bs2, nt) and |BM | = 0.

max penaltiesBSb
(bs1, bs2, D) =

{
|Ae|+ |Se|+ |Te|+ |BM | when |B| > 0

1 when |B| = 0
(4.29)
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Pair Correctness
Match 1
Addition/deletion 0
Transposition 1− wt span(Te, nt)
Substitution 1− ws ordinal(Se,Tb)

Table 4.3: Correctness of each type of pair (i.e., match or edit) for Bb

Using these functions, boundary similarity (variant B) is defined as Equation 4.30 when

segmentations contain boundaries. This comparison method has the advantage of increas-

ing the credit given to matches and emphasizing the weighting used to scale the severity

of each error type.

Bb(bs1, bs2, nt) = 1− wa(Ae) + ws ordinal(Se,Tb) + wt span(Te, nt)

|Ae|+ |Se|+ |Te|+ |BM |
(4.30)

Bb has the interesting property that it is essentially the sum of one minus each edit

plus the number of matches over the total number of edits and matches (Equation 4.31).

Because each edit and each match represents a pair of boundaries—where a boundary is

accompanied either by another boundary (match), a missing boundary (AD), a closely-off

boundary (T), or a boundary of the wrong type (S)–Bb is essentially the sum of the

correctness of each pair over the total number of pairs. This correctness defined as one

minus the scaled penalty for each edit, is shown in Table 4.3, This is a powerful intuition

which is later utilized to enable per-boundary-pair statistical hypothesis testing (See

Section 4.3).

Bb(bs1, bs2, nt) =
|Se| − ws ordinal(Se,Tb) + |Te| − wt span(Te, nt)

|Ae|+ |Se|+ |Te|+ |BM |
(4.31)

Boundary Similarity—C In this comparison method, named boundary similarity

variant C, the units used are potential boundaries (PBs). As a denominator, it essentially

uses the total number of potential boundaries involved in an edit or match, which is

calculated as the sum of all boundaries plus any boundaries that do not have a matching

boundary in the opposite segmentation (Equation 4.33) to represent the PBs which, if

they contained Bs, would become matches. This allows for penalties to be measured over

all potential boundaries involved, but not over every single potential boundary. Using

PBs requires a modification to the penalty function so that addition/deletion operations
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are penalized at a rate of 1/1 units per PB, as opposed to 1/2 (detailed in the discussion

of Table 4.2). For this reason, Equation 4.26 is modified to count addition/deletion edits

as a penalty twice, as in Equation 4.32. Using the functions described, this comparison

method would report a similarity of 1 if and only if there are no edits made, and would

report a similarity of 0 if and only if |B| + |BU | = penaltyBc
(bs1, bs2, nt) (where BU is

un-matching boundaries; see Table 4.1).

penaltyBc
(bs1, bs2, nt) = penalty(bs1, bs2, nt) + wa(Ae)

= 2 · wa(Ae) + ws ordinal(Se,Tb) + wt span(Te, nt)

(4.32)

max penaltiesBSc(bs1, bs2, D) =

{
|B|+ |BM | when |B| > 0

1 when |B| = 0
(4.33)

Using these functions, boundary similarity (variant C) is defined as Equation 4.34 when

|B| > 0. This comparison method has the advantage of measuring error over all potential

boundaries involved, but not over every single potential boundary.

BSc(bs1, bs2, nt) = 1− 2 · wa(Ae) + ws ordinal(Se,Tb) + wt span(Te, nt)

|B|+ |BU |
(4.34)

Mismatched segments If the source of error in our segmentation task is best concep-

tualized as a mismatch between segments in one segmentations versus another, then the

units used to measure error would ideally be expressed in potential boundaries. Ideally,

one would be able to map segments from one segmentation into another, and identify the

number of PBs that are not contained within the appropriate segment. This mapping,

however, is not often possible because the number of internal segments between two

segmentations often differs, and the definition of what is a sub segment (in a hierarchical

sense) versus a truncated and adjacent segment is not clear. The best that can be done

then is to analyse boundaries that have been placed out of all potential boundary positions,

and to determine how each boundary position differs between the two segmentations

compared. One new comparison method that models error as a mismatch between segments

is proposed herein: Segmentation Similarity.

Segmentation Similarity For the purpose of conceptualizing error in terms of mis-

matched segments, a comparison method named segmentation similarity (S), first defined

in Fournier and Inkpen (2012), has been reformulated herein to fit the general form
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expressed in Equation 4.25 and to utilize the refined version of boundary edit distance

proposed herein. The units used are potential boundaries (PBs). As a denominator, it

uses the total number of PBs as a maximum penalty function (Equation 4.35). This

simple normalization allows for it to react to linear increases in error in the same fash-

ion; it is a predicable and simple comparison method. Keeping the penalty function

described in Equation 4.26, this comparison method would report a similarity of 1 if

and only if there are no edits made, and would report a similarity of 0 if and only if

pb(D) = penalty(bs1, bs2, nt).

max penaltiesS(bs1, bs2, D) = pb(D) (4.35)

Using these functions, segmentation similarity (S) is defined as Equation 4.36. This

comparison method has the advantage of reacting to increases in error linearly, as will be

shown in Chapter 5.

S(bsa, bsb, nt) = 1− wa(Ae) + ws ordinal(Se,Tb) + wt span(Te, nt)

pb(D)
(4.36)

Segmentation task errors vary Not all segmentation errors have the same severity

from task to task. In some segmentation tasks, a near miss might need to always be

considered as two full misses, or a near miss might be permissible that spans up to 5

units. Perhaps a near miss should not be penalized at all, or neither should substitutions,

or perhaps they should be penalized less. Segmentation similarity can be customized to

suit these scenarios, and more, to be able to adapt to the specific segmentation task being

analysed and to appropriately model the relative severity of various segmentation errors

for a task.

The comparison methods presented all have one customizable parameter: nt, or the

maximum spanning distance allowed by a transposition. If, for a segmentation task, no

near misses are to be allowed, then nt be can set to 1, which ensures that no transposition

edits are considered. Alternatively, if near misses should be considered, and for a task

a segmenter should be afforded partial credit for boundaries of by up to 3 units, then

one can set nt = 4, allowing us to consider transpositions spanning up to 4 PBs (or

encompassing 3 units). By default, nt = 2, so that only adjacent near misses (i.e., 2-wise

transpositions) are awarded partial credit, but this number can be set on a task by task

basis if sufficient rationale is given (an example of which is shown later in Section 5.2).
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A boundary-edit-distance based confusion matrix for segmentation Scaiano

and Inkpen (2012) proposed formulating segmentation as a classification problem, and

proposed using WindowDiff to populate a confusion matrix. From this two-class confusion

matrix, any number of IR metrics could be calculated, e.g., precision, recall, Fβ-measure,

etc. The issue with this approach is that it utilized WindowDiff, thus inheriting its lack

of intuition and some of its flaws. It was also limited to producing a two-class confusion

matrix, meaning that it is only suitable for single-boundary-type segmentation tasks.

This work proposes using boundary edit distance to create a multi-class confusion

matrix for multi-boundary-type segmentations. In such a matrix, the set of classes is

defined as the set of boundary types plus a non-boundary class (i.e., ∅). This non-

boundary class models when a boundary is contained within a manual segmentation but

not an automatic segmentation. In the definition contained herein, the confusion matrix

uses scaled counts of transposition and substitution edits to represent partial matches

(shown later).

To populate such a matrix, CM(a, p) can be used (see Equation 4.37) where a and p

are boundary types within the set Tb. When a and p are the same type, CM(a, p) is the

set of matching boundaries of that type (|BM,a|) summed with the scaled number of edits

in the set of substitutions and transpositions where the manual segmentation contains

type a and the automatic segmentation contains type p. When a and p are not the same

type, CM(a, p) is the scaled number of edits in the set of substitutions and transpositions

where the manual segmentation contains type a and the automatic segmentation contains

type p. When a is a boundary but p is not then this is represented by |Ae,a| (the set of

A/D edits from boundary edit distance), which is the number of full misses where the

sole boundary in the pair is found in the manual segmentation (e.g., a FN). When p is a

boundary but a is not then this is represented by |Ae,p|, which is the number of full misses

where the sole boundary in the pair is found in the automatic segmentation (e.g., a FP).

CM(a, p) =


|BM,a|+ ws ordinal(Sa,pe ,Tb) + wt span(Ta,p

e , nt) where a = p

ws ordinal(Sa,pe ,Tb) + wt span(Ta,p
e , nt) where a 6= p

|Ae,a| where p = ∅

|Ae,p| where a = ∅

(4.37)

Using Equation 4.37 in a situation where there is only one boundary type, a confusion

matrix would be populated as shown in Tables 4.4a–4.4b.
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Actual
P
re
d
ic
te
d B Non-B

B CM(1, 1) CM(∅, 1)
Non-B CM(1,∅) CM(∅,∅)

(a) One boundary type (Tb = {1})

Actual

P
re
d
ic
te
d

1 2 Non-B
1 CM(1, 1) CM(2, 1) CM(∅, 1)
2 CM(1, 2) CM(2, 2) CM(∅, 2)

Non-B CM(1,∅) CM(2,∅) CM(∅,∅)

(b) Two boundary types (Tb = {1, 2})

Table 4.4: Boundary edit distance based confusion matrices for differing numbers of
boundary types segmentation

This work refers to IR metrics that use this new confusion matrix proposed herein as

B-precision, B-recall, BFβ-measures, etc. Using this confusion matrix, these IR metrics

are able to award partial credit to near misses through the scaling of boundary matches.

For multiple boundary type segmentations, this confusion matrix also allows IR metrics

to award partial credit for substituted boundaries in the same manner as transpositions.

B-precision, B-recall, and B-Fβ-measure are not evaluated directly against WindowDiff,

S, Ba, Bb, and Bc because they are all directly related to Bb. Bb measures the correctness

of each pair, whereas this confusion matrix also breaks down the correctness of each pair by

class. This work proposes that one of the four segmentation comparison methods proposed

should be used to compare segmentations to each other in terms of the similarity of their

boundary placements. Then, after such an evaluation, B-precision or B-recall should be

used to answer how a segmenter did better or worse. Alternatively, if a segmentation

task favours boundary precision over recall, then B-IR metrics should be used, however,

this is not often the case because the end product often desired is a segmentation, not a

set of boundaries. For this reason, most segmentation tasks require an evaluation that

emphasizes similarity as opposed to precision or recall.

Summary of the comparison methods proposed The definitions of these new

comparison methods use boundary edit distance to model the differences between two

segmentations (i.e., their error) out of how each defines the maximum amount of observable

error. Each is able to award partial credit to near misses by considering them as individual

transposition edits as opposed to two addition/deletion edits each, or one addition/deletion

and a substitution edit each. Unlike their counterparts (e.g., WindowDiff and Pk), they

also allow for the analysis of segmentations containing multiple, mutually inclusive, and

potentially ordinal boundary types.

To summarize, the comparison methods described and defined herein quantify error

using boundary edit distance to handle near misses. They also have the advantage over
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previous comparison methods (e.g. WindowDiff, Pk) that they:

• Are consistent6;

• Handle multiple boundary types and mutually inclusive boundary placement, unlike

all other existing comparison methods;

• Award partial credit for near-misses, and are customizable to be able to support

a wide range of segmentation tasks for which different errors may have different

degrees of severity; and

• Intuitively conceptualize error using edit operations that directly manipulate bound-

aries, as opposed to using an interpretation that must first utilize an intermediate

unit such as windows which contain and operate upon overlapping regions.

Overall, the comparison methods proposed herein offer consistency, customizability, and

the intuition one expects of comparison methods for usage in comparing two segmentations

and in evaluating how close an automatic segmenter is to a human-produced (i.e., manual)

segmentation.

4.2 Inter-Coder Agreement

To evaluate the performance of an automatic segmenter, the output of such a segmenter

is often compared to segmentations produced by humans. These human (i.e., manual)

segmentations are collected by creating and applying:

• Coding schemes to label hypothesized types of segments and boundaries; and

• A set of instructions to guide manual segmenters (i.e., coders) during their task.

To determine whether some manual segmentations collected can be relied upon, we

must analyse the reliability of the coding scheme and instructions used to collect them.

To accomplish this task, multiple coders segment the same documents, and then an

inter-coder agreement coefficient is calculated to identify the reliability of the coding

scheme that has been applied.

6Importantly, they does not succumb to the failings of window-based methods such as WindowDiff,
Pk which vary due to internal segment sizes and improper counting of errors at the beginning and ending
of segmentations and issues with calculating their window size k.
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There are a variety of existing inter-coder agreement coefficients, as detailed in

Section 3.2. All of those coefficients can be applied to segmentation to evaluate, per

potential boundary, whether a set of coders reliably applied a coding scheme. These

coefficients, however, judge agreement upon a strict boundary presence or absence

interpretation. Many studies report low inter-coder agreement coefficients because coders

often approximately agree upon where segments lie, but disagree upon the exact placement

of boundaries separating them (Artstein and Poesio, 2008, p. 40).

To compute inter-coder agreement coefficients, first the actual agreement amongst

coders is calculated. Actual agreement is a pairwise mean that indicates how well coders

agreed with each other. Not all sets of labels are as easy to apply as others, however. To

judge how well the coders applied a set of labels in the presence of chance agreement,

actual agreement must be adjusted by expected agreement. How expected agreement is

calculated depends upon how random agreement should be modelled for a task, but its

function is to correct actual agreement to reflect whether agreement is primarily due to

chance or not.

Current inter-coder agreement coefficients use a formulation of actual agreement that

produces low values because it does not account for near misses. For this reason, it is

desirable to have a method of quantifying inter-coder agreement that is able to award

partial credit to near misses between two coders. This work proposes using one of the

four normalizations of boundary edit distance proposed earlier to make actual agreement

for inter-coder agreement coefficients award partial credit for near misses.

In this section, the boundary edit distance based comparison methods defined earlier

(Chapter 4) are used to adapt a variety of inter-coder agreement coefficients to be able

to award partial credit for near misses between coders. Upon the recommendation of

Artstein and Poesio (2008, pp. 57–58) and Craggs and McGee Wood (2005), the coefficient

reported herein will be Scott’s π and Fleiss’ multi-π (Scott, 1955; Fleiss, 1971)–referred

to as π and π∗ respectively. This coefficient was chosen for its ease of adaptation and its

resiliency towards category and individual-coder bias so that a generalized view of how

well a coding scheme was applied can be obtained. Cohen’s κ and multi-κ (Cohen, 1960;

Davies and Fleiss, 1982)–referred to as κ and κ∗ respectively—are also adapted. κ is not

recommended for usage in evaluating a coding scheme due to its sensitivity to individual

coder bias, but it is adapted herein so that Artstein and Poesio’s Bias (Artstein and

Poesio, 2008, p. 146) can be calculated (discussed later).

To discuss inter-coder agreement upon segmentation, a modified form of the notation

used by Artstein and Poesio (2008) is used. This work also bases its proposals on the
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inter-coder agreement coefficient formulations provided by Artstein and Poesio (2008)

and reproduces them herein to illustrate the changes made to them. In the notation used

for this chapter, the set of:

• Items (i.e., boundary positions) coded is {i|i ∈ I} with cardinality i;

• Documents of which segmentations are produced is {d|d ∈ D} with cardinality d;

• Categories is {k|k ∈ K} with cardinality k;

• Coders is {c|c ∈ C} with cardinality c;

• Segmentations of an item i by a coder c is {s|s ∈ S}, where when si,c is specified

with only one subscript, it denotes sc, for all relevant items (i); and

• Types of segmentation boundaries is {t|t ∈ T} with cardinality t.

The four coefficients (π and κ in both their two-coder and multi-coder forms) adapted

herein range from [Ae/1−Ae , 1], where 0 indicates that their agreement is primarily due to

chance, and 1 indicates that their agreement is not. All four coefficients have the general

form shown in Equation 4.38, where they are the calculation of actual agreement (Aa)

minus expected (i.e., chance) agreement (Ae) over one minus expected agreement. For

each coefficient, it is the formulation and calculation of expected agreement that differs

(Ae), whereas actual agreement (Aa) remains the same.

κ, π, κ∗, and π∗ =
Aa − Ae

1− Ae

(4.38)

Actual agreement for segmentation Actual agreement (or percentage of agreement,

observed agreement) is “the percentage of judgements on which the two analysts agree

when coding the same data independently” (Scott, 1955, p. 323). For segmentation, this

is the proportion of boundary positions (i.e., items in the set I) upon which two or more

coders agree. Using formulations provided in Artstein and Poesio (2008, p. 13), actual

agreement can be calculated for two coders as in Equation 4.39, and for more than two

coders as the mean agreement of all coder pairs as in Equation 4.40. In this formulation,
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nik is the number of times that an item i has been assigned category k by a coder.

Aa =
1

i

∑
i∈I

agri (4.39)

Aa =
1

ic(c− 1)

∑
i∈I

∑
k∈K

nik(nik − 1) (4.40)

agri =

{
1 if the two coders assign i to the same category

0 if the two coders assign i to different categories
(4.41)

Equations 4.39–4.40 represent how agreement is often presently calculated for segmen-

tation. Each item is a boundary position and the set of categories K is the presence or

absence of a boundary (an example of which can be seen in Kazantseva and Szpakowicz

(2012, p. 214)). Actual agreement in segmentation has also been calculated using other

methods in an attempt to mitigate the effects of prevalent near-misses. Hearst (1997, pp.

53) formulated actual agreement as the “proportion of times that coders agree” using the

percentage agreement metric of Gale et al. (1992, p. 254). Unfortunately, Gale et al.’s

(1992) percentage agreement grossly overestimates agreement by comparing segmenters

against the majority opinion of the segmenters chosen (detailed further in Section 3.2).

Agreement based upon Boundary Edit Distance To deal with the prevalence of

near misses, alternative methods of calculating actual agreement are proposed herein

which utilize boundary-edit-distance-based comparison methods. The comparison methods

proposed for these alternative methods of actual agreement calculation are boundary

similarity (B; variants Ba, Bb, and Bc) and segmentation similarity (S). Using boundary

edit distance these comparison methods can award partial credit for near misses and

can measure the proportion of PB positions that have been edited (using varying forms

of normalization). In this section, the inter-coder agreement coefficient adaptations are

shown that can use any of these four comparison methods. To determine which comparison

method is best suited for calculating actual agreement, Section 5.2 experimentally tests

the most promising solutions.

When calculating agreement, the goal is to identify positions where there exists

agreement and disagreement. This work assumes that the number of edits between two

segmentations is equivalent to the number of disagreements. Not all disagreements are of

equal value, however, e.g., near misses are not as severe as full misses. Taking advantage of
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the transposition and substitution edit scaling that occurs in boundary-edit-distance-based

comparison methods can allow actual agreement to less severely penalize near misses

in segmentation. All that is left to decide is how to best normalize these edit distances

to model these errors. Because agreement in segmentation is to be measured upon the

agreement of the choices made by manual coders, and because these choices are to place

a boundary or to not, it makes sense to model disagreement in terms of mismatching

boundary placements (as in Ba–Bc), as opposed to the mismatched segments (S). Despite

this, both S and Ba–Bc are demonstrated later in Chapter 5 to confirm that disagreement

should be modelled in terms of mismatching boundary placements.

Actual agreement using boundary-edit-distance-based comparison methods (referred

to in formulas as the function ϕ), is then calculated as in Equation 4.42. The function ϕ

takes three arguments including two boundary strings bs of a document d and coders m,

n, and the maximum transposition spanning distance nt. Equation 4.42 calculates mean

agreement using a specific comparison method ϕ (one of S, Ba, Bb, or Bc) over all coder

pairs (i.e., pairwise mean) for every document d ∈ D. Taking the summation of agreement

between each boundary string (bs) produced by each pair of coders for all documents is

equivalent to performing a summation of agreement over all i in I and dividing by the

number of items i as in Equation 4.40. By performing a summation over all documents

d ∈ D of agreement, one is essentially performing a micro-average over the segmentations

of each document. This formulation requires that, for calculating agreement, all coders

have coded all documents.7

Aa(ϕ) =
1(
c
2

) c−1∑
m=1

c∑
n=m+1

∑
d∈D

ϕ(bsmd , bs
n
d , nt) (4.42)

This formulation also requires, when paired with the expected agreement formulations

that follow, that each comparison method model errors as mismatched boundaries, which

S does not. Neither, strictly, does Pk or WD (which use windows). Because of this,

inter-coder agreement coefficients are not adapted herein to use Pk and WD, but S is

used so that a comparison can be made to the formulation using S in Fournier and Inkpen

(2012). The units that the ratio produced by Equation 4.42 represents depend upon the

comparison method used, and are boundaries for Ba–Bc and potential boundaries for S.

7If this is not the case, then multiple agreement values can be computed for each group of coders
who have coded the same sets of documents, otherwise a formulation is required that does not have this
requirement.
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Expected agreement for segmentation Traditionally, for linear segmentation with

one boundary type, the set of categories K is defined as the presence of a boundary, or

the absence of it, for each item (i.e., at each boundary position; Passonneau and Litman

1993, pp. 150–151, Hearst 1997, pp. 53–54, Kazantseva and Szpakowicz 2012, p. 214).

This category interpretation is unsuitable, because

“. . . coders have only two choices when segmenting: to place a boundary, or

not. Coders do not place non-boundaries. If they do not make a choice,

then the default choice is used: no boundary. This default option makes

it impossible to determine whether a segmenter is making a choice by not

placing a boundary, or whether they are not sure whether a boundary is to

be placed.”
– Fournier and Inkpen (2012, p. 156)

For this reason, when characterizing chance agreement between coders, the categories

used herein are one boundary presence category per type, as in Equation 4.43.

K = {kt|t ∈ T} (4.43)

This representation reflects a coder’s decision to place a boundary at a position in a

segmentation, and reflects the types of boundary that they chose to place. This allows

the formulation of agreement for segmentation proposed herein to apply to segmentation

studies which utilize multiple boundary types (placed mutually exclusively or not).

Scott’s π Proposed by Scott (1955), π is a coefficient that measures agreement between

two coders. It makes the assumption that chance agreement between coders would be

indicated by all coders placing boundaries according to a single distribution per category

k. Because of this assumption, π distinguishes chance agreement between categories,

but not coders, and thus offers a generalization of the performance of all coders. Its

expected agreement is normally calculated as formulated in Artstein and Poesio (2008, p.

9) (shown in Equation 4.44) with actual agreement calculated as detailed previously in

Equation 4.42.

Aπ
e =

∑
k∈K

(
Pπ
e (k)

)2
(4.44)

Chance agreement per category (Pπ
e (k)) is the number of codings of a category k by

both coders (nk) over the total number of items i from both coders (Artstein and Poesio,
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2008, p. 9).

Pπ
e (k) =

nk
2i

(4.45)

For segmentation, the same formulation of expected agreement is proposed, but with

a set of categories tailored to segmentation. This set of tailored categories is comprised of

one category per boundary type (which indicates the presence of that boundary type, i.e.,

Equation 4.43). For convenience, appearance of the formulation is adjusted as shown in

Equation 4.46. In this formulation, b(bsid, k) is the count of boundaries of type k placed in

a boundary string bs by coder i (i.e., for coders 1 and 2, nk) and b(bsid) the total number

of items coded by that coder i for a document d (i.e., for coders 1 and 2, i).

Pπ
e(ϕ)(k) =

∑
d∈D b(bs1d, k) +

∑
d∈D b(bs2d, k)∑

d∈D b(bs1d) +
∑

d∈D b(bs2d)
(4.46)

Using this formulations of Pπ
e (k) allows us to compute Aπ

e for segmentation—referred

to as Aπ
e(ϕ). With both Aa(ϕ) (Equation 4.42) and Aπ

e(ϕ), a new form of Scott’s π (referred

to as πϕ) can be formulated using the general form of Equation 4.38. This formulation

(see Equation 4.47) discounts near miss errors using Aa(ϕ) and better reflects chance

agreement due to coder decisions using Aπ
e(ϕ).

πϕ =
Aa(ϕ) − Aπ

e(ϕ)

1− Aπ
e(ϕ)

(4.47)

Cohen’s κ Proposed by Cohen (1960), κ is a coefficient that measures agreement

between two coders. It makes the assumption that chance agreement between coders

would be indicated by all coders placing boundaries according to individual distributions

per coder and per category. Because of this assumption, κ distinguishes chance agreement

between categories and coders while not generalizing to a group of coders and is thus

susceptible to the issues of both bias and prevalence (see Section 3.2). Its expected

agreement is normally calculated as formulated in Artstein and Poesio (2008, pp. 9–10)

(shown in Equation 4.48) with actual agreement calculated as detailed previously in

Equation 4.42.

Aκ
e =

∑
k∈K

Pκ
e (k|c1) · Pκ

e (k|c2) (4.48)

Chance agreement per category per coder (Pκ
e (k|ci)) is the number of codings of a

category k by a coder, ncik, over the total number of items i coded (Artstein and Poesio,
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2008, pp. 10).

Pκ
e (k|ci) =

ncik
i

(4.49)

For segmentation, we can re-use this formulation of expected agreement for κ but with

our specific set of categories of one per boundary type (which indicates the presence of

that boundary type). For convenience, we can adjust the appearance of the formulation

as in Equation 4.50. In this formulation, b(bscid , k) is the count of boundaries of type k

placed in a boundary string bs by coder ci (i.e., ncik) and b(bscid ) the total number of

items coded by that coder ci for a document d (i.e., i).

Pκ
e (k|ci) =

∑
d∈D b(bscid , k)∑
d∈D b(bscid )

(4.50)

Using this formulation of Pκ
e (k|ci) allows us to compute Aκ

e for segmentation—referred

to as Aκ
e(ϕ). With both Aa(ϕ) (Equation 4.42) and Aκ

e(ϕ), a new form of Cohen’s κ (referred

to as κϕ) can be formulated using the general form of Equation 4.38. This formulation

(see Equation 4.51) discounts near miss errors using Aa(ϕ) and better reflects chance

agreement due to coder decisions using Aκ
e(ϕ).

κ(ϕ) =
Aa(ϕ) − Aκ

e(ϕ)

1− Aκ
e(ϕ)

(4.51)

Fleiss’s multi-π Proposed by Fleiss (1971), multi-π (π∗) is an adaptation of Scott’s π

for measuring inter-coder agreement between multiple annotators. Artstein and Poesio

(2008, p. 14) formulate the calculation of expected agreement for π∗ in the same manner

as π (Equation 4.52), with only a change in how Pπ
e (k) is calculated.

Aπ∗

e =
∑
k∈K

(
Pπ∗

e (k)
)2

(4.52)

Pπ
e (k) is now calculated for multiple coders as being the number of codings of a category

k by all coders, nk, over the total number of items i and coders c, as in Equation 4.53

Artstein and Poesio (2008, pp. 13).

Pπ∗

e (k) =
nk
ic

(4.53)

For segmentation, we can use this same formulation of expected agreement for π

using the new set of segmentation categories (one per boundary type which indicates the
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presence of that type). For convenience, we can adjust the appearance of the formulation

as in Equation 4.54. In this formulation, b(bs, k) is the count of boundaries of type k

placed in a boundary string bs and max penaltiesϕ(bs1d, bs
2
d, d, k) is the normalization used

by the comparison method ϕ summed over all coders and all items (i.e., documents).

Pπ∗

e (k) =

∑
c∈C
∑

d∈D b(bscd, k)∑
c∈C
∑

d∈D b(bscd)
(4.54)

Using this formulations of Pπ∗

e (k) allows us to compute Aπ∗

e for segmentation—referred

to as Aπ∗

e(ϕ). With both Aa(ϕ) (Equation 4.42) and Aπ∗

e(ϕ), a new form of Fleiss’s multi-π

(referred to as π∗ϕ) can be formulated using the general form of Equation 4.38. This

formulation (see Equation 4.55) discounts near miss errors using Aa(ϕ)) and better reflects

chance agreement due to coder decisions using Aπ∗

e(ϕ).

π∗ϕ =
Aa(ϕ) − Aπ∗

e(ϕ)

1− Aπ∗

e(ϕ)

(4.55)

Fleiss’s multi-κ Proposed by Davies and Fleiss (1982), multi-κ (κ∗) is an adaptation

of Cohen’s κ for measuring inter-coder agreement between multiple annotators. Artstein

and Poesio (2008, p. 14) formulate the calculation of expected agreement for κ∗ as the

pairwise mean of the joint probability of a pair of coders cm and cn assigning category k.

Aκ∗

e =
∑
k∈K

(
1(
c
2

) c−1∑
m=1

c∑
n=m+1

Pκ
e (k|cm) · Pκ

e (k|cn)

)
(4.56)

In this case, the formulation of Pκ
e (k|ci) remains identical to the Artstein and Poesio’s

(2008) in Equation 4.49 and the segmentation adaptation defined here in Equation 4.50.

With both Aa(ϕ) (Equation 4.42) and the adapted version of Aκ∗

e (referred to as Aκ∗

e(ϕ)),

a new form of Davies and Fleiss’s (1982) multi-κ (referred to as κ∗ϕ) can be formulated

using the general form of Equation 4.38. This formulation (see Equation 4.57) discounts

near miss errors using Aa(ϕ)) and better reflects chance agreement due to coder decisions

using Aκ∗

e(ϕ).

κ∗ϕ =
Aa(ϕ) − Aκ∗

e(ϕ)

1− Aκ∗

e(ϕ)

(4.57)

Annotator bias Having defined segmentation versions of both π∗ and κ∗, the degree

of individual coder bias present in a study can be determined using a measure of variance
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proposed by Artstein and Poesio (2008, pp. 23–24) and shown in Equation 4.58. This

variance is quantified in terms of the difference between the expected agreement of π and κ.

This is the difference between chance agreement exemplified by a single distribution over

categories (regardless of individual coder distributions) and chance agreement exemplified

by a per coder and per category distribution. It is formulated in this way because Aπ
∗
e

is always greater than Aκ
∗
e (Artstein and Poesio, 2008, pp. 59–60), giving us a positive

real number representing the “variances of P(k|c) for all categories k ∈ K divided by the

number of coders c less one” (Artstein and Poesio, 2008, p. 24).

Bias = Aπ
∗

e − Aκ
∗

e =
1

c− 1

∑
k∈K

σ2
P(k|c) (4.58)

This bias measurement can be calculated using the segmentation versions of the

inter-coder agreement statistics defined herein. Bias is a useful method of determining

the degree to which an individual coder bias is present in a segmentation study. It can

determine whether manual codings were produced by coders who coded in a manner quite

differently from each other, whereas π simply informs us of whether our coding scheme

and instructions are adequate.

Statistical significance of inter-coder agreement coefficients Although one can-

not test whether a statistically significant degree of inter-coder agreement exists, it is

possible to test whether there is a statistically significant chance that agreement is greater

than zero. This can be accomplished using hypothesis testing where the null hypothesis

is that the coefficient is zero and the alternate hypothesis is that it not.

For π∗, Siegel and Castellan (1988, Section 9.8.2) state that the sampling distribution

of K (i.e., π∗), given large sample sizes8, is approximately normal and centred around

zero. This distribution “allows testing the obtained value of K against the null hypothesis

of chance agreement by using the z statistic.” (Artstein and Poesio, 2008, p. 28). We can

obtain the variance of K using Equation 4.59 (Siegel and Castellan, 1988, pp. 284–290)

Var(π∗) =
2 ·
((∑

k∈K pk(1− pk)
)2 −∑k∈K pk(1− pk)(1− 2 · pk)

)
ic(c− 1)

(∑
k∈K pk(1− pk)

)2 (4.59)

pk =
1

ic

∑
i∈I

nik (4.60)

8A large sample size could be reasonably assumed to be i > 100 as it is by Cohen (1960, pp. 44).
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Using this variance, we can perform a z-test by taking our π∗ value and dividing it by

its standard deviation (i.e., square root of the variance; shown in Equation 4.61). This

critical ratio z can then be compared to the normal curve to determine (for a predefined

significance level α) whether the null hypothesis (π∗ = 0) can be rejected.

z =
π∗√

Var(π∗)
(4.61)

For κ, Cohen (1960, pp. 44–45) states that its sampling distribution is normal for large

sample sizes (i ≥ 100). This distribution allows for confidence intervals to be determined

and a z-test to be performed (as with π∗). The standard deviation of the coefficient can

be calculated as in Equation 4.62, and the critical ratio z as in Equation 4.63. This

critical ration can again be compared to the normal curve to determine (for a predefined

significance level α) whether the null hypothesis (κ = 0) can be rejected.

σκo =

√
Aκe

i(1− Aκe )
(4.62)

z =
κ

σκo
(4.63)

Reporting agreement Using the new formulation of the inter-coder agreement co-

efficient π∗ as adapted herein (referred to as π∗ϕ), reliability of a segmentation coding

scheme and instructions can be more clearly evaluated. This is because π∗ϕ can account

for near-miss errors that previous formulations could not by using boundary-edit-distance-

based comparison methods to calculate actual agreement. One can also identify whether

individual coder bias has affected a particular segmentation study by using Artstein and

Poesio’s (2008) bias, and attempt to infer the validity of data using κ∗ϕ when agreement

is not perfect.

Given these coefficients, how should they be reported? Artstein and Poesio (2008, pp.

58) indicate that studies should report

“the methodology that was followed to collect the reliability data (number of

coders, whether they coded independently, whether they relied exclusively on

an annotation manual). The study should also indicate whether agreement

was statistically significant, and provide the confusion matrix [e.g., Figures 3.9-

3.10] or agreement table so that readers can find out whether overall figures

of agreement hide disagreements on less common categories.”
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– Fournier and Inkpen (2012, p. 156)

When choosing a specific coefficient to report, the context must be taken into account.

When coding scheme reliability is being evaluated, π∗ϕ is the appropriate statistic to report

because it generalizes the agreement of individual coders and is unaffected by individual

coder bias. If manual segmentations are being evaluated for their suitability as training

data, then one wishes to determine whether individual coder bias is present, and thus one

should report κ∗ϕ. If one is attempting to use inter-coder agreement to evaluate automatic

segmenters (detailed in Section 4.3), then individual coder bias is desired and κ∗ϕ should

be reported.

4.3 Evaluating Segmenters

For a segmentation task, one often has a choice between two or more automatic segmenters

to use. Barring an ecological evaluation, one can perform a statistical comparison of

automatic segmenters over a variety of data sets to identify which is the best for the

task at hand. To determine which automatic segmenter to choose, there are a number of

desirable qualities which one may wish to obtain, such as the:

• Ability to approximate a reference solution (potentially comprised of one or more

manual segmentations);

• Domain independence (in terms of the document topic, type, language, etc.);

• Speed and efficiency in usage/training; and

• Fewer high-cost errors.

This work focuses upon evaluating whether an automatic segmenter is able to approximate

a reference solution comprised of one or more manual segmentations and determining the

types of errors that occur. This work assumes that:

• Domain independence is accounted for by the choice of a suitably diverse set of

documents;

• Speed and efficiency are discussed on a case by case basis in other works; and

• Error for the segmentation task being evaluated is best modelled by similarity (if

not, then another metric such as a boundary edit distance based IR metric should

be used).
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Specifically, this section proposes the usage of existing methodologies from other

fields to this natural language processing task and the use of new measures and methods

proposed herein, including:

• Use of an upper and lower bound during segmenter comparisons;

• Use of macro-averages and statistical hypothesis testing methods with satisfactory

statistical power and associated post-hoc tests (e.g., ANOVA and a post-hoc test

as opposed to paired T-tests);

• Comparison of automatic segmenter performance through drops in inter-coder

agreement; and

• A new per-boundary-pair based micro-average using Bb.

Mean statistics given multiple codings In segmentation, there is often no one “true”

segmentation. Instead, there are multiple interpretations of how one document should be

segmented. For this reason, to perform a meaningful evaluation, an automatic segmenter

must often be compared against multiple manually produced segmentations (i.e., codings)

of the same text. This presents a number of challenges when it comes to calculating the

mean performance of an automatic segmenter.

Because the performance of an automatic segmenter must be evaluated over multiple

documents and over multiple codings of each document, the mean performance is then

dependent upon two variables: coders and documents. To measure mean performance

while taking into account these two variables requires us to compute either a:

• Weighted macro-average to account for the varying sizes of documents; or

• Micro-average that can use individual boundary pairs as samples as opposed to

whole documents.

This is because documents can vary in length, meaning that they also vary in the number

of potential boundaries within them. Varying numbers of potential boundaries means

that documents have the potential for varying amounts of error which could obscure their

effects upon a mean computed as an unweighted macro-average.

Weighting macro-averages to compensate for varying document size and numbers of

coders can only probabilistically and inexactly compensate for such variations. Differing

document size may affect the number of boundaries placed within such a document, but
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the relationship is probabilistic and not deterministic. This probabilistic relationship

makes weighting by document size imprecise and—as a result—undesirable. Differing

numbers of coders per document should increase the total boundaries placed within a

document by coders while keeping the mean and variance relatively unchanged—in a well

designed and administered study, but this is again probabilistic and inexact. In light of

these issues, micro-averages give the clearest indicator of relative performance.

To compute micro-averages in the presence of varying coders and documents, pairwise

comparisons must be made where each pair must contain a member of the set of coders

and a member of the set of automatic segmenters. From each such comparison, those

comparison methods which are ratios (e.g., S and Ba–Bc) can sum their numerators and

denominators before performing their final division to compute a micro-average. To

discuss these comparisons further, a notation is defined herein where:

• Coders is the set {c|c ∈ C} with cardinality c;

• Documents is the set {d|d ∈ D} with cardinality d;

• Aa,i represents the segmentation by an automatic segmenter a of a document i;

• Mc,i represents the segmentation by a manual coder c of a document i;

• c(a, b) represents an arbitrary segmentation comparison function whose arguments

are segmentations and returns a real number; and

• Comparisons is the set {xa,c,i|xa,c,i ∈ X} with cardinality x where each comparison

xa,c,i = c(a, b) with a = Aa,i, b = Mc,i, and i represents a particular document.

For each comparison xa,c,i the numerator and denominator of a ratio-based comparison

method can be summed to produce a micro-average as in Equation 4.64.

ϕmicro =

∑
ϕnumerator(xa,c,i)∑
ϕdenominator(xa,c,i)

where ϕ is one of S, Ba, Bb, or Bc (4.64)

If one only has a single segmentation by a single coder to compare two automatic

segmenters against, determining the performance of the automatic segmenters is as simple

as applying a comparison method, e.g., c(Aa,Mc). Applying a comparison method twice

as c(A1,M1) and c(A2,M1) can determine the performance of two automatic segmenters

as in Figure 4.26a. From the comparisons made, the performance of segmenters can
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M1M1

A1A1 A2A2

X
c(A1,M1)
c(A2,M1)

(a) Comparison of a single segmentation by a
single manual coder (M1) to two automatic
segmenters

M1M1 M2M2

A1A1 A2A2

X
c(A1,M1)
c(A2,M1)
c(A1,M2)
c(A2,M2)

(b) Comparison of two segmentations by two
manual coders (M1,M2) to two automatic seg-
menters

Figure 4.26: Comparisons of segmentations using the method c(Aa,Mc) between automatic
(Aa) and manual segmenters (Mc)

be computed as xA1 = c(A1,M1) and xA2 = c(A2,M1). These two values can then be

compared directly. Unfortunately, no general inferences can be made about how these

two segmenters perform when they are compared using the population of all coders and

all documents as a solution. This is because only one coder and one document is used.

When more than one coding is used, the number of comparisons that must be made

increases, as in Figure 4.26b. This increase is because there is now more than one solution

to compare against. The number of comparisons made is then x = a ·c, where a and c are

the cardinalities of the sets of all analysed automatic and manual segmenters, respectively.

To determine whether one segmenter performs better than another, one can compute the

micro-average of one automatic segmenter’s performance over all manual codings.

In the presence of multiple documents which have been annotated by a single coder,

one can determine the performance of an automatic segmenter by taking the micro-average

of the comparisons made as in Figure 4.27a. If multiple coders have annotated multiple

documents, the same calculation can be performed upon comparisons as in Figure 4.27b

(which are more numerous). In this way, each automatic segmenter is evaluated against

all coders and all documents to produce a single pairwise micro-average.

Statistical hypothesis testing given multiple codings The mean values calculated

previously are simply estimates of what the real population mean (µ) would be if one

were to calculate the mean using every possible document segmented by every possible

coder. Unfortunately, these estimates are not accurate and contain error (as outlined in

Section 3.3). In the presence of this error, one must utilize additional methods to judge

whether one automatic segmenter is better than another in the presence of this error.

One such method is statistical hypothesis testing.
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M1,d1M1,d1

M1,d2M1,d2

A1,d1A1,d1

A1,d2A1,d2

A2,d1A2,d1

A2,d2A2,d2

X
c(A1,d1 ,M1,d1)
c(A2,d1 ,M1,d1)
c(A1,d2 ,M1,d2)
c(A2,d2 ,M1,d2)

(a) Comparison of segmentations of two doc-
uments (d1, d2) by one manual coder (M1)
versus two automatic segmenters

M1,d1M1,d1

M2,d1M2,d1

M1,d2
M1,d2

M2,d2
M2,d2

A1,d1
A1,d1

A1,d2
A1,d2

A2,d1
A2,d1

A2,d2
A2,d2

X
c(A1,d1 ,M1,d1)
c(A2,d1 ,M1,d1)
c(A1,d2 ,M1,d2)
c(A2,d2 ,M1,d2)
c(A1,d1 ,M2,d1)
c(A2,d1 ,M2,d1)
c(A1,d2 ,M2,d2)
c(A2,d2 ,M2,d2)

(b) Comparison of segmentations of two docu-
ments (d1,d2) by two manual coders (M1,M2)
versus two automatic segmenters

Figure 4.27: Comparisons of segmentations from multiple documents using the method
c(Aa,Mc) between automatic (Aa) and manual segmenters (Mc)

Using statistical hypothesis testing, and given an appropriate segmentation comparison

method, one can determine—with a degree of accuracy—whether one automatic segmenter

performs better than another in the presence of our estimate’s error. First, an appropriate

test statistic and comparison procedure are chosen given various assumptions about the

data as detailed by Vázquez et al. (2001) and using algorithms such as those described in

Figure 2.5 (see Section 3.3). Then, having multiple automatic segmenters, one’s goals is to

obtain performance comparisons over multiple documents and coders which will comprise

one’s mean performance estimates. To determine whether the differences between them

are significantly different or not, one formulates two hypothesis where for each it states

that the number automatic segmenter performances means compared are probably:

• H0: from the same populations (i.e., not statistically significantly different); or

• H1: not from the same populations (i.e., statistically significantly different).

If the two means are not from the same population, then they are statistically different

(either less so or more so than the other). To determine how significantly they differ, a

significance level α must be selected, which is the threshold below which the probability of

the null hypothesis must be before one can reject in it favour of the alternate hypothesis.

“By convention, if p < 0.05 [one says] the result is statistically significant, and if p < 0.01
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[one says] the result is highly significant and [one] can be more confident [that they] have

found a true effect” (Cumming et al., 2007), or in this case, a true difference between

segmenters.

When performing this testing, the definition of our subject is important. When

determining which automatic segmenter has the best general performance over all possible

documents, our subjects are the manual document codings. Automatic segmenters are a

factor in our experiment (where these various automatic segmenters are each a level of

this factor). Because the levels in this factor—i.e., applying one automatic segmenter to

a singly coded document—are independent of each other, a within-subjects (i.e., repeated

measure) experiment design can be used. A within-subjects experiment design is the

usage of the same subjects within each treatment. This allows us to maintain a high n,

or number of subjects, which helps one reduce the error inherent in mean performances

estimations.

There often does not exist, however, one, true, manual segmentation of a document

to compare against. Instead, there exist multiple interpretations of the segmentation

of a document, i.e., codings. To model this, one can retain their interpretation of their

subject being document codings but use a second factor to model that each document is

multiply coded. Assuming that all coders code all documents, evaluating a = 3 automatic

segmenters over d = 5 documents each coded by c = 3 coders produces the comparison

method values shown in Table 3.4.

Using the 2-factor design in Table 3.4, statistical hypothesis testing can determine

whether there is a statistically significant difference between automatic segmenters. This

hypothesis testing can also determine whether an automatic segmenter’s performance

is influenced by either coders or documents (or both). This can be accomplished using

a 2-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA; Chambers et al. 1992) if its assumptions are

satisfied (normality and homoscedasticity). If ANOVA’s assumptions are not met, then,

to maintain a reasonable degree of power, a non-parametric statistical test such as the

2-factor Friedman’s rank sum test (Hollander and Wolfe, 1973, pp. 139–146) should be

used. ANOVA and Friedman’s rank sum test, however, should only be used to compare

the mean performance of three or more automatic segmenters because for pairs there

are tests with greater power such as Student’s T-test. Following each test, if there

are statistically significant differences present, then they can be followed by a multiple

comparison post-hoc. A post-hoc test determines between which automatic segmenters a

significant difference in performance exists, and is chosen as specified in Table 3.5.

Analysis may be simpler in a 1-factor within-subjects design, however. Because each
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coding of a document is independent of all the others, it could be assumed that each

coding of each document is a subject. This assumption which would allow the use of a

1-factor design where the only factor is the set of automatic segmenters being evaluated

against each other using some segmentation comparison method.

Statistical hypothesis testing and micro-averages using Bb Bb is different from

the other proposed comparison methods in that it can distinguish expected and actual

boundary pairs from each other. When calculating Bb, a full miss is a boundary pair

where one side is missing a boundary and has a reward of 0, a match is a pair with a

reward of 1, and a near miss/substitution is a pair which has a reward equal to 1 minus

the scaled penalty (see Table 4.3). Bb is the sum of these reward values for each pair

divided by the number of pairs, which are all computed from the edits obtained from

boundary edit distance. The mean of the set of these boundary pair reward values is

equivalent to a micro-average of Bb where its numerators and denominators are summed

before their division. This is especially useful when performing statistical hypothesis

testing or analysing standard error of the mean. Using Bb, the subject can be defined as

independent boundary pairs themselves as opposed to a more abstract entity such as a

coder and document pair.

Using Bb, performance can be determined for each pair of boundaries, with the subject

being defined then as the boundary pair itself. Many of these pairs will repeat because

many pairs will result from the manual segmentation that an automatic segmenter is

compared against. Many pairs will not be repetitions because they do not map to pairs

in manual segmentations but are caused by a boundary in the automatic segmentation.

Because of this uniqueness, a between-subjects experiment design can be used with 1

or 2-factor ANOVA if the test’s assumptions are met. If ANOVA’s assumptions are not

met, then, to maintain a reasonable degree of power in the test chosen, a non-parametric

statistical test such as the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test (Hollander and Wolfe, 1973, pp.

115-120) can be selected along with a post-hoc test as described in Table 3.5. ANOVA

and the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test, however, should only be used to compare the mean

performance of three or more automatic segmenters because for pairs there are tests with

greater power such as Student’s T-test.

Reasons for choosing ANOVA, Friedman’s, or the Kuskal-Wallis test The for

choosing these tests that require three or more levels in factors are used is because the

number of automatic segmenters is, in most cases, going to be greater than or equal to
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three. Otherwise, Student’s T-test or other tests between pairs of automatic segments

could be used. This number of factors is the result of a well designed evaluation which:

• Compares two automatic segmenters; and

• Also compares either an upper or lower performance bound (e.g., a human segmenter

or random segmenter, respectively) or both.

This means that there will be at least 3–4 segmenters compared to identify any floor or

ceiling effects (Cohen, 1995, p. 80–82). A complicated and resource-intensive automatic

segmenter which improves upon a baseline by a few percentage points is, for most

tasks, not a reasonable improvement in performance. Likewise, a series of seemingly

poorly performing automatic segmenters may in fact have reasonable performance in

comparison to humans—indicating that the task itself, coding scheme, or instructions

may be ill-defined.

Comparisons of agreement for segmentation Due to the lack of a single, true,

manual segmentation, statistical hypothesis testing becomes more difficult to apply and to

interpret the interactions between coders and automatic segmenters. It would be desirable

to have a single number for each automatic segmenter that could be compared to easily

determine whether one segmenter better approximates manual performance than another.

One type of statistic that can produce such a number is an inter-annotator agreement

coefficient.

In addition to gauging the reliability of a study, inter-coder agreement coefficients

can also reflect the validity of a set of codings in terms of their proximity to complete

agreement. If one study is replicated using the same coding system and documents using

different manual coders and it obtains agreement that differs from the original study,

then one set of coders produced a more valid solution. Such a phenomenon should be

further investigated to determine its cause.

Taking a set of manual coders and determining their agreement can also give one an

idea of the upper bound to performance for a task. If one adds another manual coding to

this set, one would gain more information about human agreement, and the agreement

of the group would either increase, decrease, or stay constant. If agreement decreases,

then the added coder was probably a poor coder placed amongst existing skilled coders

because a group of existing poor coders would not likely have high agreement to start
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with.9 If agreement increases, then one has probably added a coding which agrees with

the majority of coders.

Adding one coder to a group of existing coders may have the effect of increasing

an inter-coder agreement coefficient when the coding is similar to the majority opinion.

Because of this, it is proposed herein that this can be used to evaluate the performance

of automatic segmenters if no one manual solution represents a “true” segmentation.

Specifically, this method is most useful when:

• All coders (including automatic segmenters) coded all items;

• Manual codings exhibits high agreement;

• Sufficient numbers of manual coders are used; and

• Qualitative analyses of the manual codings verify that any bias present is desired.10

If all of these are qualities are present, then one can compare drops in inter-annotator

agreement between groups with and without adding automatic segmenters to a group of

manual coders, one at a time. This is much like how drops in inter-indexer consistency

have been used by Medelyan (2009) and Medelyan et al. (2009) to relate the performance

of an automatic topic indexer to human performance.

For this method of automatic segmenter comparison, one should prefer to use a

coefficient that is sensitive to both bias and prevalence to ensure that a drop in agreement

due to differing coding behaviour is recorded. κ and κ∗ should then be used. When

calculating κ for segmentation comparison, assuming that one has 3 manual coders

and two automatic segmenters, one would calculate three values as represented by

Figures 4.28a–4.28c, referred to as κ∗M , κ∗A1
and κ∗A2

, respectively.

Comparing these three agreement values can help answer two questions:

• Does an automatic segmenter perform better or worse than average human perfor-

mance?

• In terms of average human performance, does one segmenter perform better than

another?

9Poor random coders agree by chance which is corrected for by agreement coefficients, although poor
degenerate coders who simply place all/no boundaries will be an issue if they constitute a large portion
of the codings—this can be identified qualitatively.

10I.e., the majority of coders appear to be performing the desired task and are not acting in a degenerate
manner, e.g., placing boundaries at all locations.
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(a) κ∗M : agreement between
manual coders

A1A1

(b) κ∗A1
: agreement between

manual coders and one auto-
matic segmenter (A1)

A2A2

(c) κ∗A2
: agreement between

manual coders and one auto-
matic segmenter (A2)

Figure 4.28: Calculating inter-coder agreement using three different sets of coders to
compare two automatic segmenters against each other in terms of drops in agreement
and to compare both against human agreement.

The first question is answered by comparing to see whether adding an automatic segmenter

increases or decreases agreement by a significant degree. If not, then it is on par with

human performance (a desirable property, nonetheless). Comparing the coefficients

obtained when adding each automatic segmenter can give us an indication of whether

one automatic segmenter better approximates human performance than another.

This method of comparison has the advantage that it can put automatic segmenter

performance in terms of average human performance in a way that accounts for the

probability of chance agreement. It is not without its weaknesses, though. The definition of

what constitutes high manual agreement, a sufficient number of coders, and a satisfactory

qualitative analysis must be reasonably defined on a case by case basis and cannot

easily be prescribed. This makes the method difficult to apply and interpret. The

definition of a significant increase/decrease requires interpretation, and no acceptable

method of performing statistical hypothesis testing can be performed to interpret such

increases/decreases. This method of comparison is then best used as a supplement to

statistical hypothesis testing to help identify whether hypothesis testing arrived at a

correct result and could be reported along with such tests.

How did an automatic segmenter fail? Although it is usually impossible to answer

why a segmenter performed poorly in comparison to another, using boundary edit distance

one can gain more insight into how failure occurred. Boundary edit distance gives the

number of edits between two arbitrary segmentations, and can separate out these edits

into three main types (with subgroups and other distinctions able to be made within
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each):

• Additions/deletions, i.e., full misses of a boundary type;

• Substitutions, i.e., confusion between boundary types at positions; and

• Transpositions, i.e., near misses.

Further, for additions/deletions, the segmentation containing the boundary can be

recorded or the edit (e.g., was the boundary found in the manual segmentation, i.e. a

FN, or an automatic segmentation, i.e. a FP). Substitutions can also be classified by the

boundary types that they confuse, and whether a particular incorrect boundary type is

being confused for anther by an automatic segmenter.

In the presence of multiple codings, one can perform comparisons using boundary

edit distance as in Figure 4.27b. For each comparison one can sum the number of edits

that boundary edit distance identifies together into the three edit types (and associated

boundary subtypes) For comparison, the number of boundary matches made should also

be given to put the number of errors into perspective. These counts, if performed for

multiple automatic segmenters, can then be compared against each other to provide

a comparison of how each performed in terms of the pairwise errors (i.e., edits) that

they produced. An example of such error counts is shown in Figure 4.29, where two

hypothetical automatic single-boundary-type segmenters have been compared against

multiple manual codings. The total sum of the error types encountered during these

pairwise comparisons is shown visually, which allows us to understand what proportion

of errors were near misses versus full misses out of all errors. Further, it demonstrates

what proportion of the errors were FPs versus FNs, and how the errors compare to the

number of successful matches.

This comparison informs us of the types of errors that have been committed by

automatic segmenters. These counts can also tell us whether perhaps our evaluation

is too harsh or not (e.g., if very few near misses are found then perhaps the maximum

transpositions spanning distance used by boundary edit distance should be increased). It

can also tell us whether a segmenter is guessing too often and has low precision (many

FPs, e.g., A2) or precise with low recall (many FNs, e.g., A1). In fact, these edit counts

can be use to craft a multi-class confusion matrix allowing us to obtain IR metrics such as

precision and recall (as shown in Section 4.1.3). However, these metrics should not be the

sole method of evaluating automatic segmenter errors because they conflate transpositions

and substitutions into the true positive (TP) category. This conflation also obscures the
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A1 A2

Full Misses (FP)
Full Misses (FN)

Near Misses
Matching

Figure 4.29: Single-boundary type segmentation performed by two automatic segmenters
and compared against multiple manual coders to produce counts of the types of errors
committed out of the total number of possible errors

near-miss and substitution errors which are concepts of precision and rely upon only

the presence or lack of a boundary (FPs and FNs), and should be observed separately

to diagnose such undesired behaviour by an automatic segmenter. B-IR metrics should

be used to look for boundary type confusion and boundary type frequency issues (e.g,

B-precision, B-recall, etc.). The comparison method selected in this work should be used

to quantify how well boundaries were positioned (i.e., the similarity of segmentations).

Upper and lower bounds upon performance No error counts or mean comparison

method values are truly useful when comparing automatic segmenters without context

such as the upper and lower bounds to performance that can be obtained. A lower bound

can easily be established by comparing a baseline (e.g., a random segmenter) in the same

manner as the automatic segmenters, but an upper bound is more difficult.

An upper bound can be established by choosing the manual coder who has the greatest

pairwise similarity with every other manual coder. This coder can then be added as

if it was an automatic coder in a comparison as described previously. In this scenario,

the manual coder fills the place of the automatic coder, and is compared to each other

coder and against itself. Alternatively, a leave-one-out approach can be taken where one

manual coder is randomly selected as the upper bound and is evaluated against only the

remaining coders. These methods both present reasonable approximations of the highest
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possible performance that can be achieved upon a specific data set (though it is not the

absolute highest performance). This, however, work arbitrarily prefers the former type of

upper bound (i.e., not leave-one-out).



Chapter 5

Experiments, Results, and

Discussions

In the previous chapters, a variety of concepts have been presented that all relate to

the evaluation of text segmentation. First, a review of the state-of-the-art evaluation

methods and methodologies was presented (Chapter 3). Then a set of new methodologies

was proposed (Chapter 4), which can be separated into three broad categories:

• Comparison methods for linear segmentation (S, Ba, Bb, Bc, and 1−WD);

• Inter-coder agreement coefficients for segmentation (π∗ϕ, κ∗ϕ); and

• Methodologies for comparing automatic segmenters (pairwise means and statistical

hypothesis tests handling multiple codings and multiple documents).

In this chapter, each of these three concepts are used to evaluate text segmentation

in comparison with their counterparts (if they exist). Specifically, the segmentation

evaluation methods proposed herein, boundary similarity (variants Ba, Bb, and Bc)

and segmentation similarity, are evaluated in comparison to WindowDiff.1 Proposals for

calculating adapted inter-coder agreement coefficients are demonstrated upon natural data

and tested upon artificial data. The methodologies for comparing automatic segmenters

are then applied, demonstrating their ability to discern between random baselines and

automatic segmenters of varying performance.

The experiments in this chapter are broken up into three main sections which revolve

around attempting to answer each one of these three questions:

1Demonstrations of Pk are omitted because WindowDiff is an improvement over Pk (Pevzner and
Hearst, 2002).
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1. How can we best compare two arbitrary segmentations?

2. How can we determine the reliability of manual segmentations and replicability of

how they are collected?

3. How can we select the best automatic segmenter for a task?

To answer each broad research question, a series of smaller questions are asked, and for

each a series of small experiments have been designed and performed to elicit answers.

For each smaller question, the methodology, experiment, results, analysis, and discussion

are presented all within this chapter with an overall discussion left to the end of each sub

section. This structure is used because this thesis aims to identify the best methodology to

use when evaluating text segmentation. A meta-evaluation of an evaluation methodology

requires not just one major experiment, but many small experiments to demonstrate the

viability and reliability of each step of the proposed evaluation methodology.

The meta-evaluation performed in this chapter is, in many cases, subjective. This

is a severe weakness, but a variety of measures have been taken to quantify and limit

this subjectivity. For each experiment, a hypothesis is defined. This hypothesis is formed

by the author of this work prior to performing the experiments. Each hypothesis is

designed to reflect how an ideal segmentation comparison method should react to the

experiment performed. It is these hypotheses wherein most subjectivity is introduced

into this meta-evaluation. The validity of this meta evaluation depends, then, upon how

reasonable each hypothesis is to the reader. The comparison method for which the most

hypotheses are true is then, arguably, the best of those tested. This meta-evaluation

aims to ascertain which comparison the burden of evidence favours, and weighs this in

discussions that follow each series of experiments.

This work asks and answers its questions in a specific order. To trust in the method-

ology proposed for selecting an automatic segmenter, one must trust both the evaluation

metric (or measure/comparison method) used and the data upon which it is evaluated.

Trust in the data used for evaluation requires trust in the validity of the data (do coders

agree?) and the manner in which they were collected (is the coding methodology reli-

able?). Data and coding scheme reliability can be evaluated using inter-coder agreement

coefficients. To trust the inter-coder agreement coefficients used herein, there must also

be trust in the underlying segmentation comparison method used (if one is used). The

experiments in this chapter are then performed in the order of precedence required to

trust in the entire chain of tools used:
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1. Comparison methods;

2. Inter-coder agreement coefficients; and then

3. Statistical hypothesis testing to evaluate a set of automatic segmenters.

Because of the dependencies of each question upon the others, at the end of each

section, the answer to the research question with which the section is concerned is

discussed. This discussion enumerates the evidence gleaned from the sub-questions (i.e.,

experiments), and an overall answer is given. A summary of the entire picture is then left

for Chapter 7 to expound upon.

5.1 Linear Segmentation Comparison Methods

The most popular linear segmentation comparison method in use today is WindowDiff

(WD). WD replaced Pk as the dominant method of comparing two arbitrary segmentations,

and compelling arguments were made by Pevzner and Hearst (2002) for its usage. It

replaced Pk because of its ability to account for near misses yet equally penalize both FPs

and FNs (although as Georgescul et al. 2006, p. 148 points out, not entirely equally). It

is also a more consistent method (i.e., its not as sensitive to variation in internal segment

size as Pk and returns more consistent values when presented with the same types of

errors in varying scenarios).

WD is not, however, without fault. WD is not consistent when presented with the

same number and types of errors at varying positions. It also fails to properly account

for errors at the beginning and end of a segmentation (a problem for which Lamprier

et al. 2007 offered solutions). It is also inconsistently applied due to a lack of a concrete

definition of what form of rounding is to be used when calculating window size, and it

has also been criticized as not being an intuitive value.

In this section, a variety of experiments are performed which illustrate the deficiencies

of WD, and compare the performance of the comparison method proposed herein, boundary

similarity (variants Ba, Bb, and Bc) and segmentation similarity (S), against WD. Any

deficiencies in WD are assumed to be present in Pk. To answer the overarching question

of how can we best compare two arbitrary segmentations, a number of questions are asked

for which experiments are conducted to answer:

1. How does each comparison method react to extreme comparisons (e.g., completely

similar or fully dissimilar segmentations);
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2. How does each comparison method react to various errors (full and near misses);

3. How does each comparison method rank, in terms of similarity, a set of hypothetical

artificial segmentations in comparison to one reference segmentation?

4. How does each comparison method react to the linear increase of error types (full

and near misses)?

5. How does each comparison method react to the linear increase in the size of a

document with a constant amount of error?

6. How is the consistency of each comparison method affected by changes in internal-

segment-size variance?

For each of these questions, one or more experiments are conducted to elicit an answer,

with a discussion and conclusion following each result. Because all of the comparison

methods proposed herein are reward-based, WD is reported as 1−WD to be more easily

compared.

5.1.1 Experiments

5.1.1.1 Extrema

Question How does each comparison method react to extreme comparisons?

Introduction This experiment tests the responses of segmentation comparison methods

when comparing:

1. Identical segmentations containing few boundaries;

2. One fully segmented versus one completely unsegmented segmentation; and

3. Two segmentations lacking boundaries.

Hypothesis If properly implemented, each comparison method should return a value

for the three described scenarios of: 1) 1.0; 2) 0.0; and 3) 1.0.

Procedure

1. Each pair of segmentations described is arbitrarily created using a single-boundary

type and is 11 units long, giving 10 PBs (arbitrarily).
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2. Arbitrarily, the segmentation labelled s1 in each pair is considered the reference

segmentation for 1−WD.

3. Each of the segmentation comparison methods (S, Ba, Bb, Bc, 1−WD) is used to

compare each of the pairs of segmentations.

Results

1. When comparing identical segmentations as shown in Figure 5.1a each comparison

method responds as reported in Figure 5.1b.

s1

s2

(a) Identical Segmentations

S Ba Bb Bc 1−WD
c(s1,s2) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

k = 2

(b) Comparison Method Values

Figure 5.1: Comparison Method Values for Identical Segmentations

2. When comparing a segmentation with no boundaries to one that is fully segmented

as shown in Figure 5.2a each comparison method responds as reported in Figure 5.2b.

s1

s2

(a) All or No Boundaries Segmentations

S Ba Bb Bc 1−WD
c(s1,s2) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

k = 6

(b) Comparison Method Values

Figure 5.2: Comparison Method Values for Fully and Fully Un-Segmented Segmentations

3. When comparing two segmentations with no boundaries as shown in Figure 5.3a

each comparison method responds as reported in Figure 5.3b.

s1

s2

(a) No Boundaries Segmentations

S Ba Bb Bc 1−WD
c(s1,s2) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

k = 6

(b) Comparison Method Values

Figure 5.3: Comparison Method Values for Fully and Fully Unsegmented Segmentations
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Discussion & Conclusion In the case where each comparison method compared:

1. Identical segmentations, each indicated complete similarity (1), indicating that each

comparison method properly recognized that no errors were present;

2. A segmentation with no boundaries to one that was fully segmented, each re-

ported complete dissimilarity (0), indicating that each comparison method properly

recognized a maximum number of errors was present; and

3. Two segmentations with no boundaries, each indicated complete similarity (1),

indicating that each comparison method properly recognized that no errors were

present (despite the lack of boundary placement). Failure of this test would have

indicated that the denominators used by Ba, Bb and Bc may have been improperly

implemented (causing a division by zero).

The hypothesis is then correct; each method appears to have had its formulation imple-

mented correctly and each reacts as one would expect, and is thus an ideal comparison

method in each of these scenarios.

5.1.1.2 Full Miss

Question How does each comparison method react to full miss errors?

Introduction This experiment tests the responses of segmentation comparison methods

when comparing two segmentations containing one match (so that a value of 0 is not

reported) and one full miss (so that a value of 1 is not reported, and to test how each

reacts to one unambiguous full miss). The comparison methods tested should reward the

match, penalize the full miss, and report error reflecting the presence of these two events.

Hypothesis Each comparison method will report a value around 0.5, given that there

exists one match and one full miss, representing 1 error out of 2 B/PB placements.

Procedure

1. A pair of segmentations is arbitrarily created using a single-boundary type and is

11 units long, giving 10 PBs, with s1 having two boundaries placed within, and s2

has only one that matches the first boundary in s1.
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2. Arbitrarily, the segmentation labelled s1 in each pair is considered the reference

segmentation for 1−WD.

3. Each of the segmentation comparison methods (S, Ba, Bb, Bc, 1−WD) is used to

compare each of the pairs of segmentations.

Results When comparing segmentations as shown in Figure 5.4a each comparison

method responds as reported in Figure 5.4b.

s1

s2

(a) Segmentations with a Full Miss

S Ba Bb Bc 1−WD
c(s1,s2) 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.6

k = 2

(b) Comparison Method Values

Figure 5.4: Comparison Method Values for Segmentations with a Full Miss

Discussion The hypothesis was:

1. Incorrect for S; it appears to show that the segmentations are largely similar

because of the large sections without boundaries and because only one boundary

was incorrect out of all 10 potential boundary pairs—this produces a value far above

0.5;

2. Partially correct for Ba because it was closer to 0.5 than S; it appears to show that

of the boundaries placed in both s1 and s2 that ∼ 1/4 boundaries should have been

placed (from s1’s perspective), but were not.

3. Correct for Bb; it appears to show that from the perspective of either segmentation,

one pair of boundaries match and another boundary is left alone that could have

formed a pair, leaving only 1/2 pairs in error;

4. Correct for Bc; it performed identically to Bb; and

5. Partially correct for 1−WD because it is close to 0.5; it appears to show that 60%

of the windows while comparing these segmentations were not in error, and appears

to be between both Ba and Bb/Bc in the interpretation of the similarity between

these segmentations.
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Conclusion If error should be modelled as mismatched segments, then S appears to

provide a representative value of the similarity between the segmentations in Figure 5.4a.

If error should instead be modelled as misplaced boundaries, then Bb or Bc appears to

provide a representative value—with 1−WD following as a close second—of the similarity

between the segmentations in Figure 5.4a.

Bb, Bc, and 1−WD are the ideal comparison methods in this scenario for evaluating

error modelled by mismatched boundaries.

5.1.1.3 Near Miss

Question How does each comparison method react to near miss errors?

Introduction This experiment tests the responses of segmentation comparison methods

when comparing two segmentations containing one match (so that a value of 0 is not

reported) and one near miss (so that a value of 1 is not reported, and to test how each

comparison method reacts to one unambiguous near miss). The comparison methods

tested should reward the match and near miss, but still discern between the two by

reporting error reflecting the presence of these two events.

Hypothesis Each comparison method will report a value far above 0.5 but below 1.0

because there exists one match and one near miss. This would be considered as 1 error

out of 2 B/PB placements, but not as severe an error as a full miss (which could be

considered in this scenario as a similarity of approximately 0.5 because at most half of

the boundary pairs are in error). Additionally, the value reported by each comparison

method should be higher than their values reported in the full miss experiment (§ 5.1.1.2).

Procedure

1. A pair of segmentations is arbitrarily created using a single-boundary type and is 11

units long, giving 10 PBs, with both segmentations having two boundaries placed

within:

• One pair in s1 that is off by one potential boundary position in comparison to

a boundary in s2; and

• One matching pair of boundaries placed sufficiently far away from the nearly

missed pair of boundaries to not be considered a near miss.
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2. Arbitrarily, the segmentation labelled s1 in each pair is considered the reference

segmentation for 1−WD.

3. Each of the segmentation comparison methods (S, Ba, Bb, Bc, 1−WD) is used to

compare each of the pairs of segmentations.

Results When comparing segmentations as shown in Figure 5.5a each comparison

method responds as reported in Figure 5.5b.

s1

s2

(a) Segmentations with a Near Miss

S Ba Bb Bc 1−WD
c(s1,s2) 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.8

k = 2

(b) Comparison Method Values

Figure 5.5: Comparison Method Values for Segmentations with a Near Miss

Discussion The hypothesis was:

1. Incorrect for S; it shows that the segmentations are nearly identical except for

the near miss, but it failed to produce a value that differed from the full miss

experiment;

2. Correct for Ba; it shows that the segmentations are nearly identical except for the

near miss;

3. Correct for Bb; it performed identically to Ba;

4. Incorrect for Bc; it indicated complete similarity, despite there being a minor error

present; and

5. Correct for 1−WD because it is far above 0.5; it appears to show that 80% of the

windows while comparing these segmentations were not in error and penalized the

error k = 2 times, which is perhaps undesirably harsh in this scenario.

Conclusion S, Ba and Bb appear to all indicate that a minor error has occurred, which

is desirable from both a mismatched segments and mismatched boundaries error modelling

perspective. S, unfortunately, failed to report a value that differed from the full miss

experiment, meaning that it cannot discern between the two scenarios. 1−WD appears to

indicate that a minor error has occurred as well, but is more harsh in its assessment than
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the other comparison methods, which is a less than desirable behaviour in this scenario.

Bc indicates that no errors have occurred, which is an undesired behaviour, indicating

that this method may lack the ability to identify near misses in some situations (or is to

generous in its assessment).

Ba and Bb are the ideal comparison methods in this scenario for evaluating error

modelled by mismatched boundaries, while 1−WD is acceptable.

5.1.1.4 Simultaneous Full and Near Misses

Question How does each comparison method react to simultaneous full and near miss

errors?

Introduction This experiment tests the responses of segmentation comparison methods

when comparing two segmentations containing one full miss and one near miss (so that a

value of 0 is not reported). The comparison methods tested should reward the near miss,

penalize the full miss, and report error reflecting the presence of these two events.

Hypothesis Each comparison method will report a value below 0.5 but above 0, given

that there exists one near miss (affording some reward) and one full miss (offering no

reward). This could be interpreted as 1 major error and one minor error out of 2 B/PB

placements.

Procedure

1. A pair of segmentations is arbitrarily created using a single-boundary type and is

11 units long, giving 10 PBs, with one segmentation having two boundaries placed

within and the other only one boundary, resulting in:

• One boundary in s1 that is off by one potential boundary position in comparison

to a boundary in s2; and

• One additional boundary placed in s1 sufficiently far away from the nearly

missed pair of boundaries to be considered a full miss;

2. Arbitrarily, the segmentation labelled s1 in each pair is considered the reference

segmentation for 1−WD.

3. Each of the segmentation comparison methods (S, Ba, Bb, Bc, 1−WD) is used to

compare each of the pairs of segmentations.
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Results When comparing segmentations as shown in Figure 5.6a each comparison

method responds as reported in Figure 5.6b.

s1

s2

(a) Segmentations with a Full & Near Miss

S Ba Bb Bc 1−WD
c(s1,s2) 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.4

k = 2

(b) Comparison Method Values

Figure 5.6: Comparison Method Values for Segmentations with both a Full & Near Miss

Discussion The hypothesis was:

1. Incorrect for S; it appears to show that set of all boundary positions is largely

similar between the two segmentations are similar because of the large sections

without boundaries;

2. Incorrect for Ba; it indicated that there was a similarity greater than 0.5 and either

overly rewarded the near miss or did not fully penalize the full miss;

3. Correct for Bb; it penalized the full miss and did not fully reward the near miss;

4. Incorrect for Bc; it performed identically to Ba; and

5. Correct for 1−WD because it is below 0.5; it appears to show that 40% of the

windows while comparing these segmentations were not in error, thus penalizing

the full miss and not fully rewarding the near miss.

Conclusion S appears to indicate that little error occurred, whereas Ba and Bc appear

to not fully penalize the full miss, or over-generously reward the near miss. If error should

be modelled as mismatched segments, then S appears to provide a representative value

of the similarity between the segmentations in Figure 5.6a. If error should instead be

modelled as misplaced boundaries, then Bb and 1−WD appear to be more representative

value of the similarity between the segmentations in Figure 5.6a because both report less

than half of the pairs as being in full agreement.

Bb and 1−WD are the ideal comparison methods in this scenario for evaluating error

modelled by mismatched boundaries.
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5.1.1.5 5 Hypothetical Automatic Segmenters

Question How does each comparison method rank, in terms of similarity, a set of

hypothetical artificial segmentations in comparison to one reference segmentation?

Introduction This experiment tests the responses of segmentation comparison methods

when comparing 5 hypothetical automatic segmentations to one designated reference

as defined in Pevzner and Hearst (2002, p. 9) while proposing WD (reproduced in

Figure 5.7). The data is artificial, and the rationale for the ranking solution that the

comparison methods are tested against is arbitrary. This means that the hypothesis in this

experiment has a weak rationale, and this experiment alone is not able to decide whether

a comparison method can produce reasonable rankings of automatic segmenters. The

result of this experiment should then be weighted less heavily in one’s mind. The ability

for comparison methods to properly order automatic segmenters during an evaluation is

better evaluated later in Section 5.3.

As described by Pevzner and Hearst (2002, pp. 8–9), “algorithm A4 is arguably the

worst of the examples,” since it contains two full misses. “Algorithms A0 and A2 follow”,

both containing at least one full miss.2 “Comparing algorithms A1 and A3, algorithm A3

is arguably better because it recognizes that there is only one boundary present rather

than two.” Following this logic, the order of the automatic segmenters, from best to

worst, is: A3, A1, A2, A0, A4.

Hypothesis Each comparison method will report values that order automatic seg-

menters, from best to worst, following the other described in Pevzner and Hearst (2002,

pp. 8–9): A3, A1, A2, A0, A4.

Results When comparing the five automatic segmentations and the reference from

Pevzner and Hearst (2002, p. 9), each comparison method responds as reported in

Figure 5.7. The row in the table shown corresponds to the artificial segmentation in the

same row of the figure to its left.

The resulting order for each of the automatic segmenters, from best to worst, provided

by each comparison method is shown in Table 5.1.

2Pevzner and Hearst (2002, p. 9) indicate that since A0 contains a false negative, it is penalized more
than A2 is for its false positive when being compared using Pk, which suggests that they assume A2 is
better than A0, but they do not explicitly state a preference.
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R

A0

A1

A2

A3

A4

S Ba Bb Bc 1−WD
0.96 0.67 0.50 0.50 0.67
0.96 0.80 0.67 0.67 0.86
0.96 0.80 0.67 0.67 0.86
0.96 0.90 0.80 0.93 0.80
0.91 0.50 0.33 0.33 0.60

Figure 5.7: One reference (R) and five artificially generated hypothetical segmentations
(A0—A4; adapted from Pevzner and Hearst (2002, p. 9)) and compared using the
comparison methods proposed herein

P & H 2002 A3, A1, A2, A0, A4

S (A0, A1, A2, A3), A4

Ba A3, (A1, A2), A0, A4

Bb A3, (A1, A2), A0, A4

Bc A3, (A1, A2), A0, A4

1−WD (A1, A2), A3, A0, A4

Table 5.1: Automatic segmenters from Figure 5.7 ordered by comparison methods from
most to least similar to the reference segmentation R compared to the exemplar order
proposed by Pevzner and Hearst (2002, pp. 8–9), where brackets indicate ties in similarity
(i.e., there is no order for that subsequence)

Discussion The hypothesis was:

1. Incorrect for S; it appears to show that set of all boundary positions is largely similar

between all of the segmentations because of the large sections without boundaries,

and is only able to claim that A4 is the worst;

2. Mostly correct for Ba because except for showing no differentiation in the order

between the subsequence A1, A2, the rest of the ordering matches the hypothesis;

3. Mostly correct for Bb; it performed identically to Ba;

4. Mostly correct for Bc; it performed identically to Ba; and

5. Partially correct for 1−WD because identified A0 and A4, but erroneously did

not identify A3 as the best segmentation, swapping it for an orderless A1 and A2

subsequence.

Conclusion If error should be modelled as mismatched segments, then S appears to

provide representative values of the similarity that one could interpret is exemplified
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in the segmentations presented. If error should be modelled as misplaced boundaries,

then Ba, Bb, and Bc appears to provide the correct relative ordering of the automatic

segmentations shown, with 1−WD following behind.

Ba, Bb, and Bc are the ideal comparison methods in this scenario for evaluating error

modelled by mismatched boundaries because they best reproduced the expected order.

5.1.1.6 Increasing Full Misses

Question How does each comparison method react to the linear increase of full miss

errors?

Introduction This experiment tests the responses of segmentation comparison methods

when comparing a segmentation that contains one boundary placed within it to series

of segmentations where each has more boundaries than the last. This results in one

segmentation with one boundary being compared to a series of segmentations that

essentially have more and more full misses with each comparison.

There are a multitude of ways to linearly increase the number of full misses, but only

two have been selected for use herein—sequential and uniform:

A. Sequentially adding full misses from the start of the segmentation to the end

(performed by creating a single reference segmentation R that contains one boundary

at the beginning of the segmentation and compares this to each si, where si begins

with one matching boundary and gradually adds more boundaries as i increases, as

shown in Figure 5.8a);

B. Uniformly adding full misses such that the sizes of the internal segments remain

approximately equal (performed by creating a reference Ri that contains one

boundary placed nearest to the middle of the segmentation while remaining adjacent

a boundary in si, where si begins with one matching boundary in the centre and

gradually adds more boundaries as i increases while ensuring that each internal

segment is approximately equal in size, as shown in Figure 5.8b).

This experiment will reveal how each comparison method reacts to linearly increasing

full misses while controlling for variations in the internal segment size of the non-reference

segmentation (si). Internal segment sizes will steadily decrease in variance during the

sequential pattern, and stay constant during the uniform pattern.
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Figure 5.8: Linear increase in full misses in a document D where pb(D) = 10

Hypothesis Each comparison method will report a value of 1 initially, and will decrease

in value until they approach (but do not report) 0 at either a linear or exponential rate

of decay, and will not vary in output depending upon the pattern used (i.e., the output

when using pattern A or B will be identical).

Procedure (Pattern A)

1. A segmentation 100 units in size is created and labelled R, with one boundary

placed at the first PB position inside the segmentation;

2. 99 segmentations that are 100 units in size are created and labelled si where

i = 1 . . . 99, where each segmentation contains contains i boundaries placed at PB

position 0 onwards (as in Figure 5.8a);

3. Each of the segmentation comparison methods (S, Ba, Bb, Bc, 1−WD) is used to

compare R to each si in order from i = 1 . . . 99.

Procedure (Pattern B)

1. 99 segmentations 100 units in size are created and labelled si where i = 1 . . . 99,

where each segmentation contains contains i boundaries placed at PB positions

such that the size of each internal segment is equal (or one segment is off by one)

to each other (as in Figure 5.8b);

2. 99 segmentations 100 units in size are created and labelled Ri, with one boundary

placed across from a boundary placed in the corresponding si as close to the centre

of the segmentation as possible such that it is a match (as in Figure 5.8b);

3. Each of the segmentation comparison methods (S, Ba, Bb, Bc, 1−WD) are used to

compare each pair of Ri and si segmentations in order from i = 1 . . . 99.
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Results When comparing segmentations constructed using the procedures detailed

previously, each comparison method responds as shown in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Linear increase in full misses in a document D where pb(D) = 99

Discussion The hypothesis was:

1. Correct for S; it initially reported 1, did not report 0, and decayed linearly to a

value approaching zero, and reacted identically to both patterns;

2. Correct for Ba; it initially reported 1, did not report 0, and decayed exponentially

to a value approaching zero, and reacted identically to both patterns;

3. Correct for Bb; it performed identically to Ba except that it decayed at a slightly

faster rate; and

4. Correct for Bc; it performed identically to Bb; and

5. Incorrect for 1−WD because it reported 0, only followed a linear decay for ∼ 70%

of its decay for pattern A, and reported a different decay for pattern B which also

had a decay of one form (exponential, for ∼ 5%) and then reported 0 prematurely;

it did, however, initially report 1.
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Conclusion If error should be modelled as mismatched segments, then S appears to

provide an appropriate reaction to the linear increase in error, i.e., a linear decay in

observed performance. 1−WD also showed this form of decay, but only for ∼ 70% of its

decay in pattern A, and instead reported exponential decay for ∼ 5% during pattern B,

and it prematurely reported 0 (when in fact complete dissimilarity was never present)

in both patterns. 1−WD is highly influenced by variance in internal segment size when

confronted with equal numbers and types of errors.

If error should be modelled as misplaced boundaries, then Ba, Bb, and Bc appears to

provide an appropriate reaction to the proportion of boundaries in error: an exponential

decay in observed performance. This reflects the notion that for each iteration, there are
1/i errors (where i > 0) present out of all boundaries placed.

Ba, Bb, and Bc are the ideal comparison methods in this scenario for evaluating error

modelled by mismatched boundaries.

5.1.1.7 Increasing Near Miss Distance

Question How does each comparison method react to the linear increase of the severity

of a near miss?

Introduction This experiment tests the responses of segmentation comparison methods

when comparing two segmentations containing a pair of boundaries which begin as a

matching pair and iteratively have the distance between them increased. This has the

effect of producing a near miss which at some point becomes a full miss.

Hypothesis Each comparison method will initially report a value of 1. Next, they

will report a decreasing value while the distance between the pair is increased (yet still

considered a near miss) until each comparison method considers the pair to be two full

misses. At this point, their reported values will level off at a specific value.

Procedure

1. A pair of segmentations is arbitrarily created using a single-boundary type 25 units

long, giving 24 PBs.

2. R has one boundary placed at the 2nd PB position.
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3. si has a boundary at the same position as R for s0, but moves the boundary to

a position i units further to the right than R’s boundary for each iteration of

i = 1 . . . 10;

4. Each of the segmentation comparison methods (S, Ba, Bb, Bc, 1−WD) is used to

compare R to each of the si segmentations:

• With nt = 2 or 5; and

• With nt = 7 to demonstrate what occurs when nt is varied.

Results When comparing segmentations constructed using the procedures detailed

previously, each comparison method responds as shown in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: Linear increasing distance between a pair of boundaries from 0 to 10 units

Discussion The hypothesis was:

1. Correct for S; it dropped in value when its maximum transposition spanning distance

was encountered (n = 2 or 7) and stabilized at a high value;

2. Correct for Ba; (n = 5 or 7) it performed similarly to S but stabilized at 0;

3. Correct for Bb; it performed similarly to Ba except that it linearly decreased from

the start to the drop to 0 because it inherently uses transposition scaling by distance

(which could be enabled on the other boundary-edit-distance-based comparison

methods);
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4. Correct for Bc; it performed similarly to Ba;

5. Correct for 1−WD; although it should be noted that its definition of what constitutes

a near miss is only configurable by adjusting the window size k, which is set according

to the reference segmentation’s mean internal segment size.

Conclusions All comparison methods evaluated were sensitive to the increase in the

distance between the two boundaries in the segmentations. S, Ba, Bb, and Bc have an

advantage over 1−WD, however, because their sensitivity to near misses are all easily

configurable. 1−WD is not configurable and is solely dependent upon the internal segment

sizes of the reference segmentation to vary its sensitivity to near misses via k.

Ba, Bb, and Bc are the ideal comparison methods in this scenario for evaluating error

modelled by mismatched boundaries because they all scale error by the severity of the

near miss. They report complete error only once the pair is considered a full misses. S an

d1−WD do not ever report complete error, and are thus only suitable if error should be

modelled instead as mismatched segments.

5.1.1.8 Increasing Document Size

Question How does each comparison method react to the linear increase in the size of

a document with a constant amount of error?

Introduction This experiment tests the responses of segmentation comparison methods

when comparing two segmentations containing a pair of boundaries which match and one

boundary which is an unambiguous full miss when the sizes of the two segmentations

are increased linearly. This experiment illustrates the effect that size has upon the

interpretation of error by these comparison methods.

Hypothesis Each comparison method will not be affected by the an increase in size,

and will instead represent the number of errors committed as a consistent value. This is

desirable because a comparison method that scales by document size would be biased

towards documents with large sizes—an only occasionally desirable bias.

Procedure

1. For each m, where m = 4 . . . 100
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(a) A pair of segmentations are arbitrarily produced containing one matching

pair of boundaries at a position one quarter into the segmentations from the

beginning and a full miss at the half point (as shown in Figure 5.11) with m

units of size;

(b) Each comparison method is used to compare the two segmentations for each

m.

r

h

bm/4c m− bm/4c

bm/4c bm/4c m− 2 · bm/4c

Figure 5.11: Reference and hypothesis segmentations of increasing size m compared

Results When comparing segmentations constructed using the procedures detailed

previously, each comparison method responds as shown in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: Linear increase in size

Discussion The hypothesis was:

1. Incorrect for S; it slowly increases in value as size increases;
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2. Correct for Ba; it remains constant;

3. Correct for Bb; it remains constant;

4. Correct for Bc; it remains constant;

5. Incorrect for 1−WD; it may eventually converge to a value, but variations in k

(plotted as k/m) lead it to constantly oscillate in value as m is increased, with large

variations when m is small.

Conclusions 1−WD is unsuitable because it is sensitive to the changes in internal

segment sizes introduced by rounding the internal segment sizes down during its calculation

of the window size k. This causes it to oscillate as m is increased until it converges at a

single value as m approaches infinity. It also did not report a constant value, and is thus

biased towards larger documents.

Ba, Bb, and Bc are ideal comparison methods in this scenario for evaluating error

modelled by mismatched boundaries because they are not sensitive to segmentation size.

S is appropriate only if error is to be modelled by mismatched segments.

5.1.1.9 Comparison Method Consistency

Question How is the consistency of each comparison method affected by changes in

internal-segment-size variance?

Introduction To verify that WindowDiff is less sensitive to variations in internal

segment sizes in segmentations, Pevzner and Hearst (2002) conducted an experiment that

simulated different error types and rates and then measured how WindowDiff (and Pk)

reacted to changes in variance of internal segment sizes. To do this, they performed a

number of trials, where

“. . . a single trial consists of generating a reference segmentation of 1000 seg-

ments with some distribution, generating different experimental segmentations

of a specific type 100 times, computing the [comparison method] based on the

comparison of the reference and the experimental segmentation, and averaging

the 100 results. For example, we might generate a reference segmentation

R, then generate 100 experimental segmentations that have false negatives

with probability 0.5, and then compute the average of their Pk penalties.
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We carried out 10 such trials for each experiment, and averaged the average

penalties over these trials.”

– Pevzner and Hearst (2002, p. 11)

These trials have been recreated herein using the 4 comparison methods proposed

herein and 1−WD. A more detailed analysis is also performed, which does not rely

upon averaged average penalties as used in Pevzner and Hearst (2002), but instead use

macro-averages and statistical hypothesis testing.

Hypothesis For the comparisons made by each comparison method made within each

scenario, there does not exist a significant difference in mean value between each of the

internal segment ranges.

Procedure There are 3 different scenarios in which the hypothesis is tested, including:

1. False Positives (FP) distributed uniformly with p = 0.5;

2. False Negatives (FN) distributed uniformly with p = 0.5; and

3. False Positives and False Negatives (FP & FN) distributed uniformly with p = 0.5.

For each scenario, the hypothesis is tested by performing a number of trials using four

different ranges of internal segment sizes, each with a constant mean of 25 such that only

the variance changes, including: 1) (20, 30); 2) (15, 35); 3) (10, 40); and 4) (5, 45). To

perform the experiment:

1. 10 trials are performed for each of the 5 comparison methods, each scenario, and

each internal segment size range, where for each trial:

(a) A reference segmentation is generated with 1000 random segments of the

specified range;

(b) 100 hypothesis segmentations are generated which have the error probabilities

described by the scenario in reference to the reference segmentation;

2. For each comparison method and each scenario, the sets of comparison method

values belonging to each internal segment size are analysed by:
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(a) Drawing a box plot to illustrate the variation in the comparison method values

as a result of the four different internal segment sizes;

(b) Applying the Shapiro-Wilk test (Shapiro and Wilk, 1965) for normality to

determine whether their distributions are normal;

(c) Applying Bartlett’s test (Snedecor and Cochran, 1989) for equal variances to

all of the sets to determine whether their variances are equal;

(d) Applying between-subjects ANOVA (Heiman, 2001) (α = 0.05) to determine

whether a statistically significant difference between the internal segment sizes

exists. If ANOVA’s assumptions are violated, then the Kruskal-Wallis H-test

(Kruskal and Wallis, 1952) is used in ANOVA’s place (α = 0.05).

Results For each comparison method, its mean values for each internal segment size

are presented in three box plots each. A solid dot (•) in a box plot’s caption indicates

that statistically significant differences between internal segment size values are present,

whereas an empty dot (◦) indicates no significant differences. These three box plots for

each comparison method show the results for each scenario (i.e., types of errors present).

Less variation (i.e., scenarios where statistically significant differences do not occur) in

comparison method means within each scenario is ideal and indicates that the comparison

method is less biased by internal segment size variance. The results for the various

comparison methods are shown in Figures A.1–A.5.

Discussion The hypothesis was mostly correct for Ba, Bb, and Bc; their means in two

of the three scenarios did not statistically significantly differ from each other. Their

means did differ in the final scenario (FN & FP p = 0.5). In fact, for all comparison

methods, the final scenario contained statistically significant differences between mean

performances. A gradual increase in performance was noticeable in this final scenario

as the internal segment size variance was increased—an effect that was also present in

results reported by Pevzner and Hearst (2002, p. 12). This similarity to the original

experiment lends support to the assumption that it is an authentic replication, but it is

also potentially a flaw that all comparison methods produced effect. Alternatively, this

could mean that the procedure for the final scenario is somehow flawed.

The hypothesis was partially correct for S because it did not statistically significantly

differ in one of the three scenarios. Unfortunately, the hypothesis for 1−WD was

completely incorrect because it statistically significantly differed in performance in all

three scenarios.
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Hypothesis for each comparison method
Experiment S Ba Bb Bc 1−WD
§5.1.1.1 Extrema

Identical segmentations with boundaries • • • • •
One fully versus one completely un-segmented • • • • •
Two unsegmented segmentations • • • • •
§5.1.1.2 Full Miss ◦ • • • •
§5.1.1.3 Near Miss ◦ • • ◦ •
§5.1.1.4 Simultaneous Full and Near Misses ◦ ◦ • ◦ •
§5.1.1.5 5 Hypothetical Automatic Segmenters ◦ • • • •
§5.1.1.6 Increasing Full Misses • • • • ◦
§5.1.1.7 Increasing Near Miss Distance • • • • •
§5.1.1.8 Increasing Segmentation Size ◦ • • • ◦
§5.1.1.9 Comparison Method Stability • • • • ◦

• Correct • Mostly correct • Partially correct ◦ Incorrect

Table 5.2: Correctness of the hypotheses in each experiment for each comparison method

This experiment demonstrates that Ba, Bb, and Bc are the segmentation comparison

methods most resilient to internal segment size variance that were tested. This is an

important quality because variations in internal segment size variance can quite easily

occur. Even if only one reference segmentation is being used in an evaluation, hypothesis

segmentations can have greater or lesser numbers of segments potentially leading to

variations in internal segment size variance. 1−WD, and potentially S, are not ideal for

segmentation comparison due to their sensitivity to internal segment size variation.

5.1.2 Discussion

In this section, each experiment was designed to test known failings of current segmentation

comparison methods (e.g., missing a partial reward for near misses). These experiments

test how they respond to basic scenarios (e.g., extrema) and to the manipulation of one

variable (e.g., increasing number or severity of errors, increasing size, or increasing variance

in internal segment size). Assuming that each of the hypotheses proposed represents the

ideal behaviour expected of a comparison method in all of these experiments, then those

methods where the hypothesis was most often and most completely true represent the

ideal comparison methods. The validity of these hypotheses is summarized in Table 5.2

with the strength of the correctness of the hypothesis for each experiment shown for each

comparison method.

It is clear from Table 5.2 that although no comparison method satisfied the hypotheses

perfectly, one clearly demonstrated superior resiliency to negative effects: Bb. By assigning
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a numeric value to each of the four levels of satisfaction of the hypotheses (Correct = 3,

mostly correct = 2, partially correct = 1, and incorrect = 0) and summing each column in

Table 5.2, one can obtain a simple rank for each of the comparison methods. Performing

these summations produces Figure 5.13. The ranking of each of the methods is then Bb,

followed by Ba and Bc, and then 1−WD and S.
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Figure 5.13: Ranking of each comparison method according to points awarded for the
degrees to which hypotheses were correct

Such a ranking is not definitive proof that Bb that is the best segmentation comparison

method. Instead, the scores and subsequent rankings simply demonstrate the that the

evidence gleaned from these experiments favours Bb. Table 5.2 presents a far better

argument in favour of Bb: it did not fail to satisfy any hypothesis outright. Each

other comparison method has at least one experiment in which the hypothesis was

unambiguously untrue. It is for this reason that Bb should be considered the best of the

segmentation comparison methods tested herein.

S was shown to be an improvement over WD for segmentation comparison in Fournier

and Inkpen (2012), but it is not as useful when comparing boundary placements within

segmentations (an important distinction). 1−WD was slightly better than S for comparing

boundaries, but had very poor handling of full misses (§5.1.1.2, §5.1.1.6), ordering

hypothetical segmentations (§5.1.1.5), and was significantly affected by variance in

internal segment sizes (§5.1.1.9). Of the three proposed boundary similarities (Ba, Bb,

and Bc), Bb performed extremely well, especially in comparison to its siblings in discerning

simultaneous full and near misses (§5.1.1.4).

As a result of these experiments, Bb should be considered the best segmentation

boundary comparison method of those tested upon this artificial data. Because Bb is also

able to compare segmentation pairs individually, it is also the most intuitive choice to
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be adapted for use in determining actual agreement for inter-coder agreement statistics.

This assertion is tested in the section that follows.

5.2 Inter-Coder Agreement

Inter-coder agreement coefficients can be used to measure the reliability of a coding

scheme and annotation instructions using π-based coefficients. They can also be used to

determine the suitability of a set of codings as training data using κ-based coefficients.

In Section 4.2, both π and κ based coefficients were adapted to be able to handle near

misses by using two of the segmentation comparison methods defined herein. In this

section, the question of which comparison method is most suitable for use in an adapted

coefficient is answered experimentally for the purpose of determining the reliability of

manual segmentations and replicability of how they are collected.

Although Section 5.1 established that Bb was an ideal comparison method for seg-

mentation, it has not necessarily been shown that it is ideal for computing agreement.

In this section, the methodology for determining adapted π coefficients is demonstrated,

and both S and Bb are pitted against each other to determine which is more suitable

for characterizing agreement in segmentation. Ba and Bc are both omitted due to their

drawbacks and similarity to Bb and for brevity, while S is included due to how different it

is from Bb. 1−WD has been excluded altogether due to its unsuitability as a comparison

method.

In this section, recommendations for choosing a maximum transposition spanning

distance are given with demonstrations. Next, agreement and various descriptive statistics

of manual codings are obtained for two natural data sets. Finally, a series of artificial

data sets are constructed from parameters obtained from descriptive statistics describing

the natural data sets. These data sets are used to evaluate which comparison method is

more suitable for segmentation agreement: Bb or S.

5.2.1 Agreement upon Manual Segmentations

Before creating artificial segmentations to evaluate which comparison method is best

suited for calculating segmentation agreement, it would be useful to understand more

about natural segmentations. To that end, this section computes a variety of descriptive

statistics upon human topical segmentations of the Stargazers text collected by Hearst

(1997) and The Moonstone collected by Kazantseva and Szpakowicz (2012).
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The Stargazer text data set is a collection of 7 human topical segmentations of a science

magazine article titled “Stargazers look for life” (Baker, 1990) collected by Hearst (1997).

The text was one of 12 magazine articles chosen for their length (between 1,800 and 2,500

words) and for having little structural demarcation (Hearst, 1997, p. 53)–presumably to

not bias coders—which were segmented at the paragraph level. The coders were each

provided with the following instructions:

“You will receive three texts. Mark where the topics seem to change—draw

a line between the paragraphs, where any blank line can be considered a

paragraph boundary. It’s recommended that you read quickly; no need to

understand all the nuances. However, you are allowed to go back and look

over parts that you’ve already looked at and change your markings if desired.

If on occasion you can’t decide between two places, definitely pick one but

indicate that you thought the other one was just as appropriate.”

– Hearst (1997, p. 53)

Hearst (1997, p. 53) stated that “on the rare occasions in which the subject picked a

secondary boundary, only the primary one was retained for evaluation.”

The Moonstone data set is a collection of 4–6 human topical segmentations per chapter

of 20 chapters from a 19th century romance novel titled “The Moonstone” (Collins, 1868)

collected by Kazantseva and Szpakowicz (2012). The Moonstone contains 23 chapters, 2 of

which were coded in a pilot study and 20 of which were coded by 27 undergraduate English

students. Coders were divided into 5 groups and each coder was asked to code 4 chapters,

with the 27 undergraduates split into three 6-person groups, one 5-person group and

one 4-person group. “The [coders] were instructed to read each chapter and split it into

episodes—topically continuous spans of text demarcated by the most perceptible shifts

of topic in the chapter” and their segmentations were produced at the paragraph level

“because even short chapters of most traditional novels are rather lengthy” (Kazantseva

and Szpakowicz, 2012, p. 213).

5.2.1.1 Choosing a maximum transposition spanning distance

Maximum transposition spanning distance represents the maximum distance that a

boundary can be off by—in textual units—to be considered a near miss as opposed to a

full miss. The manual segmentations collected by the two data sets analysed herein all

use paragraphs as their textual unit—are very broad size. Because of the large size of
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Figure 5.14: Edits from pairwise comparisons of codings for 2 ≤ nt ≤ 15

paragraphs for the task of topical segmentation, it is asserted herein that a maximum

transposition spanning distance of two, or being off by one paragraph, would be reasonable

(i.e., nt = 2).

Although, in the case of the data sets analysed here, the broad size of the textual

unit and task informed the decision to arbitrarily set nt = 2, influencing factors may

not exist in other data set. The question of what occurs at higher values of nt is worth

investigating. To begin, one relevant question is: how does the number of near misses

versus full misses compare to each other in the data sets for varying values of nt? The

answer to this question can be seen in Figures 5.14a–5.14b.

In Figure 5.14, the interpretation by boundary edit distance of what constitutes a

transposition (T, i.e., near miss) versus an addition/deletion (AD, i.e., full miss) operation

varies as the parameter nt is adjusted. It is adjusted from the point were it only considers

adjacent boundaries (nt = 2) to more distant boundaries (nt > 2). Figures 5.14a–5.14b

show a noticeable drop in ADs and rise in Ts at nt = 3, with a slow convergence to a

steady level of Ts in both data sets. The gradual decline in the total number of edits

occurs because the edit distance is a globally optimal minimum edit distance, and as T

operations displace pairs of ADs, the overall number of edits decreases. The rate of change

decreases because short-spanning Ts are preferred over long-spanning Ts in boundary

edit distance, meaning that few changes occur from nt to nt + 1 after the point when

most errors have been labelled as short-spanning Ts.3

It could be assumed that when the steep decline in edits occurs, and just before it

3This was trend observed for 2 ≤ tn ≤ 100, but only 2 ≤ tn ≤ 15 is shown for brevity.
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Figure 5.15: Spanning distance of transpositions for nt = 15

plateaus at nt = 3, may signal a desirable value for nt. This is because the steep slope

between nt = 2 and nt = 3 indicates that a noticeable amount of disagreement was

potentially resolved by using nt = 3 to compare boundaries placed by coders. After

nt = 3, this same drop in rate is not seen in these data sets.

Figures 5.14a–5.14b give some insight into the relationship between Ts and ADs as nt

increases, but assuming a large nt such as 15, what would the frequencies of the various

spanning lengths of transpositions be? Figures 5.15a–5.15b answer this question. As is

evident, even when nt = 15, very few long-spanning transpositions occur, with the bulk

of transpositions being at nt = 2, and a moderate amount at nt = 3, and in both data

sets an exponential decline in frequency is observed.

From the analyses presented, nt = 2 appears to be a conservative yet reasonable choice

of maximum transposition spanning distance. If such conservatism is not required, and

no other reasonable rationale exists to designate a specific nt, then using the methods of

analysis shown herein and broadening the interpretation of a near miss to nt = 3 may be

supportable. The granularity, or unit, being paragraphs for both data sets motivates the

usage of nt = 2 herein when using boundary edit distance based comparison methods for

further analyses, which will be used for all subsequent analyses presented in this chapter.

5.2.1.2 Analysing the Stargazers data set

To better inform later experiments using artificially generated segmentation, the analysis

of natural data sets is essential to later create a plausible yet controlled artificial data

set. In this section, the Stargazers data set (Hearst, 1997) is analysed. A wide variety of

descriptive statistics are calculated which help to describe the document and how it was
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Mass 21
PBs 20
Boundaries 49
Segments 56
Coders 7

(a) Document and seg-
mentation statistics

PBs 420
Boundaries 294
Additions/deletions 72
Transpositions 28
Matches 125

(b) Between-coder segmentation
statistics

P(b) 0.7000
P(a|b = 1) 0.2449
P(t|b = 1) 0.0952
P(m|b = 1) 0.4252

(c) Between-coder event
probabilities

Segment size mean 2.6250± 1.3438, n = 56
Segments per segmentation 8.0000± 1.8516, n = 7
Boundaries per coder 7.0000± 1.8516, n = 7

(d) Segmentation statistic means and standard deviations

Table 5.3: Stargazers data set general and boundary-edit-distance-based statistics

coded by 7 coders.

Table 5.3a details the number of paragraphs (i.e., size), the number of potential

boundaries (PBs), the total number of boundaries lain by all of the coders, and the

number of segments that their boundaries created. As it can be seen, this is a short

document with relatively few boundaries.

Table 5.3b details the results of a series of pairwise comparisons between each coder.

Between them, the total number of PBs compared, boundaries, matching boundaries,

and edits as counted by boundary edit distance (nt = 2) are shown. These counts allow

us to estimate the probabilities of certain events.

Table 5.3c uses the counts contained in Table 5.3b to estimate the probability of

whether a boundary is placed or not (P(b)) and then the conditional probability that

if a boundary is placed, whether it is a missed (a), nearly missed (t), or matching (m)

boundary in relation to another segmentation. Such probabilities are later used to generate

artificial agreement with similar characteristics as manual segmentations.

Table 5.3d presents mean statistics such as segment size, number of segments, and

boundaries per coder. Such values are also later used to generate artificial agreement

with similar characteristics as manual segmentations.

The mean statistics presented in Table 5.3d provide some insights into the data set,

but they do not reveal anything about the shape of the data they describe. Figure 5.16a

provides a histogram of the internal segment sizes, revealing that most of the segments

have 2-3 paragraphs and the distribution may be roughly exponential, but not enough

data is available to make that determination. The distribution shape is an important
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Figure 5.16: Stargazer data set internal segment size distribution and coder boundaries

characteristic when generating artificial segmentations. The lack of clear evidence of the

distribution’s shape may make this data set less desirable to estimate parameters from in

order to create artificial segmentations.

Another important characteristic of the data is coder behaviour—specifically, have

any coders coded far more/fewer boundaries than any others? The standard deviation

(SD) in Table 5.3d indicates that all coders roughly coded a similar number of boundaries,

and Figure 5.16b offers a visual description of the number of boundaries that each coder

placed, along with the mean and one SD above and below drawn for reference. Only

one of the coders clearly coded outside of one SD of the mean, whereas the rest coded

within one SD. This is ideal, and should result in a relatively high degree of agreement

between the coders because they all behaved similarly with respect to boundary placement

frequency.

Before analysing agreement using π and κ, it would be useful to gain some insight

into the actual agreement of the coders—before it is corrected for chance agreement by

the inter-coder agreement coefficients. Figure 5.17 shows the pairwise means of three

comparison methods (S, 1−WD, and Bb using nt = 2) as a box plot, showing again that

S overestimates actual agreement, Bb provides what is most likely an accurate picture

given the comparison method evaluation in Section 5.1, and 1−WD roughly agrees with

Bb. Actual agreement for this data set appears low according to both Bb and 1−WD.

This means that the full data set may not be ideal for training purposes (instead a subset

might be of better use). The coding scheme and instructions may yet have been reliably

applied if the chance corrected inter-coder agreement coefficients indicate such.
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Figure 5.17: Stargazer data set pairwise mean comparison method values between coders
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Figure 5.18: Stargazer data set inter-coder agreement coefficients using varying comparison
methods for actual agreement

The S and Bb-based inter-coder agreement statistics adapted herein are shown in

Figure 5.18. To evaluate the reliability of the coding scheme and instructions applied,

we can look at the adapted values of π in Figure 5.18b. The S-based π∗ reports rather

high agreement, but it may be over-estimating agreement due to the actual agreement

presented earlier, and later testing of its unsuitability is performed. The Bb-based π∗

reports rather low agreement despite being able to account for near misses, but not

entirely unexpected given the difficulty in producing segmentations with high agreement.

5.2.1.3 Analysing the Moonstone data set

In this section, the Moonstone data set (Kazantseva and Szpakowicz, 2012) is analysed.

A wide variety of descriptive statistics are calculated which help to describe the document

and how it was coded by 27 coders.
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Table 5.4a details the number of paragraphs (i.e., size), the number of potential

boundaries (PBs), the total number of boundaries lain by all of the coders, and the

number of segments that their boundaries created. This is a large data set compared to

the Stargazer data set in terms of both document size and boundaries placed.

Table 5.4b details the results of a series of pairwise comparisons between each coder.

Between them, the total number of PBs compared, boundaries, matching boundaries,

and edits as counted by boundary edit distance (nt = 2) are shown. The values presented

here are far higher than those of the Stargazer data set owing both to the greater number

of documents (and thus paragraphs) and coders. These counts allow us to estimate the

probabilities of certain events.

Table 5.4c uses the counts contained in Table 5.4b to estimate the probability of

whether a boundary is placed or not (P(b)) and then the conditional probability that if

a boundary is to be placed, whether it is a missed (a), nearly missed (t), or matching

(m) boundary in relation to another segmentation. Such probabilities are later used to

generate artificial agreement with similar characteristics as manual segmentations.

Table 5.4d presents mean statistics such as chapter size, segment size, number of

segments, and boundaries per PB per coder. Boundaries per PB per coder is a necessarily

complicated statistic. It is used because not all coders coded all documents, meaning

that some coders had a greater chance to add more boundaries because of the differences

in chapter lengths. Because of this, it is useful to normalize boundaries per coder by the

PBs within the items that a coder coded. Such values are also later used to generate

artificial agreement with similar characteristics as manual segmentations.

As shown by the chapter size SD in Table 5.4d, the chapter sizes vary greatly in

length. This is further illustrated in Figure 5.19, which shows the size in PBs of each

chapter (note that PBs = size− 1) along with the mean and plus/minus one SD. There

are 20 chapters in total, ranging from chapter 1–5 and 7–21 inclusively, with chapter 6

left unannotated (the pilot study was performed upon this and one other chapter).

The mean statistics presented in Table 5.4d provide some insights into the data set,

but they do not reveal anything about the shape of the data they describe. Figure 5.20a

provides a histogram of the internal segment sizes, revealing that most of the segments

are approximately less than 10 paragraphs in size, and the distribution is clearly expo-

nential. The distribution shape is an important characteristic when generating artificial

segmentations, and the clear evidence of its shape makes this data set highly desirable to

perform parameter estimation from.

Another important characteristic of the data is coder behaviour—specifically, have
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Mass 1077
PBs 1057
Boundaries 520
Segments 628
Coders 27

(a) Document and seg-
mentation statistics

PBs 12914
Boundaries 2301
Additions/deletions 1039
Transpositions 212
Matches 907

(b) Between-coder segmentation
statistics

P(b) 0.1782
P(a|b = 1) 0.4515
P(t|b = 1) 0.0921
P(m|b = 1) 0.3942

(c) Between-coder event
probabilities

Chapter mass 53.8500± 28.5679, n = 20
Segment size 9.2691± 9.7667, n = 628
Segments per segmentation 5.8148± 3.9303, n = 108
Boundaries per PB per coder 0.0936± 0.0503, n = 27

(d) Segmentation statistic means and standard deviations

Table 5.4: Moonstone data set general and boundary-edit-distance-based statistics
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Figure 5.19: Moonstone data set chapter sizes in PBs with mean and standard deviation

any coded far more/less boundaries than any others? The SD in Table 5.4d indicates that

all coders roughly coded a similar number of boundaries, and Figure 5.20b offers a visual

description of the number of boundaries that each coder placed, along with the mean and

one SD above and below drawn for reference. One of the coders coded far more than one

SD above the mean, with 3 more coding below and 3 above one SD of the mean. This is

not ideal, and should result in relatively low agreement between the coders because many

behaved differently with respect to boundary placement frequency.

Before analysing agreement using π and κ, it would be useful to gain some insight

into the actual agreement of the coders (before it is corrected for chance agreement by

the inter-coder agreement coefficients). Figure 5.21 shows the pairwise means of three
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(a) Internal segment size distribution of all
coder’s segmentations
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Figure 5.20: Stargazer data set internal segment size distribution and coder boundaries
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Figure 5.21: Moonstone data set pairwise mean comparison method values between coders

comparison methods (S, 1−WD, and Bb using nt = 2) as a box plot. This box plot again

shows that S overestimates actual agreement and Bb provides what is most likely an

accurate picture given the comparison method evaluation in Section 5.1, while 1−WD

disagrees with Bb. Actual agreement for this data set appears very low according to

both Bb, which means that the full data set may not be ideal for training purposes

(instead a subset might be of better use as the high SD reveals). The coding scheme

and instructions may yet have been reliably applied if the chance corrected inter-coder

agreement coefficients produce sufficiently high values.

The S and Bb-based inter-coder agreement statistics adapted herein are shown in

Figure 5.22, where groups 1–5 are comprised of coders as detailed in Table 5.5. In this

figure, agreement is broken down into the 5 groups of coders because they coded separate
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Figure 5.22: Moonstone data set inter-coder agreement coefficients using varying compar-
ison methods for actual agreement

Group Coders
G1 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
G2 23, 24, 25, 26, 27
G3 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
G4 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22
G5 1, 2, 3, 4

Table 5.5: Moonstone data set coder groups

sets of chapters.4 To evaluate the reliability of the coding scheme and instructions applied,

we can look at the adapted values of π in Figure 5.22b. The S-based π∗ reports rather

high agreement, but it may be over-estimating agreement due to the actual agreement

presented earlier, and later testing of its unsuitability is performed. The Bb-based π∗

reports very low agreement despite being able to account for near misses, but not entirely

unexpected given the historical difficulty in producing segmentations with high agreement,

the differences in the number of boundaries placed by each coder per PB, and perhaps

the inherent difficulty of the task. Novels are most likely very difficult to consistently

segment due to the wide variety of factors involved in choosing a boundary. Alternatively,

perhaps the instructions gave far too much freedom to the coders, and they all chose

different subjective definitions of what “the most perceptible shifts of topic in [a] chapter”

are (Kazantseva and Szpakowicz, 2012, p. 213).

To search for subsets where agreement may be higher amongst coders or documents,

4Presenting an average of these values is unsuitable because each group has coded text with varying
degrees of length.
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Figure 5.23: Moonstone data set heat map of pairwise Bb per coder per item

a heat map of Bb values was drawn which shows pairwise comparisons between coders

within groups for each chapter where darker blocks indicate higher actual agreement.

From this, chapter 2 appears to have higher than average actual agreement, as do select

coders with their peers in chapters 7, 8, 14, and 16. Removal of the low actual-agreement

coders from these chapters may produce subsets of data for chapters with high enough

actual agreement to serve as suitable training and evaluation data.

5.2.2 Agreement upon Automatic Segmentations

To determine which comparison method is best suited for computing actual agreement

in an inter-coder agreement coefficient—either S or Bb, this section details a series of

experiments which were performed to illustrate both the abilities and deficiencies of both

adaptations. To reveal these experiments, artificial segmentations are created which mimic
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(b) Distribution of the Moonstone data set

Figure 5.24: Artificial versus natural internal segment size distributions

the properties of natural data but control and vary certain properties. Properties varied

include the types of error, the probability of boundary placement, and the probability of

near and full misses.

The data set from which parameters have been estimated is the Moonstone data set

collected by Kazantseva and Szpakowicz (2012) and detailed in Section 5.2.1. Artificial

segmentations are created with a length equal to that of the entire length of the Moonstone

(1077 units). An exponential distribution of internal segmentation size where λ = 1/β =
1/5.8148—one over the mean internal segment size—is also used to produce a distribution

similar to that of the original Moonstone data set. This results in internal segment size

distributions that appear like the distribution shown in Figure 5.24a which approximates

the natural distribution of the Moonstone data set shown in Figure 5.24b.

Ten sets of artificial segmentations to determine inter-coder agreement between are

generated by:

1. Creating 10 random reference segmentations 1077 units long from an exponential

distribution where λ = 1/5.8148;

2. For each reference segmentation, generating 9 random segmentations from the

reference segmentation where the probability of a full miss or near miss is specified

by each individual experiment5;

5The probability of a boundary being placed in the reference segmentations is specified by the
internal segment sizes randomly selected from the exponential distribution, and because the 9 random
segmentations are generated from the reference then they too will have approximately the same probability
of containing boundaries.
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3. For each reference segmentation and its associated 9 random segmentations, com-

puting inter-coder agreement coefficients for 2 ≤ c ≤ 10 coders (sequentially);

4. For each of the 10 coefficients computed for a given number of coders c, averaging

this value to smooth the plots of the number of coders versus coefficient value.

Ten inter-coder agreement coefficient values are then calculated for each coefficient type

and number of coders c for 2 ≤ c ≤ 10. These are then plotted to show how agreement

values fluctuate for a given scenario when the number of coders is increased.

Four experiments were performed to test both S and Bb-based inter-coder agreement

coefficients in four different scenarios:

• Increasing near misses with no full misses;

• Increasing full misses with no near misses;

• Increasing full misses with a natural probability of near misses; and

• Completely random segmentations.

The completely random segmentations test how each coefficient responds to low agreement,

whereas the other three experiments test the effects of various combinations of probabilities

of full and near misses or both. For each experiment, a hypothesis is defined which is

based upon the assumptions of how an ideal inter-coder agreement coefficient would

perform, and it is then tested for π∗S and π∗Bb
.

5.2.2.1 Increasing Near Misses

In this experiment, the probability of a near miss is increased as the probability of a full

miss is kept at zero for 2 ≤ c ≤ 10 coders. How do both the S and Bb-based coefficients

react to increasing near misses and varying numbers of coders? The hypothesis is that

each coefficient will perform nearly identically regardless of the number of coders, and

will decrease in agreement as the number of near misses is increased.

Plotting the agreement for both coefficients for increasing near misses and varying

numbers of coders results in Figure 5.25. From these results it is evident that although

S is slightly elevated in the agreement that it reports, the hypothesis appears to hold

true for both coefficients. For this scenario, both coefficients appear to be suitable for

measuring inter-coder agreement as they both decrease in agreement as near misses are

increased.
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Figure 5.25: Artificial data set with increasing near misses illustrating adapted versions
of π∗ with varying numbers of coders

5.2.2.2 Increasing Full Misses

In this experiment, the probability of a full miss is increased as the probability of a near

miss is kept at zero for 2 ≤ c ≤ 10 coders. How do both the S and Bb-based coefficients

react to increasing full misses and varying numbers of coders? The hypothesis is that

each coefficient will perform nearly identically regardless of the number of coders, and

will decrease in agreement as the number of full misses is increased.

Plotting the agreement for both coefficients for increasing full misses and varying

numbers of coders results in Figure 5.26. From these results it is evident that the

hypothesis appears to hold true for the Bb-based coefficient. The S-based coefficient,

however, does not perform similarly for varying numbers of coders and it also increases in

agreement as opposed to decreasing. For this scenario only Bb is suitable for measuring

inter-coder agreement because it performs consistently for varying numbers of coders and

decreases in agreement as the number of full misses is increased.

5.2.2.3 Increasing Full Misses with Near Misses

In this experiment, the probability of a full miss is increased as the probability of a near

miss given that a boundary is present is kept at 0.0921 (as in the Moonstone data set)

for 2 ≤ c ≤ 10 coders. How do both the S and Bb-based coefficients react to increasing

full misses and varying numbers of coders in the presence of near-misses? The hypothesis

is that each coefficient will perform nearly identically regardless of the number of coders,

and will decrease in agreement as the number of full misses is increased.

Plotting the agreement for both coefficients for increasing full misses and varying
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Figure 5.26: Artificial data set with increasing full misses illustrating adapted versions of
π∗ with varying numbers of coders
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Figure 5.27: Artificial data set with increasing full misses with near misses illustrating
adapted versions of π∗ with varying numbers of coders

numbers of coders results in Figure 5.27. From these results it is evident that the

hypothesis appears to hold true for the Bb-based coefficient. The S-based coefficient,

however, does not perform similarly for varying numbers of coders and it also increases in

agreement as opposed to decreases—similar to the previous experiment in Section 5.2.2.2.

For this scenario only Bb is suitable for measuring inter-coder agreement because it

performs consistently for varying numbers of coders and decreases in agreement as the

number of full misses is increased.

5.2.2.4 Random Segmentations

In this experiment, random segmentations are generated in the same manner as the

reference segmentation and are all compared against each other for 2 ≤ c ≤ 10 coders.
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Figure 5.28: Artificial data set with random boundary placement illustrating adapted
versions of π∗ with varying numbers of coders

How do both the S and Bb-based coefficients react to varying numbers of coders for random

segmentations? The hypothesis is that each coefficient will perform nearly identically

regardless of the number of coders, and will report very low agreement.

Plotting the agreement for both coefficients for varying numbers of coders results

in Figure 5.28. From these results it is evident that both coefficients remained steady

as coders were varied, but S reports highly inflated agreement and the hypothesis does

not hold true for S. The hypothesis appears to hold true for the Bb-based coefficient,

however, as it correctly reports very low agreement. For this scenario only Bb is suitable

for measuring inter-coder agreement because it correctly reports low agreement.

5.2.3 Discussion

In this section, artificial segmentation data sets were described that emulate the properties

of manual segmentations in the natural Moonstone data set. These artificial data sets were

created to answer questions about how two adapted inter-coder agreement coefficients

would react in scenarios where:

• Error probabilities were varied;

• The number of coders was varied; and

• Unambiguously low agreement in the form of random segmentations was evaluated.

Hypotheses were tested where each represents the ideal behaviour expected of an inter-

coder agreement coefficient. Those coefficients for which the hypotheses were most often
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Hypothesis for each coefficient
Experiment S-based π∗ Bb-based π∗

§5.2.2.1 Increasing near misses • •
§5.2.2.2 Increasing full misses ◦ •
§5.2.2.3 Increasing full misses with near ◦ •
§5.2.2.4 Random segmentations ◦ •

• Correct • Mostly correct • Partially correct ◦ Incorrect

Table 5.6: Correctness of the hypotheses in each experiment for each adapted inter-coder
agreement coefficient

correct represent the ideal adapted inter-coder agreement coefficients. The validity of

these hypotheses is summarized in Table 5.6 with the strength of the correctness of the

hypothesis for each experiment shown for each comparison method.

It is clear from Table 5.6 that S-based π∗ is an inadequate inter-coder agreement

coefficient for segmentation. Bb-based π∗, however, is able to perform properly in all of

the scenarios tested, meaning that it is highly suited for measuring the reliability of a

segmentation data set.

Given that Bb-based π∗ is the ideal coefficient to report reliability for segmen-

tation data sets, the reliability of the Stargazer data set is then π∗Bb
= 0.4405, a

low level of agreement. The reliability of the Moonstone data set is even lower at

π∗Bb
= 0.20, 0.18, 0.40, 0.38, and 0.23 for groups 1 through 5, respectively.

5.3 Evaluating Segmenters

Having selected Bb as an ideal comparison method in Section 5.1 and evaluated two data

sets and selected π∗Bb
as an ideal adapted inter-coder agreement coefficient in Section 5.2,

this section tests how these tools can be used to select the best automatic segmenter

for a task. The three comparison methods are compared to determine whether they can

distinguish between three automatic segmenters, an upper bound, and a lower bound

while evaluating them all against manual codings. During this evaluation, statistical

hypothesis testing is demonstrated and a detailed error analysis is performed.

5.3.1 Evaluation

In addition to the experiments conducted upon the comparison methods in Section 5.1,

this section tests whether S, Bb, or 1−WD are able to discern between the upper and
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lower bounds. These upper and lower bounds are randomly selected manual segmentations

and randomly generated segmentations, respectively. Three automatic segmenters were

also trained and run by a second researcher, Anna Kazantseva, and were evaluated in the

context of the random baseline and manual upper bound—also generated and selected by

Anna Kazantseva.

The data set used for training and evaluating segmenters in this section is the

Moonstone data set collected by Kazantseva and Szpakowicz (2012). It was chosen

primarily because of its large size (as detailed in Section 5.2.1). Despite its low inter-coder

agreement, its size makes it an ideal data set to perform statistical hypothesis testing

upon because the number of subjects can be kept high enough to maintain the power of

the tests used.

The three automatic segmenters whose segmentation output upon 15 chapters of the

Moonstone data set include:

• Bayesian Unsupervised Segmentation (BayesSeg; Eisenstein and Barzilay 2008),

• Affinity Propagation for Segmentation (APS; Kazantseva and Szpakowicz 2011),

• Minimum Cut Segmenter (MinCut; Malioutov and Barzilay 2006).

All three were trained or had parameters estimated by Anna Kazantseva upon chapters

1–5 of the Moonstone data set. The labels of the five segmenters (Human, Random,

BayesSeg, APS, and MinCut) were then removed and random labels were assigned to their

output segmentations for chapters 5 and 7–21. This label obfuscation was performed so

that during the development of an evaluation methodology there was no bias introduced

the author towards favouring any segmenter (e.g., the upper bound). Additionally, this

blind development meant that no automatic segmenter could be retrained; they were

optimized for WindowDiff by Anna Kazantseva.

The question of interest is whether the comparison methods can be used to perform

statistical hypothesis testing which could discern between all 5 segmenters. To perform

correctly, the comparison methods should be able to rank the random baseline as the

worst performing and the manual segmentations as the highest performing automatic

segmenters. It is then expected that the three truly automatic segmenters should—if they

are well-trained—be between the upper and lower performance bounds. The hypothesis is

that each comparison method will be able to rank the automatic segmenters as previously

described, or at least with the random baseline far below the manual-segmentation

upper-bound.
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To test this hypothesis upon each comparison method, the following procedure was

followed using the Moonstone data set and the output of the artificial segmenters:

1. Each manual segmentation was compared against each of the five automatic seg-

mentations for each chapter and comparison method;

2. Assuming that each natural manual segmentation of a chapter is a subject, compar-

isons were separated into sets by comparison method, and for each set:

i) Comparison method sets were again separated into sets representing each

automatic segmenter;

ii) The Shapiro-Wilk test (Shapiro and Wilk, 1965) for normality was applied to

each automatic segmenter comparison set to determine whether their distribu-

tions were normal;

iii) Bartlett’s test (Snedecor and Cochran, 1989) for equal variances was applied to

the set of sets of automatic segmenter comparisons to test for homoscedasticity.

iv) The Shapiro-Wilk and Bartlett’s tests were applied to check that ANOVAs

assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity are not violated:

• If not violated, 1-factor repeated measures (i.e. within subjects) ANOVA

with Tukey’s HSD as a post hoc test was used to compare segmenters;

otherwise

• If violated, then Friedman’s rank sum test with the Wilcoxon-Nemenyi-

McDonald-Thompson post-hoc test was applied.

For the hypothesis testing used, the subjects were chapter codings and the 1 factor was

the automatic segmenters.

The macro-average performance of each automatic segmenter using each comparison

method is listed in Table 5.7. Visualizations of the performance with 95% confidence

intervals is provided in Figure 5.29. For S and Bb, the null hypothesis of normality was

rejected for all groups using the Shapiro-Wilk test, although 1−WD did so only for 1 of

five groups (where each group is the set of comparisons for a specific automatic segmenter).

Bartlett’s test of for equal variances rejected the null hypothesis of homoscedasticity for

both Bb and 1−WD. Given that one or more of ANOVA’s assumptions do not hold

true for all three comparison methods, Friedman’s rank sum test with the Wilcoxon-

Nemenyi-McDonald-Thompson post-hoc test was applied to the results using α = 0.05.
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S Bb 1−WD n
Random 0.8293± 0.0073 0.1115± 0.0110 0.4285± 0.0130 90
Human 0.9070± 0.0070 0.4211± 0.0324 0.6597± 0.0249 90
BayesSeg 0.8628± 0.0072 0.2399± 0.0185 0.5282± 0.0180 90
APS 0.8852± 0.0062 0.0558± 0.0084 0.5745± 0.0131 90
MinCut 0.8591± 0.0069 0.0508± 0.0098 0.5125± 0.0117 90

Table 5.7: Mean performance of 5 segmenters using varying comparison method macro-
averages and standard error

The test found that the means produced by each comparison method contained significant

differences (p < 2.2× 10−16).

Applying the post-hoc test, significant differences (α = 0.05) were found between

nearly half of the comparisons, including:

• Using S, between APS–human and MinCut–BayesSeg;

• Using Bb, between MinCut–APS;

• Using 1−WD, between APS–BayesSeg, MinCut–BayesSeg, MinCut–APS.

A full summary of the significance values per comparison method and comparison is

shown in Table B.1.

5.3.2 Evaluation using Bb

A micro-average can be computed at the boundary pair level using Bb. Using this

comparison method and method of producing a micro-average—as detailed in Section 4.3,

the same experiment was conducted where some additional statistics were also calculated.

These additional statistics included a boundary-edit-distance-based confusion matrix, B-

precision, B-recall, and B-Fβ-measure–again, as detailed in Section 4.3. In this experiment

design, the factor remains the automatic segmenters, but the subjects are defined as

individual boundary pairs compared using a between-subjects design (i.e., not repeated

measures).

The mean performance of each automatic segmenter using micro Bb per pair is listed

in Table 5.8. Visualizations of the performance with 95% confidence intervals is provided

in Figure 5.30. The null hypothesis of normality was rejected for all groups using the

Shapiro-Wilk test (p < 2.2× 10−16), and Bartlett’s test of for equal variances rejected

the null hypothesis of homoscedasticity (p = 0.00019). Given that both of ANOVA’s
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Figure 5.29: Mean performance of 5 segmenters using varying comparison methods with
95% confidence intervals

assumptions do not hold true, the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test with the Kruskal-Wallis

rank sum multiple comparison post-hoc test was applied to the results using α = 0.05.

The test found that the means contained significant differences (p < 2.2× 10−16).

Applying the post-hoc test, significant differences (α = 0.05) were found between

all comparisons except a few, including between APS–MinCut, APS–Random, and

MinCut–Random.

5.3.3 Discussion

When calculating macro-averages using codings as subjects as in Section 5.3.1, the hypoth-

esis that each comparison method would rank the random baseline as lowest performing,

the three automatic segmenters above the baseline, and the human segmentations as

highest performing is mostly correct for S and 1−WD, but only partially correct for
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Bb n P R F1 TP FP FN TN
Random 0.2640± 0.0129 1057 0.3991 0.4673 0.4306 279.0 420 318 4236.0
Human 0.5285± 0.0164 841 0.6854 0.7439 0.7135 444.5 204 153 4451.5
BayesSeg 0.3745± 0.0146 964 0.5247 0.6224 0.5694 361.0 327 219 4346.0
APS 0.2873± 0.0163 738 0.6773 0.3403 0.4530 212.0 101 411 4529.0
MinCut 0.2468± 0.0141 871 0.4788 0.3496 0.4041 215.0 234 400 4404.0

Table 5.8: Mean performance of 5 segmenters using micro-average Bb and boundary edit
distance based precision (P), recall (R), and Fβ-measure (F1) along with the associated
confusion matrix values for 5 segmenters
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Figure 5.30: Mean performance of 5 segmenters using micro-average Bb with 95% confi-
dence intervals

Bb. S shows one minor deviation from the hypothesis because statistical hypothesis

testing failed to discern between APS and the human segmentations. 1−WD also shows

a minor deviation from the hypothesis because the statistical hypothesis tests were unable

to discern between any of the three truly automatic segmenters (despite placing them

between the baseline and human upper bound).

Bb properly placed the random baseline below the human segmentations, and rated

BayesSeg between both the random and human segmentations (where the rest of the

automatic segmenters were expected to be ranked along with BayesSeg). Bb then ranked

APS and MinCut below the random baseline and did not discern between the two using

statistical hypothesis testing. Why did this ranking occur? Why does the hypothesis not

hold true for Bb?

To answer why the hypothesis did not hold for Bb, we can look to the performance of

Bb when micro-averages were calculated using boundary pairs as subjects in Section 5.3.2.

Using this method of calculation, some manner of error analysis is possible through the
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computation of edit counts and the calculation of a confusion matrix to produce precision

and recall numbers.

First, looking at the boundary pair subject micro-averages in Table 5.8 and the

graphical representation found in Figure 5.30, the post-hoc test was unable to discern any

differences between the random baseline and APS and MinCut. Instead, boundary pair

subject Bb ranked them all below BayesSeg and the human upper bound. This is roughly

the same ranking as determined in the coding subject case of Bb. Where the boundary

pair subject case of Bb differs is in the explanation of why it ranked each segmenter.

From the precision and recall values shown, both APS and MinCut appear to be more

precise at boundary placement than the random baseline by a wide margin, but their

recall is lower than the random baseline, the human upper bound, and BayesSeg. The

recall values demonstrate why BayesSeg was ranked higher than the other two automatic

segmenters, and why MinCut and APS failed to do better than the random baseline

(which had very far better recall than these two automatic segmenters).

The components of these precision and recall values are visualized in Figure 5.31. A/D-

n values are AD edits occurring when the boundary was in the natural segmentations (i.e.,

a FN), and A/D-a in the automatic segmentation (i.e., a FP), and T the transpositions.

From the transposition values, it appears that BayesSeg also benefited from this evaluation,

having more near misses than APS and MinCut. APS and MinCut appear to be more

precise automatic segmenters, given their precision values and low transposition counts.

However, in an overall evaluation that balances both precision and recall, APS and

MinCut fail to perform better than the random baseline due to their poor recall and high

A/D-n counts. BayesSeg performed well because it balanced both precision and recall

and thus performed better than the random baseline, but below the human upper bound.

The rankings given by S appear inflated, given that APS and the human segmentations

cannot be discerned between by statistical hypothesis testing, although the experiment’s

hypothesis was mostly true for it. Its inflated numbers and faults found during the

comparison method evaluations in Section 5.1 lead one to question its results, and lead

the author to not recommend its usage in segmentation evaluation.

1−WD mostly satisfied the experiment’s hypothesis as well, and although it does

not suffer from the same value inflation issues as S, it also produced very similar results

to S. 1−WD produced the correct overall ranking of the human baseline above and the

random baseline below the three automatic segmenters, but statistical hypothesis testing

was unable to discern between any of the three automatic segmenters. The reason for

all of the segmenters performing equally well using 1−WD is most likely that they were
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Figure 5.31: Edits from comparing automatic segmenters to all coders using boundary
edit distance

all optimized for performance using 1−WD, both during their initial development and

proposals by their creators and also during their training for this experiment. It would

then not be unexpected for this comparison method to satisfy the experiment’s hypothesis.

Another potential explanation is that we may be seeing the effects of 1−WD’s bias

towards sparse hypotheses (Niekrasz and Moore, 2010)—a likely explanation given that

the B-precision and recall values in Table 5.8 indicate a lack of sensitivity to recall.

Despite the experiment’s hypothesis not holding true for Bb, the comparison method

in its per-boundary subject form in Section 5.1 was able to do something which the other

comparison methods could not: provide a detailed error analysis and clear reason why

it ranked segmenters the way that it did. The boundary-edit-distance-based confusion

matrix and B-precision and B-recall values indicated that APS and MinCut were very

precise, but poor at recall. APS and MinCut thus performed worse than the random

baseline in a balanced evaluation that asked for both precision and recall of the segmenters

it tested. It is reasonable to recommend the usage of Bb, B-precision and B-recall using

boundary pairs as subjects for segmentation evaluation over both S and 1−WD—if an

unbiased evaluation metric is desired—because of Bb’s performance in Section 5.1, Bb’s

ability to provide a detailed error analysis during segmentation evaluation, and sensitivity

towards both precision and recall which 1−WD evidently lacked in this experiment.

5.3.4 Further Error Analysis

Using Bb micro-averages with boundary pairs as subjects allows one to easily perform 2

and 3-factor between-subjects experiment designs. Such experiment designs can allow us
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one to explore more about how automatic segmenters perform when compared against

multiple manual codings of multiple documents. In this section, 3-factor and 2-factor

comparisons are made—where the factors are automatic segmenters, coders, and chapters—

to determine whether any coders or chapters were significantly easier or more difficult to

approximate/segment, respectively, than each other for the automatic segmenters.

Using Bb pairs as subjects and the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test with the Kruskal-

Wallis rank sum multiple comparison post-hoc test allowed for easy exploration of multiple

factors, including whether coders or chapters were more or less difficult than the others.

Performing these tests using 3 factors (automatic segmenters, coders, and chapters;

α = 0.05), a statistically significant difference was found (p < 2.2 × 10−16). Delving

deeper and performing 2-factor comparisons, significant differences were found between

automatic segmenters and chapters (p < 2.2× 10−16), and between automatic segmenters

and coders (p < 2.2× 10−16). Since it is already known that significant differences were

found between automatic segmenters in 1-factor comparisons, 1-factor comparisons were

then made between both coders and chapters as factors. Significant differences were found

between both coders (p < 0.0007778) and chapters (p < 2.2× 10−16) indicating that some

coders and chapters may have been more difficult to automatically segment than others.

Despite finding significant differences between coders, when performing the Kruskal-

Wallis rank sum multiple comparison post-hoc test no significant differences between

coders were found for α = 0.05. Figure 5.32 shows the micro-average Bb obtained by all

automatic segmenters against specific coders which appears to show that coders 1–4 were

difficult for all automatic segmenters to perform well upon, with breakdowns for each

automatic segmenter shown in Figures B.4–B.6. Despite the assumptions of ANOVA

being violated, Tukey’s HSD was used and was also applied and was only able to discern

statistically significant differences between coders 2–11, 2–14, 3–11, and 3–13. In this case,

the breakdowns per automatic segmenter may reveal statistically significant differences

between coders 1–4 and other coders on a per-automatic segmenter bases. There does

not, however, appear to be a statistically significant general trend amongst the three

automatic segmenters.

Performing the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum multiple comparison post-hoc test upon

chapters found significant differences (α = 0.05), including between:

• Chapter 7 and chapters 5, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18;

• Chapter 9 and chapters 12, 15, 18;

• Chapter 11 and chapters 7, 8, 9, 20.
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Figure 5.32: Automatic segmenter performance against each coder using per boundary
pair subject Bb with 95% confidence intervals

These results are visualized in Figure 5.33 against micro-averages of all three automatic

segmenters. Breakdowns for each individual automatic segmenter are shown in Figures B.1–

B.3. From this analysis, it appears evident that Chapter 7 and 9 were significantly easier

than a number of other chapters to segment (given the set of codings analysed herein).

Chapter 11, however, was significantly more difficult than a number of other chapters,

which appears to be supported by Figure 5.33.

Having identified that some chapters are significantly different in terms of automatic

segmenter performance than others, 2-factor between subjects ANOVA upon automatic
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per boundary pair subject Bb with 95% confidence intervals
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Figure 5.34: Automatic segmenter performance for each chapter and coder using per
boundary pair subject Bb

segmenter performance using per boundary pair subject Bb and using coders and items

as factors—despite ANOVA’s assumptions being violated—was run, but no significant

differences were found between coder and item pairs (α = 0.05). Despite this lack of

differences, plotting a heat map of chapters versus coders where intensity is automatic

segmenter performance in terms of micro-average per boundary pair subject Bb reveals

some areas of high intensity, as shown in Figure 5.34. All codings of chapter 7 appear to

have been the easiest codings for all automatic segmenters, whereas chapter 11 appears to

have been very difficult (which agrees with the previous per-chapter analysis). Chapter 9,

which was also supposed to have been relatively easy, shows high intensity for one coder,

as do several other chapters (8, 19, 20), indicating that although the data set was difficult

for the automatic segmenters as a whole, there are subsets of coders and chapters for

which the automatic segmenters performed well upon. A breakdown of the same analysis

for each individual automatic segmenter is shown in appendix Figures B.7–B.9.



Chapter 6

Discussion on Segmentation

Comparison Method Reporting

This work seeks to replace some of the existing segmentation evaluation comparison

methods (e.g., Pk, WindowDiff, etc.) with Boundary Similarity (B) and information

retrieval (IR) metrics derived from a boundary-edit-distance-based (BED) confusion

matrix (e.g., precision, recall, etc.). For all tasks, however, no single comparison method is

able to provide a full picture of the performance of an automatic segmentation algorithm.

As an unbiased measure of similarity, B provides only part of the picture of an automatic

segmenter’s ability to approximate a set of reference solutions.

Different tasks require different metrics For each segmentation task, success and

failure may have unique definitions which are not synonymous with similarity. This means

that some tasks are better evaluated using comparison methods with specific biases in

addition/opposed to an unbiased comparison method such as B.

An information retrieval task which uses text segmentation to provide excerpts of

documents to users (e.g., Franz et al. 2007) may need high recall (every document must

have an excerpt), but whether the boundary it places is off by 20-30 words is not a serious

error in a 150-200 word summary (meaning that precision is not critical). For such a task,

BED-based IR metrics such as B-recall may be best when balanced against B-precision

while configuring near misses to be very tolerant (e.g., transposition spanning distance

can be configured to indicate a near miss up to 20-30 words away).

In the hierarchical segmentation of a play for act and scene breaks, a serious error may

be the confusion between a scene and an act boundary and not the lack of a boundary

178
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(provided that those adjacent to it are correctly annotated). For this task, the percentage

of act and scene boundaries confused should be reported along with B (since overall

similarity to a reference solution is desirable).

Section 5.1 provides an even more tangible case for the need to not only choose the

correct comparison method to report, but to also report multiple comparison methods

when attempt to answer the question of how an automatic segmenter failed. B provides

a succinct picture of how similar a segmenter was to a human solution, but it does not

show how a segmenter failed. The reason why APS and MinCut had such low B values

in that experiment was revealed to be caused by low recall values—APS and MinCut

were very precise at the cost of low recall (e.g., infrequent boundary placement). B may

provide an adequate summary of how well topical segmenters approximate a set of human

solutions, but alone it cannot answer how a segmenter failed, unless it is accompanied by

other statistics such as a BED-based confusion matrix.

Pk and WindowDiff have varying biases in varying situations which make them very

difficult to interpret. Their occasional bias towards precision is sometimes desirable,

however, this and their other biases are unpredictable in many situations, making them

unreliable and difficult to interpret. For this reason, this work recommends reporting:

• Multiple BED-based IR metrics when biased comparison methods are required;

• B when an unbiased comparison method is required; and a

• BED-based confusion matrix with all comparison methods to provide context.

Because no one comparison method provides a complete picture of the performance of a

segmenter, though, reporting B and BED-based precision, recall, and a confusion matrix

would provide the most complete picture of performance and a discussion should be

included that puts all of the results into context. At very least, those comparison methods

exhibiting the biases that best suit a specific task’s evaluation should be reported along

with an unbiased comparison method like B to provide them context.

Comparing segmenters in context In addition to reporting multiple comparison

methods and other statistics when evaluating automatic segmenters, it is important to

put results in context. The best context for automatic segmenters is a comparison against

an upper and lower bound. In Section 5.1 random segmentations and randomly chosen

human segmentations served as lower and upper bounds, respectively. Such bounds allow

for the accurate interpretation of statistics, e.g., (from Table 5.8):

• APS’s precision of 0.6773 seems low, until it is compared to the upper of 0.6854;
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• APS’ recall seems low at 0.3403, but in good company with MinCut’s 0.3496, but

both appear disastrous in comparison to the lower bound’s 0.4673.

Because it is difficult to obtain high manual agreement in segmentation tasks, it is

important to provide an upper bound to the task to provide adequate context to what

are often poor-looking results. Results should also be compared to a random baseline to

serve as a lower bound or to show what level of performance an overly-simplistic model

could obtain.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, conclusions to the discussions presented in Chapter 5 are presented and a

variety of future work is mentioned.

7.1 Conclusions

The thesis statement in Section 1.1 states that:

The minimal boundary edit-distance proposed herein can be normalized to

create a segmentation comparison method that improves upon the state-of-the

art, can be used to adapt inter-coder agreement coefficients to measure the

reliability and replicability of manual segmentations, and with the evaluation

methodology proposed herein can be used to evaluate the relative performance

of automatic and/or manual segmenters.

To support the thesis statement, the following research questions were answered:

1. How can we best compare two arbitrary segmentations?

2. How can we determine the reliability of manual segmentations and replicability of

how they are collected?

3. How can we select the best automatic segmenter for a task?

How can we best compare two arbitrary segmentations? To compare arbitrary

segmentations of the same text item, a boundary edit distance (§4.1.2) was proposed to

serve as a distance function to compare two segmentations. Four different normalizations
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of this edit distance (S, Ba, Bb, and Bc) where evaluated for their suitability as segmenta-

tion comparison methods against WindowDiff (and inherently Pk) in Section 5.1. The

discussion in Section 5.1.2 selected Bb as the best of the five comparison methods in a

battery of experiments that tested their reactions to a variety of scenarios and types of

errors, thus for the remainder of this work boundary similarity variant B will be referred

to as boundary similarity (B).

Bb, now referred to simply as B, was chosen above all other comparison methods

examined in Section 5.1 because it:

• Awards partial credit for near misses;

• Clearly and unambiguously differentiates between a full and near miss occurring

separately or individually (§5.1.1.1–5.1.1.4);

• Reasonably orders a set of hypothetical segmentations taking into account situations

where there were extraneous boundaries added or removed or varying degrees of a

near miss occurring (§5.1.1.5);

• Reacts and discerns between situations with varying numbers of near and full misses

(§5.1.1.6–5.1.1.7);

• Does not obscure errors that occurred within large documents (§5.1.1.8);

• Demonstrated a lack of significant bias to variations in internal segment size variance

(§5.1.1.9); and

• Is not biased towards either precision or recall (§5.3.3);

• Offers an intuition that is clear and directly related to the phenomenon being

observed in that it is essentially the ratio of the correctness of pairs of boundaries

over all pairs of boundaries between two segmentations.

The other normalizations of boundary edit distance (S, Ba, and Bc) were unable to

demonstrate all of these benefits, or had other flaws as discussed in Section 5.1.2.

WindowDiff (and inherently Pk), the most widely used segmentation comparison

method today, was unable to outperform B during the experiments in Section 5.1 because,

although it awards partial credit for near misses, it:

• Arguably does not as clearly express the degree of error represented by a full miss

as well as B (§5.1.1.2);
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• Does not reasonably order a set of hypothetical segmentations where there were

extraneous boundaries added or removed or varying degrees of a near miss occurring

(§5.1.1.5);

• Does not consistently react to an increase in the number of full misses in a segmen-

tation (§5.1.1.6);

• Does not provide a consistent value between varying sizes of segmentations and

instead oscillates in value until it converges at a result as the size of a segmentation

approaches infinity (§5.1.1.8);

• Is significantly biased in the presence of variations in internal segment size variance

(§5.1.1.9);

• Is evidently biased towards sparse and precise segmentations (at the cost of recall;

§5.3.3); and

• Is not clearly related to the phenomenon being observed because it interprets errors

through the concept of windows as opposed to operating upon boundaries directly

as the other methods in this work do.

It can be reasonably concluded that WindowDiff is significantly flawed. WindowDiff

is a flawed comparison method which was used simply because it has been the best

comparison method available at the time and because it improved upon its predecessors

(e.g., Pk). From the results of the experiments performed in Section 5.1, it can be

reasonably concluded that boundary similarity (B) is the best method of comparing two

arbitrary segmentations of the comparison methods tested.

How can we determine the reliability of manual segmentations and replica-

bility of how they are collected? The literature review presented in Section 3.2

identified that an ideal inter-coder agreement coefficient for determining the reliability of

data collected and replicability of applying a set of instructions and labels is Scott’s π

and Fleiss’ multi-π (Scott, 1955; Fleiss, 1971)–referred to as π and π∗. These coefficients

do not, however, award partial credit for near misses. Section 4.2 detailed an adaptation

of these coefficients which could make use of an ideal segmentation comparison method

such as B or S to allow them to award partial credit for near misses.
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Section 5.2 evaluated whether B, in comparison to S, was an ideal segmentation

comparison method to use to adapt π and π∗ to measure inter-coder agreement for

segmentation. It was demonstrated that the adaptation using B, π∗B:

• Can differentiate between high and low agreement for multiple numbers of coders in

the presence of near misses, full misses, and both forms of error (§5.2.2.1–5.2.2.3);

• Can identify low agreement for multiple numbers of coders when presented with

fully randomly generated segmentations (§5.2.2.4); and

• Can intuitively characterize agreement while analysing boundary pairs (a property

of B).

S was unable to differentiate between high and low agreement in all situations tested,

unable identify low agreement, and is inherently unable to intuitively characterize agree-

ment as being between boundary pairs. It can then be reasonably concluded that π∗B is

an effective inter-coder agreement coefficient for segmentation.

How can we select the best automatic segmenter for a task? Section 5.3 demon-

strates the usage of S, B, and WindowDiff when used to evaluate three automatic seg-

menters in terms of a random baseline and a human upper bound. The goal of this

section was to demonstrate the usage of statistical hypothesis testing. Additionally, these

three comparison methods were tested to see whether they could be used to distinguish

between the performance bounds and evaluate the three automatic segmenters in terms

of these bounds.

Macro-averages of all three coefficients were able to discern between the random

baseline and human upper bound, and S and WindowDiff both placed the three automatic

segmenters between these two performance bounds. B, however, varied from the analysis

presented by S and WindowDiff and instead only placed one automatic segmenter,

BayesSeg, between the performance bounds. It placed the other two automatic segmenters

on par with the random baseline. B’s deviation from S and WindowDiff bore further

investigation.

When applying the per-boundary-pair-subject micro-average version of B, it was

determined that the two automatic segmenters that were placed by B on par with the

random baseline in terms of performance were very precise (using B-precision), but

had poor recall (using B-recall). It was then hypothesized that because the automatic

segmenters were optimized using WindowDiff that the ranking of the segmenters by
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WindowDiff was expected. The deviation by B was suspect until the further error analysis

revealed the reason for the ranking given: low recall for two of the automatic segmenters.

This lack of recall was not identified by 1−WD, which instead demonstrated it’s bias

towards sparse segmentations as noted by Niekrasz and Moore (2010). It could be

reasonably concluded that micro-average B combined with B-precision, B-recall, and

statistical hypothesis testing offer a superior set of tools and methodology for selecting

the best automatic segmenter for a task—short of performing an ecological evaluation.

7.2 Future Work

Ecological evaluation Section 2.3 details that ecological validity is the most desirable

property that an evaluation could have, e.g., when evaluating an automatic segmenter

for a specific task we would evaluate its performance in situ. It would be desirable to

perform an ecological evaluation of an automatic topical segmenter that could aid in

the preprocessing efforts needed by a variety of NLP tasks. Unfortunately, a sufficient

motivation for such an exercise is not yet present.

Hierarchical and multiple-boundary-type segmentation An abundance of linear

single-boundary-type segmentation data has made this work possible. Although provisions

were made such that boundary edit distance, boundary similarity, and π∗B could be used

for multiple-boundary-type segmentations, no experiments upon such data were performed

herein. It would be desirable to demonstrate the tools and methodologies proposed herein

upon both multiple-boundary-type and hierarchical segmentations.

Inter-coder agreement for topical segmentation Using the boundary similarity

based inter-coder agreement coefficients defined in this work, a clearer picture of inter-coder

agreement for topical segmentation can be sought. It would be desirable to determine how

to collect topical segmentations with high inter-coder agreement to better understand the

nature of topics in text.
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Linear Segmentation Comparison

Method Experiment Results

A.1 Comparison Method Consistency
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Appendix B

Additional Experiment Results

B.1 Evaluating Segmenters

B.1.1 Multiple Comparison Tests

Table B.1 shows the p-values resulting from the multiple comparison tests performed

using per chapter coding subjects and varying comparison methods.

p-values
S Bb 1−WD

Human Random 0 1.476597× 10−14 0
BayesSeg Random 7.628697× 10−6 8.378279× 10−6 1.761379× 10−5

APS Random 0 6.164189× 10−3 3.017869× 10−9

MinCut Random 8.794583× 10−6 1.742209× 10−3 1.447671× 10−3

BayesSeg Human 7.106853× 10−7 1.994653× 10−2 1.689993× 10−4

APS Human 9.691470× 10−1 0 4.790488× 10−2

MinCut Human 6.391086× 10−7 0 9.842784× 10−7

APS BayesSeg 3.323854× 10−5 8.881784× 10−16 5.448831× 10−1

MinCut BayesSeg 1 1.110223× 10−16 8.545669× 10−1

MinCut APS 2.500775× 10−5 9.967251× 10−1 8.441633× 10−2

Table B.1: Multiple comparison test results between automatic segmenters per comparison
method (α = 0.05)
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B.1.2 Performance per Coder

Figure B.1–B.3 illustrate how individual automatic segmenters performed in terms of per

boundary pair subject Bb upon codings produced by each coder.
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Figure B.1: BayesSeg performance against each coder using per boundary pair subject
Bb with 95% confidence intervals
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B.1.3 Performance per Chapter

Figures B.4–B.6 illustrate how individual automatic segmenters performed in terms of

per boundary pair subject Bb upon codings of each chapter.
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Figure B.4: BayesSeg performance against all coders over each chapter using per boundary
pair subject Bb with 95% confidence intervals
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Figure B.5: APS performance against all coders over each chapter using per boundary
pair subject Bb with 95% confidence intervals
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Figure B.6: MinCut performance against all coders over each chapter using per boundary
pair subject Bb with 95% confidence intervals
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B.1.4 Performance per Chapter and Coder

Figure B.7–B.7 illustrates how individual automatic segmenters performed in terms of

per boundary pair subject Bb for each coder and chapter using a heat map.
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Figure B.7: BayesSeg performance for each chapter and coder using per boundary pair
subject Bb
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Figure B.8: APS performance for each chapter and coder using per boundary pair subject
Bb
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Figure B.9: MinCut performance for each chapter and coder using per boundary pair
subject Bb
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